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Abstract
Developing dynamical probes of quantum spin liquids inspired by techniques from spintronics
by
Joshua Aftergood
Advisor: Professor So Takei
We theoretically study low dimensional insulating spin systems using spin fluctuations as a probe
of the spin dynamics. In some systems, low dimensionality in conjunction with other quantum
fluctuation enhancing effects impedes spontaneous generation of long range magnetic ordering
down to zero absolute temperature. In particular, we focus on exotic spin systems hosting mobile,
fractionalized spin excitations above their ground state, and ultimately show that techniques al-
ready commonplace in spintronics can be utilized in the context of quantum magnetism to develop
probes of exotic ground states.
We initially consider quantum spin chains (QSCs), and examine a system of two exchange-
coupled QSCs connected at their finite ends. Downstream, one QSC is driven out of equilibrium
by both an overpopulation of spin excitations and temperature elevation, and the other QSC is
coupled to a drain bath where electrical measurements are performed via spin Hall effects. We
compare this low dimensional system hosting spin-half solitons to a coupled 3d magnon hosting
system arranged in the same geometry and show that a quantity we call the spin Fano factor,
defined as the spin current noise-to-signal ratio, differentiates between the two systems. However,
we assume that the noise is measured electrically via the inverse spin Hall effect after conversion
in the drain metal. Recognizing that this technique may lead to enhancements due to intrinsic
conversion mechanisms [1], we then suggest an experimental method by which to measure spin
current noise minimally invasively using an LC resonator coupled to a transmission line. In this
way, we show that photon counting allows for directly accessing the spin current dc noise in a
v
QSC, and thus for constructing the spin Fano factor.
Moving on to 2d insulating magnets, we examine a bilayer system interfacing a spin-orbit cou-
pled heavy metal film with an exotic quantum magnet. We develop the theoretical underpinnings
of the proposed bilayer system for a general quantum magnet lacking long-range magnetic order,
and then apply the theory to three QSL models. We select the Heisenberg kagomé lattice model,
a model possessing gapless fermionic spinons and an emergent U(1) gauge field, and the Kitaev
model on the honeycomb lattice, each with extant candidate materials in mind. Ultimately, a bi-
layer system of the type proposed can utilize interfacial spin fluctuations as a probe of the low
energy density of states of QSL materials, and access quantities of interest in these systems such
as gap energies and gauge field renormalizations. Additionally, in any multilayer system, the inter-
face is of obvious interest, and so we close with a microscopic examination of a metal-to-quantum
magnet interface. The metal contains short-range, spin-inert impurities, the insulator provides a
bath of spin fluctuations, and the interface itself breaks inversion symmetry and results in interfa-
cial Rashba spin-orbit coupling. We calculate the electrical conductivity in the metallic layer in the
presence of all three of these factors, and show that corrections to the conductivity may themselves
be utilized as a probe of the affixed insulating spin system.
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1.1 Diagram a) depicts the geometric frustration of an antiferromagnetic (J > 0) tri-
angular lattice. The arrows represent spin directions. If the bottom two spins are
arrayed in the standard antiferromagnetic up-down configuration, the third spin is
unable to minimize its exchange energy with respect to the other two spins — it is
geometrically frustrated. Diagram b) depicts exchange frustration. These spins are
coupled with a ferromagnetic Ising interaction in the x, y, and z directions, such
that the central spin is unable to simultaneously minimize its energy with respect
to all three directions. It is then experiencing exchange frustration. This figure is
taken from Ref. [2]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
2.1 Diagram (a) depicts the contour presented by Eq. (2.6), where evolution begins
in equilibrium at time t0, progresses forward until time t where the operator is
evaluated, and then back to equilibrium. Figure (b) is a cartoon of the contour,
denoted c, after extension to t = ∞ by insertion of the unitary evolution operators.
Image (c) depicts the Keldysh contour, cK , where evolution proceeds from the
infinite past to the infinite future and back, attained after invoking the adiabatic
assumption. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
2.2 The different time-ordering configurations possible on the Keldysh contour. Red
dots represent field operators at the depicted times, t or t′, on a branch of the contour. 18
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Quantum magnets refer to a panoply of interacting spin systems that exhibit a rich array of quan-
tum phases and phase transitions. These quantum many-body systems can be broadly classified
into two distinct categories: what we may term conventional and unconventional quantum mag-
nets. Conventional quantum magnets exhibit traditional long range magnetic ordering along either
ferro- or antiferromagnetic lines, and their ground states are essentially classical spin configura-
tions with quantum effects entering perturbatively. These conventional phases support low-energy
collective spin-one (in units of ~) charge neutral excitations known as magnons — quantized har-
monic fluctuations of the ordered spins. Magnons are mobile, and therefore conventional magnetic
phases supporting magnons are able to propagate spin transport quantities regardless of the fact
that quantum magnets are electrically insulating. The physical properties of these magnons, such
as their mode dispersion and response functions, can be calculated using well-established quanti-
tative theories like the spin wave theory, and it is in this sense that conventional quantum magnets
are conventional.
Unconventional quantum magnets, by contrast, exhibit no magnetic ordering down to temper-
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
atures much lower than their interaction scales — in fact, they often lack magnetic ordering into
the millikelvin range. A prototypical example of this family of quantum magnets is the quantum
spin liquid (QSL). QSLs are an intriguing state of matter in which quantum fluctuations are strong
enough to melt magnetic ordering all the way down to zero temperature. These QSLs are distin-
guished among themselves by different quantum orders characterizing their extensive many-body
quantum entanglement as opposed to which space-time or spin rotational symmetries they break.
Quantum non-locality is therefore the key feature of QSLs, and results in an array of unusual and
interesting phenomena: topological properties, non-trivial correlations, and exotic excitations with
fractionalized quantum numbers and statistics, to name a few [5; 6]. The centrality of quantum
mechanics to understanding QSLs makes beginning from a classical configuration and introduc-
ing quantum effects perturbatively impossible — rather, quantum mechanics forms the core of
approaches to modeling QSL phases [7; 8; 9]. Nevertheless, the theoretical understanding of QSL
phases is far from complete, and remains a topic at the frontier of condensed matter physics.
An important implication of quantum non-locality in the QSL phase is a QSL’s ability to sup-
port non-local excitations. Non-local excitations, e.g., solitons and spinons, are excitations that
cannot be created by any individual local operator; instead, they emerge as the result of an infinite
product of local operators, i.e., the collective behavior of the system. A key example of these non-
local excitations are gapless solitons arising in the spin-half Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain
(HAC). These solitons carry spin-half [10] in spite of the fact that each site of the HAC is a spin-
half operator, in which case a spin flip corresponds to a complete spin-one insertion. The HAC has
received extensive research attention due to its amenability to rigorous theoretical analysis [11]
and the fact that well-known material options exist [12]. It is the simplest and best established
example of an insulating magnet possessing a QSL ground state due to reduced dimensionality.
In systems beyond one dimension, however, the existence of a true QSL ground state remains
controversial [13].
A great deal of research, both experimental and theoretical, has revolved around the search for
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(a) Geometric frustration (b) Exchange frustration
Figure 1.2.1.: (a) The geometrically frustrated triangular lattice with antiferromagnetic in-
teraction (J > 0). The arrows indicates the spin direction. If two neighboring
spins are antiferromagnetically ordered, the exchange energy between the
third spin and both its neighbors can not be simultaneously minimized. This
spin, indicated by a question mark, is then frustrated. (b) The spins couple
with a ferromagnetic Ising type interaction in x, y, z-direction with its neigh-
bors. Since the central spin can not be parallel to the x, y, z-axis simultane-
ously, it is frustrated due to its exchange interaction. Figure taken from Ref.
[6].
and exotic phenomena with fundamental theoretical implications. Nevertheless generations
of physicist have not yet succeeded in solving seemingly simple models.
So how do we find fractional excitations and other exotic behavior? As mentioned, mag-
netic interaction often lead to an ordered ground state and only when thermal fluctuations
are strong enough the order is broken and a paramagnetic state emerges. This happens
above a critical temperature Tc. However there can be fluctuations of a completely different
origin, that lead to the suppression or destruction of order. This is the case when different
forces compete with each other. If they cannot be minimized simultaneously, the system is
called frustrated.
A simple example is the geometrically frustrated triangular lattice, see Fig. 1.1(a). J > 0
indicates antiferromagnetic interaction, which means neighboring spins favor anti-parallel
alignment. If, however, two spins on the edges of the triangle are already orientated in this
manner, there is no possibility to place the third one in such a way, that it is anti-parallel to
both its neighbors. For the small triangle this already leads to six degenerate ground states.
In this example the spins are strongly correlated, but the competing interactions prevent




Figure 1.1: Diagram a) depicts the geometric frustration of an antiferromagnetic (J > 0) triangular
lattice. The arrows represent spin dir ctions. If the bottom two spins re a rayed in the standard
antiferromagnetic up-down configuration, the third spin is unable to minimize its exchange energy
with respect to the other two spins — it is geometrically frustrated. Diagram b) depicts exchange
frustration. These spins are coupled with a ferromagnetic Isi g interaction in the x, y, and z direc-
tions, such that the central spin is unable to imultaneously minimize its energy with respect to all
three directions. It is then experiencing exchange frustration. This figure is taken from Ref. [2].
an uncontroversial material instantiation of a 2d QSL phase. The search has focused primarily on
spin-half quantum antiferromagnets with highly frustrated lattices. Figure 1.1 illustrates that frus-
tration comes in two forms: geometric frustration, which occurs when the spins are arrayed in such
a manner that certain spins in the lattice are unable to minimize their energy by adopting a partic-
ular configuration with respect to the others, and exchange frustration, in which case it becomes
impossible for spins to simult ne usly satisfy ll f the spin-dependent bond int ractions acting
upon it. In either case, frustration results in highly degenerate ground states in the corresponding
classical spin models, and appears to be a necessary compo ent of a stable QSL phase. Other sta-
bilizing influences can be any factors that enhance quantum fluctuations: reduced dimensionality,
small spin sizes, and small coordinate numbers. Though controversy remains, several promising
material candidates exist; examples include the mineral herbertsmithite [14], triangular lattice an-
tiferromagnet materials [15], and Kitaev compounds such as H3LiIr2O6 [16]. These materials have
been the subject of a wide variety of experimental studies, but no clear signal of a true QSL phase
has yet been demonstrated. One clear signal that could be presented is to demonstrate the presence
of the mobile, non-local, fractionalized excitations that are thought to exist in the QSL phase —
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spin-half solitons in the HAC, or spinons in 2d QSLs. New methods of probing candidate QSL
materials may help in the search for a true QSL ground state, and this thesis will propose spin fluc-
tuations as a viable probe of QSL candidate materials that can shed light on this intriguing state of
matter in both one and two dimensions, and potentially discover a signal of mobile spinons.
1.2 Spin fluctuations: spintronics
One of the unifying concepts of this thesis is utilizing spintronics techniques to better understand
unconventional quantum magnets. In particular, spin current and its fluctuations will figure promi-
nently throughout. Spin current refers to the net flow of spin angular momentum through various
condensed matter media, and spin current fluctuations are the dynamic correlations of the spin cur-
rent. Unlike charge currents, spin currents can propagate through insulating materials — mediated,
for example, by magnons — which makes injecting and detecting spin current a natural method
of probing magnetic insulators. The field of spintronics involves the manipulation of spin degrees
of freedom, and has thus been intimately tied with research in insulating magnets. Two-terminal
spin transport experiments in conventional quantum magnets, for example, have been performed
by capitalizing upon spin Hall effects (SHEs) for both pure spin current injection at one terminal
and detection at the other [17; 18]. It is only recently that non-equilibrium spin current has been
shown to propagate in unconventional quantum magnets hosting non-local, fractionalized spin ex-
citations as well — first in an HAC material [19] and then later in certain 2d QSL systems [20]
— which opens up the fascinating possibility of utilizing spin transport quantities to probe these
exotic states of matter.
Non-equilibrium spin current fluctuations are of particular interest here. This so-called shot
noise, by analogy to out-of-equilibrium charge systems, contains information about the effective
spin and quantum statistics of the spin-carrying quasiparticles during transport. Charge transport
through conductors in the low temperature limit, where thermal fluctuations are suppressed and
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non-equilibrium shot noise dominates, has been a successful experimental tool for detecting the
effective charge of, e.g., charge 2e Cooper pairs through superconducting tunnel junctions [21]
and fractionalized charge quasiparticles tunneling between edge states in fractional quantum Hall
experiments [22]. This thesis will transplant these ideas from charge systems with charge quasi-
particle tunneling to insulating magnets with spin quasiparticle tunneling between two systems
hosting fractionalized spin excitations, with the idea of better understanding the tunneling spin
quasiparticles and their statistics. In keeping with non-local spin transport experiments performed
in conventional quantum magnets, the SHE and its inverse will be utilized as spin current injection
and detection mechanisms at various points in what comes.
In this vein, SHEs become an important building block of this thesis. The SHE, and its in-
verse, act as transducers between charge and spin current densities in metals possessing strong
spin orbit interactions. Spin orbit interactions couple the charge and spin degrees of freedom of
electrons, such that momentum flow in one sector induces transverse momentum flow in the other.
Thus the direct SHE refers to the generation of a transverse spin current by a charge current, while
the inverse SHE is the Onsager reciprocal process whereby an impinging spin current generates
a transverse charge current. These phenomena are essential components of the spintronics reper-
toire [23], and one of the goals of this thesis will be demonstrating how they can be purposed
towards developing probes of unconventional quantum magnets.
For instance, interfacing strongly spin-orbit coupled metals (usually 5d transition metals, e.g.,
Pt, Ta, W) with insulating magnets has been a fruitful arena for studying the magnetization dy-
namics of the insulating layer — thus far usually consisting of a conventional quantum magnet
hosting magnons. Interfacial effects capitalizing upon SHEs underly various phenomena common-
place in spintronics. These include spin pumping [24; 25], where modulating the bulk magneti-
zation of an insulator drives a spin current into a coupled metal, interfacial spin torques, where
charge currents driven through the metallic layer can induce a torque on the bulk magnetization
of the insulator [26; 27; 28], and spin Hall magnetoresistance, a phenomenon whereby metallic
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conductivity modulates according to the direction of the bulk magnetization in the coupled in-
sulator [29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 34; 35; 36]. Spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) in particular is a
powerful technique, the utility of which is highlighted by its ability to probe bulk properties like
magnetic textures [37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42] in addition to interfacial properties such as spin-sink and
spin-mixing conductances, utilizing e.g., ferri- [32; 33; 34; 35], ferro- [43], and antiferromagnetic
insulators [39; 44; 45], that govern interfacial spin opacity in bilayers. These effects, however,
tend to involve the bulk magnetic order parameter of the magnetic insulator, and unconventional
magnetic insulators lack long range magnetic order — in the case of QSLs in principle all the way
to zero temperature — which would seem to preclude bilayers of this type as viable probes of their
spin dynamics.
Nevertheless, recent experiments utilizing paramagnets in similar bilayer setups have found
SMR-like signals in the metallic conductivity [46; 47; 48]. These findings have therefore broad-
ened the scope of this bilayer SMR-type physics to include insulators with no long range magnetic
order parameter, and indicated that the spin dynamics of insulating paramagnets may be accessi-
ble in a bilayer setup via relatively straightforward conductivity measurements. Part of this thesis
is therefore purposed toward developing an understanding of magnetotransport in bilayer setups
when a spin-orbit coupled metal is interfaced with a QSL material, and how spin fluctuations in-
evitably arising at the interface affect charge transport in the metal. Therefore, in addition to non-
equilibrium spin shot noise, equilibrium thermal spin fluctuations will themselves prove useful in
better understanding quantum paramagnets.
Finally, in furthering our understanding of unconventional paramagnetic phases utilizing spin
fluctuations and electrical detection methods, the inverse SHE takes on particular importance due
to its being the mechanism by which conversion of spin to charge transport quantities occurs. For
spin to charge current, the spin Hall angle characterizes the efficiency of this conversion process
in strongly spin-orbit coupled metals. In the case of spin to charge current noise, however, the
conversion process is not necessarily as straightforward [1]. An examination of that process across
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a metal-to-unconventional quantum paramagnet interface is therefore a useful contribution to a
general understanding of these systems in addition to potentially providing insight into the spin
dynamics of unconventional quantum paramagnetic phases. In an attempt to tie theory to exper-
iment, this thesis will take the first steps in a microscopic examination of that interface and the
conversion of spin-to-charge fluctuations across it.
1.3 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the main theoretical technique used in
each subsequent section, namely the Keldysh diagrammatic formalism in the operator description.
It begins with a discussion of the closed time-loop contour, which serves as the basis for non-
equilibrium quantum field theory. The closed-time contour is then extended to the Keldysh contour
via the adiabatic assumption and the subsequent adiabatic introduction of interactions. With the
Keldysh contour defined, linearly dependent Green functions describing operator correlations at
all points on the contour in the Kadanoff-Baym basis are introduced. Finally, the set of linearly
independent Green functions in the Keldysh basis are produced, and explicit functional forms for
the case of the non-interacting limit are defined.
Chapters 3 and 4 focus on 1d unconventional quantum paramagnets. In Chapter 3, we investi-
gate a system of weakly exchange coupled 1d quantum paramagnets — 1d spin chains — hosting
mobile fractionalized spin quasiparticles as their gapless ground state excitations. One spin chain
is driven by the injection of a non-equilibrium spin current downstream, and spin shot noise is
engendered at the weak coupling between the chains. We then calculate the spin shot noise down-
stream in the second spin chain. Finally, we compare this system to a similarly configured 3d
conventional spin system hosting magnons and introduce a quantity by which to differentiate cou-
pled conventional and unconventional spin systems which we denote the spin Fano factor. Chapter
4 dovetails off of Chapter 3 by introducing an experimental procedure by which to non-invasively
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measure the spin shot noise downstream in the second spin chain using an LC resonator coupled to
a transmission line, sidestepping the need for destructive detection mechanisms revolving around
the inverse SHE as originally constructed.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we shift focus to 2d unconventional quantum paramagnets. In Chapter
5, we investigate a bilayer system that interfaces a strongly spin-orbit coupled metal to various
QSL models, and calculate the modification to the resistance across the metal that arises due to
the presence of thermal spin fluctuations across the interface. We discover that this type of bilayer
setup acts as a probe of the low energy density of states of the QSL system, and show how prop-
erties of the spin system — in particular gap energies and signatures of gauge fluctuations — can
be extracted from the ac resistance. Chapter 6 continues with the examination of paramagnets in
metal-to-paramagnet bilayers with a focus on the physics of the interface itself. We therefore cal-
culate the modification to the conductivity arising in a bilayer affixing a 2d quantum paramagnet to
a metal modeled as a 2d electron gas in the presence of spin-neutral disorder, spin fluctuations, and
weak interfacial spin-orbit coupling. In so doing, we take the first step in developing a microscopic
understanding of the noise conversion process across these interfaces.
The material presented in Chapters 3 and 4 are published in Physical Review B [49; 50], and
the material presented in Chapter 5 is published in Physical Review Research [51]. The material
presented in Chapter 6 is awaiting publication.
Chapter 2
Necessary formalism
This chapter is purposed towards introducing the Keldysh diagrammatic formalism, and will serve
as the technical foundation for the remainder of this thesis. The Keldysh diagrammatic formalism
has the advantages of not requiring the use of analytic continuation, in addition to naturally extend-
ing to out-of-equilibrium statistical mechanics, and is used extensively in this thesis as a result. We
will apply the formalism in each subsequent chapter to spin systems in and out of equilibrium with
the goal of calculating some observable quantity in each case. The main tools we will focus on
in that vein are the Green functions, and the ultimate goal of this chapter is the motivation for,
definition of, and properties of those Green functions. We will begin by introducing the closed
time path formalism and its application to systems out-of-equilibrium; from there, we will define
the Green functions on the closed time contour; and finally, we will examine certain properties of
those Green functions that we will avail ourselves of in what follows. Details of calculations using
the machinery we develop will be relegated to future chapters.
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2.1 The closed time contour
Consider a quantum many-body system governed by the Hamiltonian
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥi , (2.1)
where Ĥ0 is quadratic in fields and represents free particles, and Ĥi describes interactions between
particles. Additionally, Ĥ0 is understood to be in the grand canonical ensemble, and therefore
we measure energies from the chemical potential µ. The system is initially in thermodynamic
equilibrium with a connected reservoir, and at time t = t0 it is disconnected from the reservoir and
subjected to a perturbation represented by the addition of H′(t) to the Hamiltonian. Then the total
Hamiltonian is
Ĥ = Ĥ + H′(t) , (2.2)
where H′(t) = 0 for times t < t0. We are interested in calculating physical observables at times
t > t0.
In the Heisenberg picture, expectation values of physical observables, ÔH (t), in this system are






where t0 < t, and the entire time-dependence resides in the operator Ô. The equilibrium density







with β = (kBT )−1 the usual inverse temperature, and the traces are performed over the many-body
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Hilbert space. The operator in the Heisenberg picture is given by
ÔH (t) = Û†(t, t0)Ô(t)Û(t, t0) , (2.4)
and the operator written as Ô(t) is given in the Schrödinger picture, such that it may possess only
its own explicit time dependence. In the Heisenberg picture, the operator for a physical observable
obeys the Heisenberg equation of motion






The evolution operator introduced above is explicitly written
Û(t, t′) = T e− ι~
∫ t
t′ dτĤ(τ) , (2.5)
and T is the time-ordering operator which places all operators with later times to the left of those
at earlier times. The evolution operator is unitary, such that
Û†(t, t′)Û(t, t′) = Û(t′, t)Û(t, t′) = 1 .











Viewing from left to right, we see that the system begins in equilibrium at time t0, where the equi-
librium density matrix is specified, and evolves forward to time t at which point the observable is
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calculated. From there, the system evolves back from time t to the initial equilibrium configura-
tion through the second evolution operator Û. This is our first contour, depicted in Fig. 2.1a, the
introduction of which automatically obviates the need to assume anything about the state of the
system in the infinite future. However, making use of the unitarity of the evolution operator, we





ρ̂(t0)Û(t0, t)Ô(t)Û(t,∞)Û(∞, t)Û(t, t0)











′Ĥ(t′) [Ô(t+) + Ô(t−)]} (2.7)
where we have now switched to the contour that runs from t = t0 to infinity and back again,
denoted by the subscript c. The time ordering operator Tc orders times in the contour sense, such
that “later” times are those times further along the contour. The physical observable is now given
by the average of the operator evaluated at t+ on the forward branch (denoted +) and t− on the
backward branch (denoted −). That is, we can see here that evolution begins at time t0, progresses
to t = ∞, and then back to the initial equilibrium state located at t0, which we ostensibly know.
This contour is depicted in Fig. 2.1b.
2.1.1 Adiabatic switching
In order to introduce the Keldysh contour, as depicted in Fig. 2.1c, we will discuss the idea of
adiabatic switching. The central concept behind the adiabatic assumption is that it is possible to
generate the density matrix ρ̂ of Hamiltonian Ĥ starting from the density matrix ρ̂0 corresponding
to the noninteracting Hamiltonian Ĥ0 and then “switching on” interactions adiabatically. That is to
say, we have
ρ̂(t0) = Ûη(t0,−∞)ρ̂0Ûη(−∞, t0) , (2.8)
















Figure 2.1: Diagram (a) depicts the contour presented by Eq. (2.6), where evolution begins in
equilibrium at time t0, progresses forward until time t where the operator is evaluated, and then
back to equilibrium. Figure (b) is a cartoon of the contour, denoted c, after extension to t = ∞
by insertion of the unitary evolution operators. Image (c) depicts the Keldysh contour, cK , where
evolution proceeds from the infinite past to the infinite future and back, attained after invoking the
adiabatic assumption.
where Ûη is the real-time evolution operator defined with the Hamiltonian
Ĥη = Ĥ0 + e−η|t−t0 |Ĥi , (2.9)
and η is an infinitesimal positive constant. This Hamiltonian becomes the noninteracting Hamilto-
nian Ĥ0 when t → −∞, and interactions have been introduced adiabatically such that Ĥη → Ĥ by








ρ̂0Ûη(−∞, t0)Û(t0, t)Ô(t)Û(t, t0)Ûη(t0,−∞)
}
, (2.10)
where note that we have used the cyclic property of the trace in the second line. At this point,
we cast Eq. (2.10) as a contour ordered series of operators. Consider the contour depicted in
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Fig. 2.1c, where time evolution begins in the infinite past, progresses to the infinite future, and then
proceeds back to the infinite past once more. Defining the appropriate Hamiltonian that governs
the dynamics along this contour, we write
H (t) =

Ĥ0 + e−η|t−t0 |Ĥi t < t0
Ĥ0 + Ĥi + Ĥ′(t) t > t0
. (2.11)










dt′H (t′) [Ô(t+) + Ô(t−)]} , (2.12)
where TK is the Keldysh time-ordering operator that orders operators in the contour sense, accord-
ing to their position around the Keldysh time-loop cK . The superscripts, + and −, denote forward
and backward branches of cK respectively. This result holds whenever the adiabatic assumption is
fulfilled.
2.1.2 The equilibrium limit
A special case is what we can term the equilibrium limit, where there are no driving fields such
that Ĥ′(t) = 0, meaning the Hamiltonian becomes independent of time. For any finite observation
time t we can therefore approximate Û(t, t0) with Ûη(t, t0) because it is always possible to select






In this case, the Hamiltonian has become
Ĥη(t) = Ĥ0 + e−η|t−t0 |Ĥi ≡ Ĥ0 + Ĥη(t) , (2.14)
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and is now valid along the entire contour, cK . Thus, we may write the observable using the Keldysh









dt′Ĥη(t′) [Ô(t+) + Ô(t−)]} . (2.15)
The standard approach to diagrammatic perturbation theory begins by shifting pictures from
the Heisenberg picture to the interaction picture. In the interaction picture operators evolve with
the non-interacting Hamiltonian, Ĥ0, such that
ÔĤ0(t) = eιĤ0(t−tr)Ô(t)e−ιĤ0(t−tr) ,
where tr is a reference time much further in the past than t0, the time at which interactions are fully














is the interaction Hamiltonian time-evolved with the non-interacting Hamiltonian. Eq. (2.16) is the
main result of this section, and will be used throughout this thesis when calculating expectation
values of physical operators, e.g., the spin or charge current in a system.
2.2 Keldysh Green functions
Green functions constitute the connection between experimentally relevant and conveniently cal-
culable quantities, and thus play an important role in statistical physics. In this section, we will
introduce the Green functions associated with the contour cK . This will begin by examining the
generic time-ordered Green function, introducing the S -matrix, and using the S -matrix to place
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the Green function on the Keldysh contour. Consider a time-ordered Green function for a system
in its full interacting ground state |〉:










with ψĤ(x) the field operator in the Heisenberg picture with respect to the full interacting Hamil-
tonian Ĥ, and x = (x, t). In the standard approach to evaluating this Green function in equilibrium,
zero-temperature quantum field theory we write G(x, x′) in the interaction picture. That is accom-
plished by writing the field operators, ψ, in the interaction picture via
ψĤ0(x) = e
ιĤ0(t−tr)ψ(x)e−ιĤ0(t−tr) . (2.18)
This time-evolved operator connects back to its Heisenberg picture counterpart through the unitary
transform known as the S -matrix:
ψĤ(x) = S
†(t, tr)ψĤ0(x)S (t, tr) , (2.19)
and the S -matrix is given by





Then, we can use this relationship to write G(x, x′) in terms of field operators in the interaction
picture, which is given to be










where tm is whichever time, t or t′, is later.
We now bring in the adiabatic assumption. In the infinite past, therefore, the system assumes
its non-interacting ground state |〉0. We send the reference time to the infinite past, tr → −∞, and
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assume that the full interacting state is achieved at time t = 0 by adiabatically evolving |〉0 using
the S -matrix:
|〉 = S (0,−∞) |〉0
The time-ordered Green function can now be expressed in terms of the non-interacting ground
state such that




S (0, t)ψĤ0(x)S (t, t
′)ψ†
Ĥ0




Our next assumption is that the the reverse process is also true, namely that when the interactions
are adiabatically “switched off” from time t = 0 the same non-interacting ground state that occurs
at time t = −∞ is also recovered up to the addition of a phase factor. That is, we assume
〈|0 S (−∞, 0) = e−ιφ 〈|0 S (∞,−∞)S (−∞, 0) =
〈|0 S (∞,−∞)S (−∞, 0)
〈S (∞,−∞)〉0
.
Emplacing this result into the time-ordered Green function returns the standard result












One of the central assumptions in the equilibrium, zero temperature quantum field theory ap-
proach to G(x, x′) breaks down out of equilibrium in an obvious way. That is, it is no longer
reasonable to assume that the non-interacting ground state recovered at time t = ∞ is identical to
the original non-interacting ground state the system began in at time t = −∞ after the insertion of
a non-equilibrium perturbation. The system may be in an unpredictable state due, for example, to
some irreversible effect. The core idea of avoiding this problem by utilizing a contour starting and
ending in the infinite past was originally proposed by Schwinger, and subsequently the contour was
popularized by Keldysh — thus it achieves its name. Even in equilibrium, however, the time-loop
















Figure 2.2: The different time-ordering configurations possible on the Keldysh contour. Red dots
represent field operators at the depicted times, t or t′, on a branch of the contour.
approach has the advantage of avoiding the assumption of a known state in the infinite future.
The integration path can be seen in Fig. 2.1c, starting from the infinite past, through to the
infinite future, and then back along the second leg of the contour to the infinite past once more. We
can then define the S matrix on the Keldysh contour, S K , as

















2.2.1 The Kadanoff-Baym basis
Consider a set of creation and annihilation operators, â†α(t) and âα(t) respectively, where we have
depicted the times exclusively because we will be considering time-time correlations in what fol-
lows. They are labeled by some complete set of quantum numbers α (which maybe be spin pro-
jections, momentum, etc.) and are either bosons or fermions. The contour-ordered Green function
presented above admits of four possibilities that must be accounted for: the two situations arising
when t and t′ reside on the same branch of the contour and the two possible ways in which the two
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times can reside on opposite branches of the contour — see Fig. 2.2. The contour ordered Green
function, GcK , can be mapped onto the Keldysh space via





where the superscripts indicate branches of the contour, + for the outgoing branch from −∞ to∞,

































































where superscripts in the interim equalities indicate branches of the Keldysh contour, T̄ represents
anti-time-ordering, and the ± on the +− component indicates the result is + if â is a fermionic field
and − if it is a bosonic field. These are the Green functions in what is called the Kadanoff-Baym
basis.
2.2.2 The Keldysh basis
It is clear however that the Green functions in the Kadanoff-Baym basis are not linearly indepen-
dent. In particular, we can write
G++αβ (t, t
′) = θ(t − t′)G−+αβ (t, t′) + θ(t′ − t)G+−αβ (t, t′)
G−−αβ (t, t
′) = θ(t − t′)G+−αβ (t, t′) + θ(t′ − t)G−+αβ (t, t′) ,
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where θ(t) is the Heaviside step function. This results in a constraint on the Green functions, such
that
G++αβ (t, t
′) + G−−αβ (t, t
′) = G+−αβ (t, t
′) + G−+αβ (t, t
′) ,
which we may make use of in order to write a linearly independent set of Green functions. Those






G++αβ −G−−αβ + G−+αβ −G+−αβ
)
= θ(t − t′)
(
G−+αβ (t, t








G++αβ −G−−αβ −G−+αβ + G+−αβ
)
= θ(t′ − t)
(
G+−αβ (t, t
















= G−+αβ (t, t
′) + G+−αβ (t, t
′) , (2.32)
respectively. This set of Green functions are written in the RAK or Keldysh basis, and hold true in
both the cases of Bose or Fermi fields, in and out of equilibrium. These three Green functions serve
as the fundamental objects of the Keldysh formalism and will be used extensively in the remainder
of this thesis.
In the non-interacting limit we can diagonalize the times by transforming to frequency space
and the Green functions in the RAK basis become
G0,Rαβ (ω) =
δαβ





G0,Kαβ (ω) = −2πι (1 − 2nF(ω)) δ(ω − ξα)δαβ (2.34)
in the case of fermions. For bosons, we exchange twice the Fermi-Dirac distribution −2nF(ω) for
twice the Bose-Einstein distribution, +2nB(ω). The term 0+ is meant to indicate an infinitesimal,
positive quantity, and ξα represents the dispersion. The Green functions make clear that the retarded
and advanced components carry information about the quantum states and energy spectrum, while
the Keldysh component describes the occupation of those states.
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2.2.3 The fluctuation dissipation theorem
This formulation also contains a statement of the fluctuation dissipation theorem. Specifically, in





















These dependencies imply a relationship between response and correlation functions that will be
utilized in what follows. While it is clear in this non-interacting depiction, the relationship should
hold true even when interactions are taken into account in a thermally equilibrated system.
Chapter 3
Spin shot noise across coupled 1d spin
chains
In this chapter, we apply the Luttinger liquid formulation to a system of weakly exchange cou-
pled 1d quantum paramagnets and utilize the Keldysh path integral formalism to compute the
bulk spin-current and spin-current noise downstream of the coupling. The system is driven out-of-
equilibrium by both the presence of spin injection at one end and a temperature differential between
the coupled paramagnets. We compute the effects of this weak coupling on the bulk transport prop-
erties of 1d paramagnets hosting exotic spin excitations as their ground-states, and compare the
outcomes to more conventional magnon-hosting, similarly configured 3d insulating magnets. We
find a stark difference between the low dimensional and 3d spin systems, where particle-hole sym-
metry in the low-dimensional system causes temperature driven spin currents across the exchange
coupling to vanish. Additionally, we develop an experimental method by which to realize our re-
sults, and define the spin Fano factor as a quantity that differentiates between a system comprised
of low dimensional quantum paramagnets and that comprised of 3d magnetic insulators. We then
compute a physical estimate of the signal strength of these effects and conclude that they should
be measurable with currently available devices.
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3.1 Introduction
The quantification of spin-dependent charge current noise[52; 53; 54; 55; 56; 57; 58; 59; 60] as well
as pure spin current noise[61; 62; 63] in mesoscopic conductors has garnered much attention over
the past two decades, demonstrating the importance of spin effects on charge transport. In contrast,
the study of pure spin current noise in insulating spin systems (i.e., quantum magnets) has received
only limited attention. [64; 65; 66] This focal imbalance, however, may soon resolve with the recent
pioneering developments in spintronics, where experimentalists are now capable of generating and
detecting pure spin currents in insulating magnets using purely electrical signals. [17; 18; 67;
68] In these experiments, two strongly spin-orbit coupled metals are affixed to two opposite ends
of a magnetic insulator [e.g., yttrium iron garnet (YIG)], charge current is passed through one
metal generating spin current in the magnet via the spin Hall effect (SHE), and charge current is
detected in the second metal generated by the inverse SHE. These advancements open doors to
the fascinating possibility to quantify spin propagation through quantum magnets via electrical
measurements, and render the theoretical investigation of pure spin current noise in these systems
timely.
A natural setup to study spin current and noise in quantum magnets involves two quantum
magnets weakly coupled via the exchange interaction (see, e.g., Fig. 3.1). In the presence of a
bias, the exchange coupling allows spin-1 excitations to stochastically tunnel from one system to
the other, generating a noisy spin current in the latter. In this context, the physics of spin injection
into a quantum magnet should depend on the spin quantum number s of the localized spins. If a
spin-1 excitation is injected into an s = 1/2 quantum magnet, a second spin-1 excitation cannot
be injected at the same site, generating a partial blockade (or Pauli blockade) during spin injection
associated with the fermionic nature of the spin-1/2 operators. [69] Pauli blockade should be absent
in large-s quantum magnets, where an approximate theoretical description of the injection process
in terms of tunneling bosonic quasiparticles (i.e., magnons) is appropriate. This crossover from
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spin accumulation x = x1
 x0 x = 0
Figure 3.1: Two semi-infinite quantum spin chains, one labeled the source and the other the drain,
are coupled at their finite ends. Strongly spin-orbit coupled metals act as injector and drain for spin
current. The source chain is held at temperature T1 and the drain chain at T2. The spin injection
from the injector metal via the spin Hall effect leads to a non-equilibrium accumulation of spin in
the source chain. Depicted positions are continuum variables.
boson-like to fermion-like spin injection physics as s approaches the quantum limit should have an
effect on the tunneling spin current and noise and have direct experimental consequences on spin
transport.
In this chapter, we compare spin transport across weakly-coupled s = 1/2 quantum magnets to
that across weakly-coupled large-s magnetic insulators and evaluate quantities that differentiate be-
tween the two: the spin current, its dc noise, and the spin Fano factor defined as the noise-to-signal
ratio of the spin current. Specifically, for a quantum magnet we consider the s = 1/2 antiferromag-
netic quantum spin chain (QSC) due to its amenability to rigorous theoretical analysis [70; 71] and
relevance to real materials. [72; 73; 74; 75; 76; 12; 19] We consider spin currents generated by an
over-population of spin excitations in one quantum magnet (i.e., subsystem) relative to the other
while simultaneously applying a temperature difference between the two subsystems. We find a
strikingly different behavior in the spin Fano factor between the QSC and the large-s (magnon)
cases. Unlike the magnon case, a vanishing spin current and concomitant diverging spin Fano fac-
tor is found only in the QSC scenario even in the presence of a large temperature bias, provided no
over-population of spin excitations in one subsystem relative to other exists. We show that this find-
ing is in exact analogy with the results obtained in the physics of local electron scattering between
edge states of two fractional quantum Hall liquids. [77; 78] We also compare the noise generated
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by non-equilibrium injection of spin into one subsystem to that generated by injecting spins into
both subsystems, and find that over-populating both subsystems actually reduces the noise in the
QSC scenario but increases the noise in the magnon case. We attribute this suppression in the
noise to Pauli blockade physics associated with the fermionic nature of spin-1/2 operators in the
QSC scenario. We finally discuss how the spin Fano factor may be experimentally obtained via the
inverse SHE used in spintronics.
This chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 3.2 introduces our model for the quantum spin chain,
wherein we describe the Luttinger model and further reveal a striking similarity between our prob-
lem and a similar situation in fractional quantum Hall physics. In Sec. 3.3, we utilize a general
non-equilibrium scheme based on the Keldysh formalism to derive spin transport properties in our
system of interest, and contrast it to the same calculation in a geometrically equivalent large-s
magnonic system. We discuss our results in Sec. 3.4, and present a possible method for experi-
mental verification in Sec. 3.5. Finally, we conclude in Sec. 3.6 and propose potential avenues for
future exploration.
3.2 Model
Our system of interest is comprised of two s = 1/2 antiferromagnet spin chains exchange-coupled
end-to-end, one labeled the source chain (ν = 1) and the other the drain chain (ν = 2), with each
additionally coupled to a metal with strong spin-orbit coupling (e.g., Pt, Ta, etc.) at the other ends
(see Fig. 3.1). To allow for possible spin transfer across the spin chains, we consider elevating
the temperature of one QSC relative to the other (i.e., thermal bias) and/or injecting a z polarized
spin current (hereafter simply referred to as spin current) into the source QSC (i.e., chemical bias).
The spin current injection can be facilitated, e.g., by SHE at the upstream end of the chain, where
the injector metal is coupled and driven by a charge current. Due to spin-orbit coupling in the
metal, a charge current flowing in the y direction can give rise to a spin current flowing in the x
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direction with spin polarized in the z direction and produce a (z-polarized) spin accumulation at the
interface (as shown in Fig. 3.1). [79; 23] Interfacial exchange interaction then allows spin angular
momentum to be transferred from the metal’s electron spins to the spin moments in the QSC,
effectively leading to an injection of spin current into the QSC. [17; 18; 67; 68; 80; 81; 82] The
injected spin current tunnels across the QSCs and is eventually ejected into the drain metal, where
the spin current converts into a transverse charge current via the inverse SHE and can therefore be
detected electrically. Our focus will be on the spin current flowing at x = x1 in the drain chain and
its dc noise (see Fig. 3.1), which should be electrically detectable using the drain metal.
3.2.1 Luttinger model for the spin chains
We consider two identical s = 1/2 semi-infinite xxz antiferromagnet chains that are weakly
exchange-coupled at their finite ends, i.e., at site j = 0 (or x = 0), as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
total Hamiltonian for the QSCs can then be written as Ĥ =
∑
ν=1,2 Ĥν + Ĥb + Ĥc ≡ Ĥ0 + Ĥb + Ĥc,


































where we assume |J⊥c |, |Jzc|  J and we are allowing for an xxz anisotropy in the exchange cou-
pling. The bias Hamiltonian Ĥb will be specified later.
We assume ∆ < 1 such that the QSCs are in the xy phase with unaxial symmetry and possess
a gapless excitation spectrum. [71] In this regime and in the long-wavelength limit, Eq. (3.1) is
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[∂x ˆ̃ϕ2,R(x)]2 + [∂x ˆ̃ϕ2,L(x)]2
}
, (3.3)
where u is the speed of the chiral boson fields, K is the so-called Luttinger parameter, and the chiral
boson fields obey [ ˆ̃ϕν,R(x), ˆ̃ϕν′,R(x′)] = −[ ˆ̃ϕν,L(x), ˆ̃ϕν′,L(x′)] = iπKδνν′ sgn(x − x′). [83] Arriving at
Eq. (3.3) requires that we drop RG-irrelevant operators (e.g., band-curvature and backscattering
terms) and that we constrain our inquiry to the Gaussian regime. In order to remain within the
Gaussian regime we find u and K perturbatively by taking ∆  1. The result is that u = vF/K
and K ' 1 − 2∆/π for the low energy sector. However, a Bethe ansatz approach shows that the
Gaussian model in fact holds for the entire critical domain |∆| < 1 provided we identify u =
πvF
√
1 − ∆2/2 cos−1(∆) and K = [2 − (2/π) cos−1(∆)]−1. [85] Therefore, given this exact solution,
we assume throughout that ∆ . 1 and so take u ' πvF/2 and K & 1/2, i.e., close to the Heisenberg
limit with ∆ . 1.
Spin injection at the upstream end of the source QSC should generate a spin accumulation in
the QSC, which, in the long-time (steady-state) limit, can be modeled as a (uniform) spin chemical
potential µ that extends over its entire length, causing the spins to precess about the z axis and







dx ∂x( ˆ̃ϕ1,R + ˆ̃ϕ1,L) . (3.4)
3.2.2 Exact mapping to the problem of stochastic electron tunneling be-
tween two fractional quantum Hall edge channels
In order to treat the semi-infinite chains we must account for the finite boundary. We begin this
process by first introducing new scaled chiral fields ϕ̂ν,R/L = ˆ̃ϕν,R/L/
√
K in Eq. (3.3), allowing us to
map this system onto an effectively non-interacting (i.e., K = 1 or free fermion) Luttinger liquid
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where now the scaled chiral fields obey [ϕ̂ν,R(x), ϕ̂ν′,R(x′)] = −[ϕ̂ν,L(x), ϕ̂ν′,L(x′)] = iπδνν′ sgn(x− x′).
Then the semi-infinite boundary conditions at x = 0 requires that ϕ̂ν,R(0) = −ϕ̂ν,L(0), which further
enforces that the string operator cos (· · · ) → 1 at the end. 1 We can extend the x = 0 result to
include all space and time by noting that right-movers are a function of x− ut only and left-movers
are a function of x + ut only. Thus we have
ϕ̂ν,R(−x, t) = −ϕ̂ν,L(x, t) . (3.6)









dx [∂x ˆ̃ϕν,R(x)]2 . (3.7)
We note that the remaining right chiral fields now reside on an infinite domain and obeys the
commutation relation [ ˆ̃ϕν,R(x), ˆ̃ϕν′,R(x′)] = iπKδνν′ sgn(x − x′); they can be expanded in terms of













where η is a UV cutoff and L is the chain length (eventually taken to infinity). The boson operator




ν,kb̂ν,k with εk = ~uk.
1For a full explication of a finite edge in a Luttinger liquid, see section 10.1 of Ref. [11].
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ˆ̃ϕν,R(0) = (Ŝ +ν,0)
† , (3.10)
where a is the lattice constant for the spin chain, γν are Majorana fields that obey the anti-
commutation relation {γµ, γν} = 2δµν. Using Eq. (3.10), the coupling Hamiltonian Eq. (3.2) can
now be re-expressed as
Ĥc = ξ⊥e
i
K [ ˆ̃ϕ1,R(0)− ˆ̃ϕ2,R(0)] + h.c. , (3.11)
where ξ⊥ ≡ (J⊥c a/4πη)(γ1,R+γ1,L)(γ2,R+γ2,L). Equation (3.11) should in principle contain the z com-
ponent of the exchange coupling that gives rise to a term proportional to Jzc[∂x ˆ̃ϕ1,R(0)][∂x ˆ̃ϕ2,R(0)].
However, a leading-order RG analysis gives that the scaling dimension for the coupling ξ⊥ is
1 − 1/K while that for Jzc is −1. Since we assume K > 1/2, the latter term is less RG-relevant
than the terms appearing in Eq. (3.11) so in the long-wavelength low-energy limit, the inter-chain
coupling should be dominated by the transverse components of the exchange coupling presented
in Eq. (3.11).
We note that Eqs. (3.7), (3.9) and (3.11) exactly correspond to a theoretical model describ-
ing two-terminal charge transport between the edge channels of two “Laughlin” fractional quan-
tum Hall liquids at filling fraction K (see Fig. 3.2). [78] In the fractional quantum Hall scenario,
Eq. (3.11) describes a stochastic tunneling of (charge −e) electrons (with amplitude ξ⊥) between
the two edge states, and the role of the spin chemical bias µ is played by the (electrical) voltage bias
µ = eV applied between the two edge channels. Equation (3.7) resembles the edge state Hamil-
tonian for the Laughlin fractional quantum Hall liquids, but we note that for the actual Laughlin
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fractional quantum 
Hall liquid at filling  
fraction K
fractional quantum 











Figure 3.2: The problem of tunneling spin-1 excitations between two semi-infinite QSCs exactly
maps to the problem of stochastic electron tunneling between the edge states of two Laughlin
fractional quantum Hall liquids at filling fraction K. The role of the spin chemical bias in the QSC
problem is played by the electrical voltage µ = eV applied to the edge channel on the left in the
quantum Hall case.
states, K is directly determined by the topological property of the bulk quantum Hall state and is
constrained to inverse odd integers. [78]
3.3 Spin current and dc noise
We now focus on the spin current flowing in the drain chain and its dc noise at the spatial point
x = x1 just to the left of the drain metal (see Fig. 3.1). These transport quantities may be mea-
sured electrically in the drain metal. The spin current can be obtained by evaluating the Keldysh
expectation value of the operator for spin current [after implementing the boundary condition (3.6)]






ρ∂x ˆ̃ϕ2,R(ρx, t) ≡
∑
ρ=±
Îρ(x1, t) . (3.12)
In the infinite past, we assume the source (drain) QSC to be in a thermal state with respect to Ĥ1+Ĥb
(Ĥ2) at temperature T1 (T2) and that the two chains are isolated. The coupling between the QSCs
Ĥc is then introduced adiabatically and treated perturbatively within the Keldysh diagrammatic
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where σ = ± labels the time on the forward (+) and return (−) contour. The dc noise is given by





dt 〈Îρ1(x1, t−)Îρ2(x1, 0+)〉 . (3.14)
3.3.1 Spin current
We begin by computing the spin current flowing at x = x1 which can be reconstructed from its
components according to Eq. (3.13),






where cK indicates a time integral on the Keldysh contour and TK is the Keldysh time order-
ing operator. By expanding to order ξ2⊥ [i.e., (J
⊥
c )
2], using Eq. (6.4) and noting that it is possi-
ble to write all quantities in terms of exponentiated boson operators via the relation ∂xϕ̂(x, t) =















dt2∂x〈TKeiγ ˆ̃ϕ2,R(ρx,tσ)Ĥc(t1)Ĥc(t2)〉0 . (3.16)












dt1dt2 e−iµ(t1−t2)/~∂x〈TKeiγ ˆ̃ϕ2,R(ρx,tσ)− iK [ ˆ̃ϕ2,R(0,t1)− ˆ̃ϕ2,R(0,t2)]〉0
× 〈TKe iK [ ˆ̃ϕ1,R(0,t1)− ˆ̃ϕ1,R(0,t2)]〉0 ,
(3.17)
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and note here that we have used the fact that the spin bias appears as a phase attached to the
correlator for ˆ̃ϕ1,R.
We now introduce the (equilibrium) time ordered and anti-time ordered correlation functions
D++ν (t1, t2) ≡ 〈Te
i
K [ ˆ̃ϕν,R(0,t1)− ˆ̃ϕν,R(0,t2)]〉0|µ=0
= θ(t1 − t2)D−+ν (t1, t2) + θ(t2 − t1)D+−ν (t1, t2) ,
D−−ν (t1, t2) ≡ 〈T̄ e
i
K [ ˆ̃ϕν,R(0,t1)− ˆ̃ϕν,R(0,t2)]〉0|µ=0
= θ(t2 − t1)D−+ν (t1, t2) + θ(t1 − t2)D+−ν (t1, t2) ,
(3.18)
where T (T̄ ) is the time (anti-time) ordering operator, θ is the Heaviside function and
D∓±ν (t1, t2) =




























K 〈TK ˆ̃ϕ2,R(ρx,tσ) ˆ̃ϕ2,R(0,t
σ2
2 )〉0
× Dσ1σ21 (t1, t2)Dσ1σ22 (t1, t2)e−iµ(t1−t2)/~ ,
(3.20)














dt2∂x[ f σσ1ρx (t, t1) − f σσ2ρx (t, t2)]
× Dσ1σ21 (t1, t2)Dσ1σ22 (t1, t2)e−iµ(t1−t2)/~ ,
(3.21)
where f σ1σ2ρx (t1, t2) = 〈TK ˆ̃ϕ2,R(ρx, tσ11 ) ˆ̃ϕ2,R(0, tσ22 )〉0. It is useful at this point to introduce the coordi-
nates τ0 = 12 (t1 + t2) and τ = t1 − t2, and shift the resultant integrals in order to cancel out the terms
in Eq. (3.21) with σ1 = σ2. We additionally see that the remaining two terms (with σ1 = −σ2) can
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be made identical up to their phase factors by interchanging the variables t1 ↔ t2 for one of the
terms and noting that D+−ν (−τ) = D−+ν (τ). We find that Eq. (3.21) then reduces to


















f σ−ρx (0, τ0) − f σ+ρx (0, τ0)
]
, (3.22)
where the two integrals have been decoupled by the coordinate transformation. Lastly, we complete
the τ0 integral by noting
∂x
[








θ(−τ0)δ(ρx/u + τ0) , (3.23)














2 (τ) . (3.24)
From Eq. (3.13), we then write the final result for the bulk spin current at an arbitrary point x1 > 0













2 (τ) . (3.25)
The Heaviside function appearing in the expression for Iρσ is a manifestation of causality: we
expect no contribution from the ρ = − portion in our case, as there is no coupling interaction, i.e.
current tunneling into the drain chain, until the point x = 0.
3.3.2 Dc noise














S ρ1ρ2 . (3.26)
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So the equilibrium (Johnson-Nyquist) contribution to the dc spin current noise at x = x1 is given
by S (0)(x1) = 2~KkBT2/π.
The first non-trivial correction to this equilibrium result comes at second order in ξ⊥. Rep-
resenting the current operators in exponentiated form as in the spin current calculation, the non-
































We employ Eq. (4.18) and f σ1σ2ρx (t1, t2) as defined above and perform the γ1, γ2 → 0 limits to obtain





















f −σ1ρ1 x (t, t1) − f −σ2ρ1 x (t, t2)
][




Expanding the Keldysh contours and noting again that the contributions from σ1 = σ2 vanish, we
have






















f −−ρ1 x(t, t1) − f −+ρ1 x(t, t2)
][
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Once again, we can transform to the coordinates τ0 and τ and find


























where we note that the three integrals have decoupled as in the spin current case. Equation (3.23)
allows us to proceed and we obtain











2 (τ) . (3.32)
Once more, as for the spin current, the Heaviside functions are manifestations of causality: we ex-
pect no non-equilibrium noise in the system until points after the tunneling site at x = 0. Therefore,






























2 (τ) , (3.34)
respectively.
While we have presented a Keldysh calculation for the spin current and noise at x = x1,
Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34) could have been obtained instead by computing the tunneling spin cur-
rent and its noise at the coupling site x = 0. We have verified that this latter calculation results in a
current that is identical to Eq. (3.33) and a noise that is identical to the second term in Eq. (3.34).
This outcome is physically sensible. As is apparent from Eq. (3.7), the QSCs are modeled as an
essentially free boson gas. Therefore, non-equilibrium disturbances produced at the upstream end
should remain unmodified as they propagate downstream to x = x1. In particular, tunneling spin
current at the coupling site x = 0 should be identical to the current downstream. Moreover, any ad-
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Figure 3.3: Depiction of proposed magnonic system. Two coupled magnon baths are held at
temperatures T1 and T2 and chemical potentials µ1 and µ2, respectively.
ditional noise generated at the left end of the drain QSC should propagate downstream undisturbed.
We will be using this fact in the proceeding magnon transport comparison calculation.
3.3.3 Spin transport between two magnon baths
Equations (3.33) and (3.34) can now be contrasted against the case of spin transport across two
coupled magnon baths (see Fig. 3.3). In similar spirit to the QSC calculation, our interest here
is the spin current Im flowing at the spatial point just left of the drain metal (indicated by the
black arrow) and its dc noise S m, as these are the physical quantities that may be electrically
detected by the metal. We consider both raising the magnon chemical potential in the source bath
above zero and/or the spin Seebeck effect, [79] in which spin current is generated by a temperature
difference between the two baths. SHEs can be utilized to transfer spin angular momentum from
the injector metal into the source magnon bath and raise the magnon chemical potential in the
latter; [18; 67; 88; 89] the injection process is analogous to the spin injection process discussed in
the context of the QSC setup (see Sec. 3.2).
In the absence of the bath coupling, we assume that magnon bath ν is thermalized to a distri-
bution function nν(Ω) = {exp[βν(~Ω − µν)] − 1}−1, where ν = 1, 2 labels the two magnon baths,
βν = (kBTν)−1 is the inverse temperature, and µν is the magnon chemical potential; we set µ1 = µ
and µ2 = 0 throughout unless otherwise stated.
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We work with two identical spin-s Heisenberg ferromagnetic insulators (with Nx × Ny × Nz






Ŝν, j · Ŝν, j+δ + H
∑
j
Ŝ zν, j , (3.35)
where J is the exchange coupling, H is the Zeeman energy due to an external magnetic field along
the z axis, j labels sites of the lattice, and δ labels all nearest neighbor sites (this model has been
applied to, e.g., YIG with s ≈ 14 and lattice constant a ≈ 12Å [90]). Assuming s  1, Eq. (3.35)
maps to an essentially non-interacting boson model via Ŝ −ν, j ≈
√
2sb̂ν, j and Ŝ zν, j = b̂
†
ν, jb̂ν, j − s. [91]
The system is comprised of two semi-infinite systems coupled along the x = 0 plane, thus we







eiky jya+ikz jza cos(kx jxa)b̂ν,k , (3.36)
which is appropriate for a zero-flux boundary condition at the interface; the momenta are kx =












k,1bp,2 + h.c. . (3.37)
We note that for s  1 as assumed here, Eq. (3.35) maps to an essentially free boson model.
Therefore, as discussed at the end of Sec. 3.3.2, tunneling spin current across the two magnon baths
and its noise (denoted by I′m and S
′
m, respectively, in Fig. 3.3) enter the drain bath at x = 0 and
should propagate undisturbed down to the drain metal, where they can be detected. We therefore
expect here that Im = I′m and S m = S
(0)
m + S ′m, where S
(0)
m is the equilibrium (Johnson-Nyquist)
spin current noise present in the drain magnon bath even in the absence of Jc. Here, we present
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calculations for I′m and S
′
m.





Ŝ z1, j . (3.38)
Computing the non-equilibrium expectation value of Î′m to lowest non-trivial order in Jc, we may





dt θ(−t)〈[Î′m(0), Ĥmc (t)]〉0 , (3.39)
where 〈〉0 depicts an equilibrium average with respect to the above-mentioned thermal states.
Again, to lowest non-trivial order in Jc, the dc noise is given by the time-averaged autocorrela-
tion function of current at different times, i.e.,
S ′m =
∫
dt 〈Î′m(t)Î′m(0)〉0 . (3.40)
Denoting the “greater” and “lesser” Green functions for the magnons via G>k,ν(t) = −i〈bk,ν(t)b†k,ν(0)〉0

































where we have taken Jc ≡ Jckp. The Fourier transformed Green functions are G<k,ν(Ω) = −2πinν(Ω)δ(Ω−
εk/~) and G>k,ν(Ω) = −2πi[1 + nν(Ω)]δ(Ω − εk/~), where nν is the Bose distribution defined above
and εk ≈ Js(ka)2 + H is the magnon dispersion.
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dΩ g(Ω)[n1(Ω) − n2(Ω)] , (3.43)
S m(µ,T1,T2) = S (0)m +
∫
H/~
dΩ g(Ω)[n1(Ω) + n2(Ω) + 2n1(Ω)n2(Ω)] , (3.44)
where g(Ω) = (Jc~NxNyNz)2(~Ω−H)/8π3J3s encodes the magnon tunneling density of states. The
exact expression for the equilibrium noise component S (0)m will not be essential in the remainder of
the discussion.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Spin Fano factor
We begin by fixing the temperature of subsystem ν = 2 to kBT2/J = 0.004 in the QSC case (e.g.,
T2 ∼ 10 K for Sr2CuO3 with J ≈ 2000 K [19]) and kBT2/Js = 0.08 in the magnon case (e.g., T2 ∼
4 K for YIG [90]). We define the dimensionless thermal bias τ ≡ (T1−T2)/T2 in both cases and the
non-equilibrium noise S neq(µ,T1,T2) ≡ S (µ,T1,T2) − S eq [S m,neq(µ,T1,T2) ≡ S m(µ,T1,T2) − S m,eq
for the magnon case], where S eq ≡ S (µ = τ = 0) [S m,eq ≡ S m(µ = τ = 0)] is the background
(thermal) noise in the absence of any bias. Fig. 3.4 then depicts the spin Fano factor, defined as
F ≡ S neq/~I and Fm ≡ S m,neq/~Im as a function of the chemical bias µ for various temperature
biases τ.
From Eq. (3.43), we see that a finite magnon current Im can be generated with either a finite µ
or a finite τ, and we find Fm = 1 for any µ and/or τ. The spin Fano factor defined here corresponds
only to the non-equilibrium contribution to the spin current noise. Therefore, Fm = 1 reflects the
(uncorrelated) Poissonian tunneling of magnons, each carrying a spin quantum of ~, generated by
the non-equilibrium biases. 2
2Ref. [64] has calculated shot noise in the spin current generated via spin pumping with a mono-domain ferromag-


























Figure 3.4: Spin Fano factor in the QSC and magnon cases plotted as a function of the chemical
bias µ ≡ µ1. Here, τ = (T1 − T0)/T0, and we set µ2 = 0 and T2 ≡ T0 in both systems.
The QSC spin Fano factor behaves markedly different. As µ increases, i.e., enters the regime
µ  kBT2, the QSC spin Fano factor approaches 1, the same value as the magnon spin Fano
factor. This shows that for large biases (i.e., in the shot limit), spin current across the two QSCs is
mediated by a Poissonian tunneling of spin-1 excitations, consistent with the inter-chain exchange
coupling Eq. (3.2) which transfers spin-1 excitations across the QSCs. However, the QSC spin
Fano factor vanishes to 0 as µ → 0 for τ = 0 and diverges for any τ > 0 as µ → 0. The vanishing
of F can be understood by noticing from Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34) that I ∝ µ and S neq ∝ µ2 for τ = 0
as µ → 0. Physical speaking, this points to the fact that at τ = 0 excess spin noise cannot depend
on which chain is biased, unlike spin current which must. Ultimately the spin Fano factor vanishes
like F ∝ µ in the absence of temperature bias.
The divergence of F for τ > 0 can be seen formally in Eq. (3.33), where the effects of thermal
and chemical biases completely factorize and µ appears only inside the sine prefactor. The spin
current I decreases to zero as µ → 0 for any τ while the excess noise S neq remains finite for all µ
and τ > 0 [see Eq. (3.34)], so F diverges as µ → 0 for all τ > 0. Within the gaussian Luttinger
model description for the QSCs used here, a thermal bias alone does not generate a net spin current
net and reported super-Poissonian shot noise resulting from dipolar interactions.
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across the chains, and a nonzero chemical bias µ > 0 is required for a net spin flow between the
chains. Interpreted physically, what we find is the exposure of the underlying fermionic statistics of
quasiparticle exchange across the weak link. The exchange coupling, Eq. (3.2), represents hopping
of Jordan-Wigner fermions. When µ = 0, as the fermionic spectrum is linearized and the density
of states is thus constant at the fermi points, thermal bias on one edge leads to no net current
across the weak link whereas excess noise still arises. This physical interpretation is represented
in Fig. 3.4 as divergence of the Fano factor for τ > 0 as µ→ 0.
In Sec. 3.2.2, we noted an exact analogy between the current problem and the problem of
stochastic tunneling of electrons between two single fractional quantum Hall edge channels. In the
latter problem, the factorization of the thermal and chemical (i.e., voltage) biases in the tunneling
charge current has been obtained and is well-known. [78; 92; 93]
3.4.2 Manifestation of Pauli blockade in noise
The xxz quantum antiferromagnetic chains described by Eq. (3.1) can be mapped to a lattice model
of interacting fermions via the Jordan-Wigner transformation [69]
Ŝ zj = ĉ
†
j ĉ j −
1
2




 = (Ŝ +j )† , (3.45)
with Ŝ ±j = Ŝ
x
j ± iŜ yj. This mapping to the fermion model reveals a certain resemblance between the
spin-1/2 operators and fermions where the absence (presence) of a fermion on site j corresponds
to a state with S zj = −1/2 (S zj = 1/2). In particular, once a spin-1 excitation is injected into the
drain chain at j = 0 from the source chain, a second spin-1 excitation cannot be injected into the
same site; this leads to a partial blockade of spin transport across the chains, analogous to transport
blockade due to Pauli’s exclusion principle observed in electron transport. [94]
A direct consequence of this Pauli blockade physics in QSCs can be obtained in the dc noise,
the physical origin of which exactly resembles the Pauli blockade picture developed for charge
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fluctuation suppression between two edge states of a fractional quantum Hall liquid coupled at a
quantum point contact. [95] To elaborate on this point, let us now consider a case when both QSCs
are chemically biased such that spin currents impinge the junction from both ends in Fig. 3.1. If we
denote the spin chemical potentials for the two QSCs as µ1 and µ2, the non-equilibrium dc noise is
modified to
















2 (t) . (3.46)





as the ratio of the non-equilibrium noises when both QSCs are chemically biased to that when
only one of the QSCs is biased. Fig. 3.5 is then produced by sweeping µ2 from 0 to µ1 while
keeping µ1 fixed. In the QSC system (denoted by the solid line), the non-equilibrium noise exhibits
suppression as µ2 → µ1 and it vanishes at µ2 = µ1. This noise reduction can be attributed to Pauli
blockade, which suppresses the phase space for the scattering of (fermionic) spin-1 excitations at
the QSC junction.
A starkly contrasting behavior is predicted for the magnon setup. Here, we consider a possibil-





which again is the ratio of the non-equilibrium noises when both magnon baths are chemically
biased to that when only one bath is biased. In the magnon case, introducing µ2 results in more
noise, i.e., αm > 1 for µ2 > 0 exhibiting no signature of Pauli blockade, which is a feature unique
to fermionic excitations.











Figure 3.5: Excess dc spin current noise as a function of µ2/µ1 for the QSC case (solid line) and
the magnon case (dashed line) with T1 = T2 = T0. See the main text for the definitions of α(µ1, µ2)
and αm(µ1, µ2). The suppression obtained in the QSC case is a manifestation of Pauli blockade
physics.
3.5 Experimental extraction of spin Fano factor
3.5.1 QSC scenario
The QSC spin Fano factor may be experimentally detected using a Y-junction setup shown in
Fig. 3.6. In this setup, the drain QSC is weakly exchange coupled to two source QSCs at its left end
and to a metal with strong spin-orbit coupling at its right; the source chains 1 and 2 are chemically
biased by spin chemical potentials µ1 and µ2, respectively. We assume that the two source QSCs
are identical and that they are exchange coupled with equal strength to the drain chain; departures
from this symmetric condition should not affect the following discussion at the qualitative level.
The temperatures of source chain 1, source chain 2, and the drain chain are denoted by T1, T2, and
T0, respectively.
To lowest order in the source-drain coupling, the spin current I at x = x1 reads
I = I(µ1,T1,T0) + I(µ2,T2,T0) , (3.49)


















Figure 3.6: Depiction of the proposed configuration for extracting the spin Fano factor in the QSC
case. Two source chains are individually coupled to a third drain chain at one point. The chains are
held at temperatures T1, T2, and T0 respectively, and chemical biases µ1, µ2 in the source chains
only.
and its dc noise is given by





























≡ S (0) + S (2)(µ1,T1,T0) + S (2)(µ2,T2,T0) .
(3.50)
Spin current fluctuations in the drain QSC at x = x1 should generate pure spin current fluctuations
inside the adjacent metal due to the coupling between the two systems. The latter pure spin current
noise should convert into noise in the transverse charge current via the inverse SHE and should be
detectable using an ammeter as illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
An electrical noise measurement is first made when the two source chains are unbiased, i.e.,
µ1 = µ2 = 0, and T1 = T2 = T0. We denote the electrical noise measured in this configuration with
S c,eq.
The charge noise is then measured in a second configuration in which the source chains are
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asymmetrically biased, i.e., µ1 = −µ2, such that I remains zero. We denote the noise measured in
this configuration with S c and the excess non-equilibrium noise as S c,neq ≡ S c − S c,eq. The excess
noise in the second configuration should arise solely from the non-equilibrium spin current noise
generated at the coupling site. Using the notation of Sec. 3.4.1, this non-equilibrium spin current
noise is given by S neq(µ1,T,T0) + S neq(−µ1,T,T0) = 2S neq(µ1,T,T0), where we have assumed T ≡
T1 = T2 due to the above symmetry condition. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the excess
electrical noise is proportional to the excess spin current noise, i.e., S c,neq = ΘS S neq(µ1,T,T0),
where ΘS is some spin-to-charge noise conversion constant. The temperature of the source chains
T may be elevated above that of the drain chain T0 because the generation of finite µ1 and µ2
requires charge currents in the injector metals and may cause Joule heating.
Lastly, we turn µ2 off while keeping µ1 at the same value as in the second configuration. There
is now a net spin current I(µ1,T,T0) flowing into the drain QSC that will convert into a net charge
current via the inverse SHE inside the detector metal. It is reasonable to assume here that this
generated charge current is proportional to the generated spin current |Ic| = ΘI |I(µ1,T,T0)|, where
ΘI is some spin-to-charge current conversion constant.












From Fig. 3.4, we know that for any T and T0, the spin Fano factor F approaches 1 as µ1 increases.
In the large chemical bias regime where F approaches 1, the ratio of the unknown prefactors can







thus allowing one to obtain the spin Fano factor F for all µ1 values.
If the temperatures of the source QSCs and the drain QSC are uniform, i.e., T = T0, Fc should
display a vanishing behavior as µ1 → 0. However, if Joule heating results in T > T0, a thermal
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Figure 3.7: Depiction of the proposed configuration for extracting the spin Fano factor in the
magnon case. Two source baths are individually coupled to a third drain bath. The baths are held
at temperatures T1, T2, and T0 respectively, and chemical biases µ1, µ2 in the source baths alone.
bias exists in addition to the chemical bias and we expect F to exhibit a diverging behavior shown
in Fig. 3.4. Therefore, the spin Fano factor can be used to distinguish between the presence and
absence of Joule heating in the source QSC due to charge currents in the injector metals.
3.5.2 Magnon scenario
The spin Fano factor for the magnon scenario can be extracted in a setup similar to Fig. 3.6. We
consider the drain magnon bath coupled to two source magnon baths in a T-shaped setup as shown
in Fig. 3.7. The injection of spin angular momentum into the source magnon baths are facilitated
by charge currents and SHE in the respective injector metals. An important consequence of this
injection process is to generate finite chemical potentials µ1 and µ2 for the source magnon baths.
We assume the symmetry condition (as in the QSC setup), in which the two source magnon baths
are identical and they couple to the drain magnon bath with an equal strength. The temperatures
of magnon bath 1, magnon bath 2 and the drain magnon bath are denoted by T1, T2, and T0,
respectively.
Electrical noise is first measured when the two source magnon baths are unbiased, i.e., µ1 =
µ2 = 0, and T1 = T2 = T0. We denote the electrical noise measured in this configuration with S c,eq.
In the second configuration, the source baths are oppositely biased, i.e., µ1 > 0 and µ2 <
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0, such that no net magnon spin current is detected at the detector metal, i.e., Im(µ1,T1,T0) =
−Im(µ2,T2,T0) such that Im = 0. We again denote the electrical noise measured in this second
configuration with S c and the excess noise as S c,neq ≡ S c − S c,eq. As in the QSC scenario, the
excess noise S c,neq should arise solely from the excess spin current noises that are generated at
interfaces 1 and 2 and have propagated to the detector metal. This excess noise in the spin current
is given by S m,neq(µ1,T1,T0) + S m,neq(µ2,T2,T0). It is then reasonable to assume that the excess
electrical noise measured by the detector metal is proportional to this excess spin current noise,
i.e., S c,neq ∝ S m,neq(µ1,T1,T0) + S m,neq(µ2,T2,T0). The temperature of the source baths may once
again be elevated above that of the drain bath T0 because charge currents in the injector metals may
cause Joule heating in the magnon baths.
Once µ2 is turned off while keeping µ1 at the same value as above, a net spin current Im(µ1,T1,T0)
flows into the drain bath. It is reasonable to assume that the charge current generated at the detector
metal obeys Ic ∝ Im(µ1,T1,T0).
Taking the ratio Fc = S c,neq/|Ic|, we find that
Fc ∝









where Fm is shown in Fig. 3.4. Here, unlike the QSC case, regardless of the temperatures and
relative biases of the magnon baths, Fc should remain constant. Therefore, the contrasting behavior
between the QSC and magnon spin Fano factors, as plotted in Fig. 3.4, should be electrically
measurable via inverse SHE signals.
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Figure 3.8: Depiction of spin to charge current conversion between a QSC and normal metal
contact. We extract an approximation for the size of the conversion effect between the two materials
from this geometry. Here, l is the thickness of the interface and d is the width of the metal contact.
3.5.3 Estimate of noise signal strength
We derive an estimate for the magnitude of the noise effect measurable via conversion in a strongly
spin-orbit coupled metal spin drain (e.g., Pt). Fig. 3.8 shows the geometry of the contact, which
is standard in recent two terminal spin chain experiments, for instance in Ref. [19] (using spin
chain material Sr2CuO3). If we consider N QSCs attached laterally per unit area, we may write
the total spin current density impinging on the normal metal as NI(t), where I(t) is the spin current
due to a single QSC. For a normal metal of thickness d and spin diffusion length λ, we may write











assuming that the spin current I(t) [see Eq. (3.33)] arriving at the interface fully penetrates into the
metal and a boundary condition of vanishing spin current at the outer edge of the sink material.
Modeling spin to charge conversion via the SHE, characterized by the spin Hall angle Θ, we derive
the charge current density in the normal metal as jc(x, t) = Θ2e~ js(x, t). We then find the total charge
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where l is the height of the interface area (see Fig. 3.8), and characterize the associated dc charge














We determine N from the documented values for the lattice spacings of Sr2CuO3, [97] use
Θ = 0.1 and take λ = 2 nm, d = 7 nm, and l = 1 mm. Using the known properties of Pt, we estimate
the magnitude of the fluctuations as S c ∼ 10−16 V2s in the given configuration. This calculation
assumes a temperature of T = 20 K, again following Ref. [19], which results in background
Johnson-Nyquist noise of S JN ∼ 10−14 V2s in the contact. Voltage noise measurements of order
10−20 V2s have been reported in, e.g., Ref. [63]. We thus believe the Fano factor results of Sec. 3.4.1
should be measurable with existing equipment and techniques.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we considered two spin systems: one comprised of two semi-infinite QSCs that
generate noise across a weak coupling, and a second comprised of two semi-infinite magnon baths
that also generate noise across a weak coupling. In either case, we have derived the bulk spin
current and bulk spin current noise at a point close to a measurement metal contact with strong
spin-orbit coupling. Our analysis shows that it should be possible to differentiate the systems
using a quantity known as the spin Fano factor, where Pauli blocking and concomitant current
suppression in the QSC case result in dramatically different behavior than for the same quantity in
the magnon scenario. Additionally, we show that Pauli blocking has signatures directly accessible
in the noise. These results exhibit the fermionic nature of the spin-1/2 operator in the QSC.
We then proposed an experimental method by which to extricate the spin Fano factor and
therefore experimentally compare the two systems we consider. In so doing we assumed propor-
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tional relationships between the excess spin current noise and the excess charge noise, and the
spin current and charge current in the metallic contacts, i.e., both S c,neq = ΘS S neq(µ1,T,T0) and
|Ic| = ΘI |I(µ1,T,T0)|. However, it would be desirable to develop a microscopic model for the
conversion between these quantities thereby elucidating the regime of validity of the assumption
and providing microscopic determinations of ΘS and ΘI . In the absence of such a model, we may
consider other methods by which to measure these quantities. This is the work of the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Measuring spin shot noise with an LC
resonator
In this chapter, we continue our examination of coupled 1d quantum paramagnets. In particular,
we propose a technique for detecting spin current noise generated across a junction between two
1d quantum paramagnets — arranged as discussed in the previous chapter — using a high-quality
microwave resonator coupled to a transmission line which is impedance matched to a downstream
photon detector. Photons in the microwave resonator couple inductively to the spins in the spin
subsystem, and the noise created at the junction imprints itself into the output photons propagating
along the transmission line. We utilize the input-output formalism to describe light propagating
along the coupled transmission line, and show that the proposed system is capable of extracting
both the dc and finite frequency noise via the output photon flux. This result should be widely
applicable, in addition to addressing an aspect of the detection issue mentioned in the conclusion
of the previous chapter.
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4.1 Introduction
Shot noise in mesoscopic conductors arises as a consequence of the quantized nature of charge
transport [98]. Its utility far exceeds that of the equilibrium (Johnson-Nyquist) counterpart, as shot
noise can be used to extract the charge [77] and the statistics of relevant charge carriers as well as to
probe quantum many-body effects [99] and entanglement [100]. In insulators, charge fluctuations
are gapped out but localized electron spins can still generate fluctuations in pure spin current,
or spin current noise. It is then anticipated that these pure spin currents can reveal nontrivial
properties of the underlying spin system in analogy with the above-mentioned charge scenario.
Indeed, recent theoretical inquiries on pure spin current noise in insulating magnets have purported
to show its utility in revealing the quantum uncertainty associated with magnon eigenstates [64],
the non-trivial spin scattering and heating processes generated at a detector interface [101] and the
effective spin and statistics of the tunneling spin quasiparticles [49].
Insulating materials present novel concerns. In metallic systems, spin current noise detection
is possible via its observable effects on simultaneous charge current fluctuations [102; 55; 59; 60];
similar methods are clearly not available for insulators. The prevailing spin current detection
method in the latter has been the inverse spin Hall effect wherein spin current is detected elec-
trically by coupling a metal with strong spin-orbit interactions to the active spin system [23].
However, this spin Hall detection scheme, while reliable for spin current detection, may be un-
reliable for the measurement of spin current noise because spin Hall conversion processes can
result in noise enhancement [1]. Other techniques exist for detecting spin fluctuations including
spin noise spectroscopy [103], SQUID-based spectroscopy [104], and quantum-impurity relaxom-
etry [105; 106; 107]. However, spin noise spectroscopy does not measure the current-current corre-
lator, i.e., spin current noise, and neither SQUID-based approaches nor relaxometry are amenable
to extracting current-current correlations in the spin sector either. Therefore, in connecting the-
ory to experiment, a measurement technique capable of directly detecting spin current noise is of
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xt = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="XsArQwkTEf8rVpoYj5hBHH1rcN0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XsArQwkTEf8rVpoYj5hBHH1rcN0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XsArQwkTEf8rVpoYj5hBHH1rcN0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XsArQwkTEf8rVpoYj5hBHH1rcN0=">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</latexit>
x = x1
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Figure 4.1: A depiction of the proposed system. A microwave resonator, comprised of a loop of
inductance L and a capacitor of capacitance C, is set in the xy plane a distance δ from spin chain
2, which is coupled with strength ξc to spin chain 1.
unique interest.
In this chapter, we will show that a microwave resonator circuit can be used to directly mea-
sure nonequilibrium pure spin current noise generated in a quantum magnet. Here, we illustrate
this possibility in the context of a one-dimensional quantum antiferromagnet chain. As shown in
Fig. 4.1, we consider a situation in which one spin chain (chain 1) is driven out of equilibrium by
spin injection at its open end with the downstream end weakly exchange-coupled to a second spin
chain (chain 2) set near a microwave cavity. The microwave cavity couples inductively to chain 2,
and measurements are transmitted electrically into a transmission line where the photon number
flux encodes spin current fluctuations across the coupled spin chain subsystem. We show that by
coupling spins to light it is possible to measure the junction spin current noise without resort to the
inverse spin Hall effect.
This chapter is arranged as follows: in Sec. 4.2 we introduce the workings of the system heuris-
tically, and then develop the miscroscopic model in Sec. 4.3. In Sec. 4.4 we utilize the model de-
veloped to examine the ac and dc spin-current noise spectra of noise generated across the chain-to-
chain coupling and imprinted in the output photons along the transmission line, and therefore show
how extraction of the spin Fano factor is possible. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Sec. 4.5.
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4.2 Heuristic picture
We first qualitatively illustrate the mode of operation. Let us consider spin current tunneling be-
tween two coupled quantum antiferromagnet chains with uniaxial spin symmetry along the z axis
(see Fig. 4.1). Spin injection, facilitated by, e.g., the spin Hall effect at the upstream end of chain
1, establishes a nonequilibrium spin bias between the two chains, and the resulting spin current
flowing across the chains can be absorbed and measured at the right metal reservoir via the inverse
spin Hall effect.
A rectangular wire loop with inductance L is placed a distance δ away from chain 2, and is
oriented so that it lies in the xy plane and its bottom edge stretches from x = x1 to x = x2. In
this geometry, the magnetic flux through the wire loop sharply increases by one unit when a single
z-polarized spin-1 quasiparticle enters the “influence region” defined by x1 < x < x2 on chain 2.
The magnitude of that unit depends on the distance δ and the width w of the loop. Considering the
spin-1 quasiparticle as a magnetic dipole m = −γ~ ẑ located at position x on chain 2 (γ being the








[(x′ − x)2 + (y + δ)2]−3/2dx′dy, (4.1)
where s = x2 − x1 is the influence region. Fig. 4.2 shows a sharp increase in the flux as the
quasiparticle tunnels into the influence region for various δ. We find that the flux is essentially
independent of the quasiparticle position in the influence region and that the dipolar fields from
spins located outside of the influence region are effectively irrelevant to the total flux through the
loop.
Imagine now that the x = x1 edge of the wire loop is located at site i1 on chain 2 and the x = x2
edge at site i2. Then the term in the Hamiltonian modeling the tunneling of spin-1 quasiparticles
from site i1 to i1 + 1 on chain 2 (allowed by the intrachain exchange interaction) involves a term of






), where S ±ν,i denotes the usual spin raising (lowering) operator on
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Figure 4.2: A plot depicting magnetic flux through the loop as spins enter spin chain 2. The sharp
drop-offs indicate that spins outside of the “influence region” x1 < x < x2 are effectively ignored
by the microwave resonator.
chain ν at site i. However, the fact that every tunneling process is accompanied by a flux change Φ
in the loop requires that the tunneling operator is modified to S +2,i1S
−
2,i1+1
eiΦq0/~ + h.c., where q0 is
an operator obeying [q0, φ0] = i~ and translates the influence flux φ0 through the loop by Φ, i.e.,
e±iΦq0/~φ0e∓iΦq0/~ = φ0 ∓ Φ. (4.2)
In this configuration, q0 is the charge on the capacitor C (see Fig. 4.1), and φ0 and q0 form a conju-
gate variable pair. The spin tunneling operator endowed by the flux translation operator indicates
that the spin tunneling process involves interactions with the electromagnetic environment formed
by the loop-capacitor subsystem. In a similar fashion, the spin tunneling term at the x = x2 edge is
also modified to S +2,i2S
−
2,i2+1
e−iΦq0/~ + h.c. .
Energetic considerations show that the wire loop in principle affects spin transport in chain 2.
That is, for every unit of flux Φ tunneling into the influence region, the energy of the inductive
system increases by EΦ = Φ2/2L, where L is the inductance of the resonator. As a result, two
regimes emerge: what we call the noninvasive and invasive regimes. In the noninvasive regime,
EΦ is much smaller than the non-equilibrium bias µ, the temperature T , and the photon frequency
Ω, i.e., EΦ  µ, kBT, ~Ω (note that we will define the photon frequency later). In this regime,
we may focus exclusively on the effect of nonequilibrium spin transport on the electromagnetic
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environment and neglect the back-action of the environment on the spin subsystem. A fluctuating
spin current at the junction leads to a fluctuating magnetic flux through the wire loop and thus to a
fluctuating electromotive force inside the resonator by Faraday’s law of induction. As mentioned
previously, this fluctuating electrical signal is ultimately detected in the transmission line via an
output photon number flux containing a direct imprint of the spin current noise.
In the invasive regime, the environmental effect is not negligible and the spin transport in chain
2 should deviate from their unperturbed values. For EΦ much greater than the nonequilibrium spin
bias µ and temperature T , i.e., µ, kBT  EΦ, tunneling events become increasingly unfavorable
energetically due to the resistive electromotive force emerging from Lenz’s law and leads to a
suppression in the spin transmission through the chain. We refer to this phenomenon as inductive
blockade, which may be thought of as the magnetic analog of the well-known Coulomb blockade
studied extensively in quantum conductors [108; 109]. If the junction resistance is strong enough to
suppress elastic scattering between the nodes, tunneling quasiparticles must have sufficient energy
to excite environmental modes and proceed inelastically. However, the regime may be challenging
to realize in practice due to the weakness of the spin-light interaction. In the remainder of the




We consider two identical semi-infinite xxz quantum antiferromagnet chains coupled together at
their finite ends, one additionally coupled inductively to a microwave resonator and the resonator
itself placed in series with a transmission line on which measurements are performed. The spin
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1 + δ j,i1δν,2e
iΦq0/~ + δ j,i2δν,2e
−iΦq0/~
)





where Sν, j is the spin-1/2 operator on chain ν at site j, J is the intra-chain exchange scale and
δi, j is the kronecker delta. The exponential factors encode the coupling of spin chain 2 to the
electromagnetic environment, as discussed previously. We assume throughout that the spin chains
are in the so-called gapless phase, i.e., |∆| < 1, where it can be suitably described using the
Luttinger liquid formalism [11].
We model the transmission line as an infinite array of parallel LC resonators with lineic capac-
itance c, lineic inductance l, and characteristic impedance z =
√














where xt labels the position along the transmission line, q(xt) and φ(xt) denote the local charge and
flux, respectively, and [q(xt), φ(x′t)] = i~δ(xt − x′t). Located at the end of the transmission line, i.e.,
at xt = 0 (see Fig. 4.1), is the lumped series LC resonator with capacitance C and inductance L,








where q0 ≡ q(xt = 0) and φ0 ≡ φ(xt = 0). The total Hamiltonian for the full system then reads
H =
∑
ν Hν + Hr + HT L + V(t), where
V(t) = −12 Jc(S +1,0S −2,0eiµt/~ + h.c.) (4.6)
describes the tunneling of spin-1 quasiparticles across the spin chains allowed by the weak inter-
chain exchange interaction Jc. The oscillatory factor eiµt/~ captures the fact that the spin chemical
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potential in chain 1 has been raised to µ > 0 via spin injection at its upstream end.
4.3.2 Input-Output Formalism











ao(ω)eiω(xt/v−t) + ai(ω)e−iω(xt/v+t) + h.c.
]
, (4.7)
where v = (lc)−1/2 and ai,o are the incoming and outgoing photon fields on the transmission line.
Noting that the Heisenberg equations of motion evaluated at the lumped resonator xt = 0 give
φ0(t) = Lq̇0(t)
φ̇0 =






[Ĩ+i1(t) − Ĩ−i2(t)] ,
(4.8)



















±iΦq0/~ + h.c. (4.10)
is the operator for the bulk spin current in chain 2 flowing to the right at site i (the exponential
factor encodes the effect of the electromagnetic environment), Γ(ω) = ω2 − Ω2 + iκω, κ = z/L
is the rate at which photons decay into the transmission line, and Ω = (LC)−1/2 is the resonance
frequency.
The first term in Eq. (4.9) then corresponds to the reflection of incoming photons while the
second term describes the emission or absorption of additional photons caused by the tunneling of
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spin-1 quasiparticles into and out of the influence region. The incoming photons are assumed to
be equilibrated at resonator temperature Tt, which may be distinct from temperature T of the spin
chains, and obey
〈a†i (ω)ai(ω′)〉0 = 2πnB(ω)δ(ω − ω′) , (4.11)
where nB(ω) = (e~ω/kBTt − 1)−1 is the Bose-Einstein distribution describing the thermal photons in
the transmission line.
As discussed previously, noninvasive detection of the spin current noise is conducted in the
limit where spin-photon coupling strength quantified by Φ remains sufficiently small so as to leave
the spin chain subsystem approximately unperturbed while the coupling of the resonator to chain
2 is simultaneously kept strong enough for detection. Solving for the output photon flux using
Eq. (4.9) is difficult, in principle, because the photon field itself enters the spin current operator
Ĩ±i (t) through q0(t) and this calls for self-consistency. However, since the correction to the output
photon flux arising from the spin subsystem is anticipated to be suppressed by an overall multi-
plicative factor proportional to Φ2, c.f. second term in Eq. (4.9), the noninvasive assumption allows
us to set the spin-photon coupling to zero, i.e., Φ = 0, when computing spin transport quantities,
thus effectively lifting the self-consistency requirement.
4.3.3 The Output Photon Flux Spectrum
With this in mind, let us now examine the output photon flux spectrum 〈a†o(ω)ao(ω′)〉 by insert-
ing Eq. (4.9) into the expectation value while invoking the noninvasive approximation mentioned
above. The output photon flux spectrum then reads
〈a†o(ω)ao(ω)〉 = nB(ω,Tt) +
2EΦκ~ω
~4|Γ(ω)|2 [(1 + nB(ω,Tt))(S i1(ω, µ,T ) + S i2(ω, µ,T ))
− nB(ω,Tt)(S i1(−ω, µ,T ) + S i2(−ω, µ,T ))] , (4.12)
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where S i(ω, µ,T ) =
∫
dte−iωt 〈Ii(t)Ii(0)〉 denotes the spin current noise at site i on chain 2; we
remind the reader that the transmission line (detector) temperature Tt is distinguished from the
spin temperature T . Here, the local spin current operator Ii(t) ≡ Ĩ±i (t,Φ = 0) is now defined in the
absence of the electromagnetic environment and the expectation values are taken by setting Φ = 0
in H2 [see Eq. (6.1)]. In obtaining Eq. (4.12), we also ignored cross-correlations between spin
current fluctuations at x1 and x2. This is a good approximation, because nonlocal spin correlations
decay exponentially with distance at finite temperature. We note that for T = 4 K Eq. (4.18)
gives an estimate of the length scale of nonlocal correlations, and we find that the correlations are
suppressed on the order of |x2 − x1| > 10 nm.
Recall that in the gapless phase |∆| < 1, each semi-infinite spin chain can be described as a






dx [∂xϕν(x)]2 , (4.13)
where the chiral boson field ϕν(x) obeys
[ϕν(x), ϕν(x′)] = iπK sgn(x − x′) , (4.14)









2 − (2/π) cos−1 ∆ , (4.16)
and a is the lattice constant. In this case, spin current inside chain 2 is essentially carried by
(ballistic) noninteracting bosonic modes so the spin current fluctuations produced at the junction
remain unmodified as they propagate downstream to sites i1 and i2 [49; 111]. Therefore, the local
spin current noise at any point in the bulk of chain 2, i.e., S i(ω, µ), is given by the background
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Johnson-Nyquist noise S 0(T ) plus the noise generated at the tunnel junction between the two spin
chains dS (ω, µ,T ). The total spin current noise at any site i is then given by S i(ω, µ,T ) = S 0(T ) +
dS (ω, µ,T ), where [49]






















ξc = Jca/2πη, η ∼ k−1F is the short distance cutoff of the theory, and kF is the Fermi wavevec-
tor [112].
4.4 Noise detection
4.4.1 AC Noise Detection
Equation (4.12) shows that a single mode electromagnetic environment can imprint transport quan-
tities generated at a junction coupling two quantum magnets on the number of total output photons
propagating along an attached transmission line. Reference [113] provides an example of a single
microwave photon detector based on a superconducting flux qubit capable of detecting individual
photons propagating through a transmission line with a refresh rate of ∼ 400 ns, a narrow band-
width, a well-characterized efficiency of ∼ 0.66 ± 0.06, and a low dark count rate of ∼ 0.01. If
such a detector with bandwidth B is attached at the end of the transmission line in Fig. 4.1 and is
designed to count propagating microwave photons with a central frequency Ω, Eq. (4.12) gives the
expected rate of photons arriving at the detector as
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Figure 4.3: A plot of N(Ω) as a function of transmission line temperature Tt. Here, we use Ω/2π =
1 GHz and spin temperature T = 4 K to remain in the dc spin transport regime, and spin bias
µ = 0.03J. The plateau in the limit of small Tt (shaded in blue) is the dc spin current noise. N(Ω)
exhibits the same qualitative behavior for essentially all spin biases µ, thus allowing one to quantify
the noise using this extraction method for various values of µ.
where
Σ(Ω, µ) ≡ [1 + nB(Ω,Tt)]dS (Ω, µ,T ) − nB(Ω,Tt)dS (−Ω, µ,T ) . (4.20)
Here, we have assumed a high-quality resonator obeying κ . B  Ω. The first term in N(Ω) is
the number of background thermal photons while the second term represents photon emission and
absorption during interchain tunneling. In the limit of low transmission line/detector temperatures
kBTt  ~Ω, we have nB(Ω,Tt)  1 and thus obtain
N(Ω) ≈ EΦ
~Ω
dS (Ω, µ,T )
~2
. (4.21)
This is a central result of this chapter, i.e., the output photon flux gives a direct measurement of the
ac spin current noise generated at the quantum magnet junction.
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4.4.2 The DC Limit and the Fano Factor
If the spin temperature is held higher than the resonance frequency, i.e., ~Ω  kBT , the output
photon flux directly measures the dc component of the spin current noise, i.e.,
N ≈ EΦ
~Ω
dS (Ω = 0, µ,T )
~2
. (4.22)
Since the spin current I across the junction can be measured directly using inverse spin Hall effect
at the right metallic reservoir (see Fig. 4.1), the proposed system allows one to extract a quantity
directly proportional to the dc spin Fano factor, defined as the noise normalized by the current
F =
dS (Ω = 0, µ,T )
~I
, (4.23)
recently studied in Refs. [64; 101; 49].
Figure 4.3 shows a plot of photon flux N(Ω), Eq. (4.19), as a function of the detector temper-
ature Tt. It exhibits the same qualitative behavior for essentially all spin biases µ, thus allowing
one to quantify the noise using this proposed extraction method for various values of µ. The plot
in the figure is generated for a spin tunnel junction with coupling strength ξc ∼ 0.01J and spin bias
µ = 0.03J, intrachain exchange scale of J/kB ∼ 103 K [19], spin temperature of T = 4 K , and an
inductor loop of inductance L ∼ 1 nH with dimensions x2 − x1 = w = 10 µm placed δ ∼ 1 nm from
spin chain 2. Under these conditions, we estimate EΦ ∼ 10−11 K ∼ 2 Hz. For these parameters
and at resonance frequency Ω/2π = 1 GHz 1, we expect the chain-to-cavity interaction to produce
approximately 26 photons per second in the low temperature regime (shaded in blue), where the
photon flux converges to the quantity in Eq. (4.21). We believe the detection of this number of out-
put photons is within the reported capabilities of a single microwave photon detector impedance
matched to a transmission line [113].
1Here, we assumed a cut off length in the Luttinger theory of η/a ≈ 10
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have addressed the measurement issue encountered in the previous chapter.
In particular, we have shown that by placing a high-quality microwave resonator circuit in close
proximity to a pair of exchange-coupled spin chains it is possible to directly measure spin transport
quantities at a junction between the two 1d spin systems. When the electromagnetic environment
interacts weakly with the spin system, the setup allows measurement of both finite frequency and dc
spin current fluctuations by examining the total number of output photons produced by interactions
with the environment. This work opens doors to the possibilities of exploring the photodetection
statistics of radiation produced at a junction between two quantum magnets and the generation of
antibunched photons by exploiting the similarity between the current spin subsystem and a tunnel
junction between two quantum conductors [114; 115]. Our theory can also be extended to describe
spin transport between tunnel-coupled gapped spin systems (e.g., quantum Ising chains) that may
mimic the dynamical Coulomb blockade physics of superconducting Josephson junctions coupled
to electromagnetic environments [109]. This concludes the section of this thesis examining 1d
quantum paramagnets, and from here we move into an examination of effectively 2d quantum
paramagnets.
Chapter 5
Measuring QSL density of states using spin
fluctuations
In this chapter, we propose an experimental method utilizing a strongly spin-orbit coupled metal to
quantum magnet bilayer that will probe quantum magnets lacking long range magnetic order, e.g.,
quantum spin liquids, via examination of the voltage noise spectrum in the metal layer. The bilayer
is held in thermal and chemical equilibrium, and spin fluctuations arising across the single interface
are converted into voltage fluctuations in the metal as a result of the inverse spin Hall effect. We
develop the theoretical workings of the proposed bilayer system, and provide precise predictions
for the frequency characteristics of the enhancement to the ac electrical resistance measured in the
metal layer for three candidate quantum spin liquid models. Application to the Heisenberg spin-
1/2 kagomé lattice model should allow for the extraction of any spinon gap present. A quantum
spin liquid consisting of fermionic spinons coupled to a U(1) gauge field should cause subdominant
Ω4/3 scaling of the resistance of the coupled metal. Finally, if the magnet is well-captured by the
Kitaev model in the gapless spin liquid phase, then the proposed bilayer can extract the two-flux
gap which arises in spite of the gapless spectrum of the fermions. We therefore show that spectral
analysis of the ac resistance in the metal in a single interface, equilibrium bilayer can test the
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relevance of a quantum spin liquid model to a given candidate material.
5.1 Introduction
Quantum spin liquids (QSLs) refer to intriguing states of quantum spin systems in which strong
quantum fluctuations prevent spins from ordering down to zero temperature and the prototypical
wavefunction exhibits extensive many-body entanglement [5; 6]. They are endowed with fascinat-
ing physical properties like non-local excitations [116; 117] and non-trivial topology [118; 119],
and substantial pioneering work has been accomplished in the pursuit of a physical instantiation of
this long-sought-after phase of matter. The most promising candidates to date include the mineral
herbertsmithite [14], certain organic salt compounds [15], and the so-called Kitaev materials [16],
and their experimental studies have ranged from nuclear magnetic resonance [120; 121; 122; 123],
to susceptibility and heat capacity investigations [124; 125; 126], to thermal transport studies [127;
128; 129; 130; 131; 132], and to neutron scattering [133; 134; 135; 136]. Theoretical works have
shown that QSL ground states are realized in the antiferromagnetic S = 1/2 Heisenberg model
on the kagomé lattice [7; 137; 138; 139; 140], in models that couple low-energy fermionic spin
excitations to an emergent U(1) gauge field [141; 8; 142; 143; 144; 145], as well as in the exactly
solvable Kitaev model [9] in two [146; 4] and three [147; 148] dimensions. However, while the
number and types of potential QSL models have proliferated, the experimental methods available
for studying them have not [149]. It is therefore important to the search for compounds possessing
QSL ground states to propose previously unknown techniques by which to probe and categorize
candidate materials.
The inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) [24] is an essential component of the spintronics reper-
toire [23], and provides an opportunity to develop probes of unconventional quantum magnets.
This phenomenon has found utility in detecting spin currents induced by thermal gradients [150;
151; 19] and in performing non-local spin transport experiments through magnetic insulators [17;
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18; 67; 68; 152]. The prime function of the ISHE is that it acts as a transducer between spin and
charge current densities in metals with strong spin-orbit coupling. One may therefore envisage
a bilayer system in which a strongly spin-orbit coupled heavy-element metal (e.g., Pt, Ta, W) is
deposited on top of a quantum magnet, i.e., consider coupling the metal to a spin dissipating sub-
system that freezes out charge degrees of freedom to focus solely on the spin sector, while holding
the entire bilayer in thermal and chemical equilibrium. The addition of a spin dissipating subsys-
tem will result in equilibrium spin current fluctuations across the interface [153; 154], which, as a
result of the ISHE, are converted into charge fluctuations inside the metal — charge fluctuations
that may encode information about the microscopic structure of the quantum magnet. The QSL-to-
normal-metal bilayer therefore presents a table-top setup that can be used to electrically probe the
low energy density of states of the QSL material. This type of bilayer system has garnered some
study with respect to ferromagnetic insulators hosting magnons [155]; however, the utility of the
ISHE as a noise conversion mechanism has not yet been explored in the context of exotic quantum
magnets in general and the search for QSLs in particular.
In this chapter, we propose a relatively simple mechanism that can probe exotic 2d QSL ground
states possessing gauge fluctuations and extensive many-body entanglement via equilibrium or
near-equilibrium measurements. We will develop the theory underpinning the aforementioned
QSL-to-normal-metal bilayer that utilizes the QSL material as a spin dissipating subsystem, where
spin dissipation via the QSL material results in spin noise generation due to the fluctuation dissi-
pation theorem. The normal metal layer acts as a resistive element, and in the quantum limit, i.e.,
at very low temperatures, the power spectrum of the asymmetrized spin noise in the metal is en-
tirely quantum in nature [110] and encodes information about the spin sector of the QSL layer. We
show that the asymmetrized spin noise generated in this manner must affect, e.g., the ac resistance
measured in the normal metal, if the normal metal possesses strong spin-orbit coupling. We then
use our theory to examine three QSL models: the S = 1/2 nearest neighbor Heisenberg antifer-
romagnet on the kagomé lattice, a model consisting of gapless fermionic spin excitations coupled
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to an emergent U(1) gauge field, and the bare Kitaev honeycomb model in the gapless spin liquid
phase.
We consider a gapped ground state in our approach to the kagomé lattice antiferromagnet owing
to DMRG studies that indicate the presence of a gap [138], in addition to gapped out flux exci-
tations, and utilize a bosonic parton mean-field theory [7] when characterizing the emergent low
energy spin excitations. In so doing, we show that our proposed bilayer system can successfully
quantify any spinon gap present.
Motivated by the fact that the slave-rotor representation [156] of the Hubbard model on a trian-
gular lattice results in stable QSL mean-field states comprised of a spinon Fermi surface coupled
to a U(1) gauge field [8] that may apply to existing candidate materials [e.g., κ-(BEDT-TTF)2-
Cu2(CN)3 and YbMgGaO4], we examine this QSL model theoretically in our proposed bilayer
system. We find that a QSL model coupling gapless fermions with a Fermi surface to an emergent
U(1) gauge field produces a subdominant Ω4/3 frequency correction to the ac resistance measured
across the normal metal that our proposed system can educe.
Finally, our treatment of the bare, gapless Kitaev model considers the isotropic point of the
quantum spin liquid phase, where all bond interactions are equal in strength, and assumes a flux-
free background — a valid assumption for temperatures lower than 1% of the bond strength [157;
158]. Under these considerations we find that when coupled to a normal metal, the presence of
a Kitaev QSL will allow characterization of the two-flux gap energy that emerges in spite of the
gapless nature of the fermion spectrum.
This chapter is structured as follows: Sec. 5.2 presents the theoretical underpinnings of the
proposed metal-to-QSL bilayer system, and Sec. 5.3 focuses the discussion on three QSL models
that are relevant to the current state of the literature. Within Sec. 5.3, Sec. 5.3.1 considers the
Heisenberg kagomé lattice model with an eye to expanding our understanding of the compound
herbertsmithite, Sec. 5.3.2 considers our proposed system utilizing a model comprised of a gapless
fermionic QSL with a spinon fermi surface and gapless U(1) gauge fluctuations with the intent of
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understanding certain effectively triangular lattice compounds, and Sec. 5.3.3 relates our proposed
system to the Kitaev model at its isotropic point in the QSL phase with the intention of better under-
standing compounds thought to present a Kitaev QSL phase. We then present physical estimates
of the signal strength that should be found in each case in Sec. 5.4, and close with a discussion
centered around relating each model and our predictions to real materials thought to possess the
relevant QSL phases in Sec. 5.5.
5.2 Theory
Let us consider coupling an insulating spin system (i.e., a quantum magnet) to a strongly spin-
orbit coupled heavy-element metal, as depicted in Fig. 5.1. The addition of the spin system gives
rise to increased spin dissipation, which, as a result of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT),
contributes additional spin fluctuations inside the metal. If strong spin-orbit interactions are present
in the conductor (as in, e.g., Pt, Ta, W [159; 160]), then FDT requires that spin fluctuations across
the interface will give rise to voltage fluctuations in the conductor via the ISHE, i.e., S = S 0 + δS ,
where S is the total voltage noise in the metal in thermal equilibrium, S 0 is the total noise present
in the bare metal, and δS is the portion of the noise that arises due to the presence of the quantum
magnet.
In the quantum limit — when the sample is cooled to as low a temperature as possible —
background thermal noise in the metal is strongly suppressed, and
S (Ω) = 4~ΩR(Ω)θ(Ω) . (5.1)
Here, the Heaviside step function θ(Ω) signifies that only positive frequencies are possible in the
quantum limit. This indicates that the metal is able to absorb quasiparticles from an external
system, e.g., a detector, but is unable to emit them [110]. The voltage fluctuations present in the

















Figure 5.1: A cartoon of the proposed system: a quantum spin liquid to normal metal bilayer
in equilibrium, where fluctuating spin current Is across the interface becomes fluctuating charge
current Ic (or fluctuating voltage) in the normal metal via the inverse spin Hall effect and results in
measurable modifications to the ac resistance of the metal.
metal are thus entirely due to the presence of the QSL candidate material and any background
quantum noise.
We assume that in the quantum limit the base resistance is essentially constant in the frequency
range of interest and known in a given strongly spin-orbit coupled metal, and therefore any quan-
tum background noise linear in frequency that arises can be accounted for and removed, exposing
δS (Ω).
In the upcoming sections, we provide the technical calculations necessary to extract the cor-
rection to the equilibrium voltage noise δS (Ω) — the enhancement to the ac power spectrum of
the voltage noise in a strongly spin-orbit coupled metal interfaced with a general quantum magnet
possessing no long-ranged order — and then apply our results to some well-known QSL models.
Characteristic features in the frequency distribution will then allow for discriminating between
the QSL ground states of the various candidate materials via a relatively straightforward near-
equilibrium measurements of the ac resistance present in the metal layer via Eq. (5.1).
We consider a bilayer system as shown in Fig. 5.1, comprised of a thin normal metal layer
(thickness d) affixed atop a QSL material. The interface is set at the xz plane, and the QSL is
treated as a 2d lattice of fixed quantum spins Si. The particular lattice structures of the QSLs come
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into play later in the discussion. We assume that the entire heterostructure is thermalized to a
temperature T in order to eliminate the effects of nonequilibrium drives.




s(y = 0, ri) · Si , (5.2)
where v0 is the volume in the metal per spin of the QSL, J is the exchange constant, and ri is a
vector of the interfacial coordinates at the y = 0 plane specifying the position of Si. The local spin
density of the metal is given by s(x) = (1/2)ψ†s(x)τss′ψs′(x), where τ is the vector of Pauli matrices
and s labels the electron spin quantum number.
The interfacial spin current operator Is is defined by considering the total z polarized spin




[s−(y = 0, ri, t)S +i (t) − s+(y = 0, ri, t)S −i (t)] , (5.3)
where ι =
√−1. The spin current noise across the interface can then be computed to lowest non-







〈s−(y = 0, ri, t)s+(y = 0, r j, 0)〉
[
〈S +i (t)S −j (0)〉 + 〈S −i (t)S +j (0)〉
]
, (5.4)
where 〈· · · 〉 represents correlation functions with respect to the unperturbed Hamiltonian. The




dt 〈Is(t)Is(0)〉eiΩt . (5.5)
The spin correlation function in the metallic sector can be readily computed, so we obtain a
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general expression for the equilibrium spin current noise spectrum at finite temperature [161],









eβ~(ν−Ω) − 1 sinc
2(kF |ri − r j|)
[





where kF is the Fermi wavevector of the metal, and we have introduced the dynamical spin corre-
lation function of the QSL,
χ∓±i j (ν) ≡ −ι
∫
dt 〈S ∓i (t)S ±j (0)〉eiνt , (5.7)
to account for the portion of the noise that arises due to spin fluctuations in the QSL. Finally, for
large Fermi wavevectors, i.e., kF
∣∣∣ri − r j∣∣∣  1 for all i, j, Eq. (5.6) can be approximated in spatially
local terms, and we obtain
















We emphasize here that the derivation has so far assumed no particular form for the QSL
Hamiltonian. Instead, Eq. (5.8) is constructed in order to apply to noise generated in a strongly
spin-orbit coupled normal metal due to the proximity of a general quantum magnet (albeit with no
long-ranged magnetic order), such that extracting a usable quantity depends only on characterizing
χ±∓ii (ν) for a given QSL model.
The ISHE finally converts the z polarized spin current density in the y direction into a charge
current density along the x direction (see Fig. 5.1). The conversion ratio between the interfacial
spin current fluctuations and the measurable voltage fluctuations may depend non-trivially on vari-
ous properties of the metal, e.g., its spin Hall angle, geometry, and spin diffusion length. However,
as shown in, e.g., Refs. [63; 161], these details may be lumped into a single phenomenological
spin-to-voltage noise conversion constant Θ so that the ac voltage fluctuations generated by the
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quantum magnet can be expressed in terms of the spin fluctuations in Eq. (5.8) as
δS (Ω,T ) = ΘS s(Ω,T ) . (5.9)
Therefore, what we have calculated in Eq. (5.8) is directly related to the ac voltage noise in the
metal generated by the presence of the quantum magnet. We may then extract the modification to
the resistance acquired by the presence of the quantum magnet from this quantity using Eq. (5.1).
5.3 Application to Quantum Spin Liquids
We now consider three types of QSL models in the context of our proposed bilayer system: the
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg S = 1/2 kagomé lattice model (HKLM); a model involving a spinon
Fermi surface coupled to an emergent U(1) gauge field; and the Kitaev honeycomb model in the
gapless spin liquid phase. We ultimately show that the bilayer system we propose will allow the
extraction of characteristic frequency dependencies in each case. All three models above are be-
lieved to be of relevance for the descriptions of some QSL candidate materials. Detailed discussion
of these connections will be presented in Sec. 5.5.
5.3.1 Heisenberg antiferromagnet on the kagomé lattice
The HKLM is an important prototypical model that supports a QSL ground state, and is believed
to be a relevant model for the mineral compound ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 (herbertsmithite), one of the
prime contenders for an experimental realization of a QSL. Recent neutron scattering experiments
suggest that the relevant theoretical model for the QSL state observed in this compound consists
of the so-called Z2 spin liquids [7; 162; 163]. These QSL states possess two types of excitations,
i.e., the S = 1/2 spinon and a gapped vortex, also known as a vison, corresponding to an emergent
Z2 gauge field [118]. It was shown recently that these visons can act as a momentum sink for the
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spinons and can flatten the dynamic spin structure factor [163] in accordance with experimental
observations of herbertsmithite. However, for the purposes of the heterostructure we are proposing
in this work, we note that only local spin fluctuations are important and visons do not themselves
carry spin. Therefore, we expect that visons should not significantly renormalize spin current
fluctuations, and that the re-shuffling of the spin quasiparticle spectral weight in momentum space
should not drastically affect local quantities. We therefore ignore the effects of the visons in this
subsection, follow the calculations performed in Ref. [7] for the HKLM, and apply the result to the
observable we are proposing as a probe of the QSL state.
We begin with the Hamiltonian for the bare HKLM
HHKLM = − J2
∑
〈i, j〉
Si · S j , (5.10)
where 〈i, j〉 indicates nearest neighbor pairings and J is the exchange coupling. Mean-field ap-
proaches to characterizing the HKLM ground states include bosonic representations [7] of the
gapped spinons and fermionic representations, where a gap arises due to pairing in the Hamilto-
nian [164]. In what follows, we focus on the bosonic representation of the QSL phase as done in
Ref. [7].
We begin with the standard Schwinger boson representation of the spin operators Si = (1/2)b†iστσσ′biσ′ ,
where biσ represents a bosonic spinon, and then use the mean-field decoupling Qi j = (1/2)〈εσσ′biσb jσ′〉,
where εσσ′ is the completely antisymmetric tensor of SU(2) and the field satisfies Qi j = −Q ji. Sub-
stituting this representation into Eq. (5.10), the mean-field decoupling results in the Hamiltonian













where h.c. denotes the hermitian conjugate and λ is a Lagrange multiplier that constrains the model
to one boson per site.
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ê2ê1
ê3
Figure 5.2: The kagomé lattice, with positions on a representative unit cell marked. The êi represent
the unit vectors of a unit cell, and a is the length of a bond. Arrows between sites correspond to the
direction dependent Qi j. Solid arrows around upward facing triangles depict Qi j = Q1, and wire
arrows around downward facing triangles depict Qi j = Q2.
Figure 5.2 shows a depiction of the kagomé lattice, where the arrows between sites in a unit
cell correspond to the direction dependent Qi j, i.e., Q1 and Q2 are the two distinct expectation
values of Qi j. In the figure, solid arrows correspond to Qi j = Q1 and wire arrows correspond
to Qi j = Q2. The two possible locally stable QSL mean-field solutions [7; 162; 165; 163] occur
when Q1 = Q2 = Q, corresponding to π flux through the hexagonal plaquette, and Q1 = −Q2,
corresponding to no flux through the plaquette, both with Q1,Q2 ∈ R. Here, we will specifically
consider the π flux case and utilize mean-field theoretical values put forward in Ref. [163] for our
purposes.
Upon diagonalizing Eq. (5.11), we can solve for the total spin susceptibility χ(ν) =
∑
i[χ+−ii (ν)+


















, ê3 = a (−1, 0) , (5.12)
where a is the lattice constant. These unit vectors allow us to Fourier transform the Hamiltonian
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 Ψk , (5.13)
where Ψ(k) = [b1(k), b2(k), b3(k), b†1(−k), b†2(−k), b†3(−k)]T is the vector of particle-hole boson
operators for each of the three sites of the unit cell, and the matrix Ck is a traceless 3 × 3 matrix
with components
c12 = JQ1eik1 + JQ2e−ik1 = −c∗21
c23 = JQ1eik2 + JQ2e−ik2 = −c∗32
c31 = JQ1eik3 + JQ2e−ik3 = −c∗13 .
Here, Q1,Q2 ∈ R are the two distinct expectation values of Qi j (see Fig. 5.2), and as mentioned
previously we explicitly consider the regime Q1 = Q2 = Q.





with the rotated boson operators γk = U†Ψk. The diagonalized matrix D = Diag (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε1, ε2, ε3),
where ε1 = λ and
ε2 = ε3 =
√
λ2 − 4J2Q2[cos2 (k1) + cos2 (k2) + cos2 (k3)] .




ii (ν)], we re-express the sum over




n=1, where Nu is the number of unit cells and n
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δ(~ν + ξkm + ξql)Nm(k)Nl(q)
+ δ(~ν − ξkm − ξql)Mm(k)Ml(q)
]
, (5.15)
where U kml is the 6×6 matrix that diagonalizes Eq. (5.11), n̄ = n+3, and ξk = (ε1, ε2, ε3,−ε1,−ε2,−ε3)
is the vector of energy eigenvalues with the last three negated. Here, we also introduce vectors of
distribution functions,
N(k) = [nB(ε1), nB(ε2), nB(ε3), n̄B(ε1), n̄B(ε2), n̄B(ε3)]




eβx − 1 (5.16)
and n̄B = 1 + nB.
With this, we can express the ac, finite temperature noise created by the proximate QSL by
using Eq. (5.15) in Eq. (5.8),

















[ −ξkm − ξql − ~Ω
e−β(ξkm+ξql+~Ω) − 1 Nm(k)Nl(q) +




We are interested in the zero temperature limit of this result. The expression for the zero tempera-
ture ac noise power spectrum then becomes















n̄l(~Ω − εkm − εql)θ(~Ω − εkm − εql) , (5.18)
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Figure 5.3: A numerical plot showing S s(Ω, 0) in the HKLM as a function of ac frequency normal-
ized by the mean-field coupling, λ = 0.695J. The main plot shows the computed sum. The graph is
identically zero until a critical frequency of twice the gap energy is achieved, ~Ωc = 2∆s = 0.158λ,
at which point it becomes possible to create spinon pairs in the QSL and noise enhancement com-
mences. The inset is the ac susceptibility χ(Ω, 0) in the case of the HKLM, which can be extracted
by numerical differentiation of Eq. (5.8), and is in good agreement with previous works, see, e.g.,
Ref. [3].
where U knm is the 6× 6 matrix that diagonalizes Eq. (5.11), εkm is the m-th energy eigenvalue of the
diagonalized Hamiltonian, and θ(x) is the Heaviside theta function. Note that n̄ = n + 3, the index
n = 1, 2, 3, and m, l = 1, . . . , 6. We now analyze this expression numerically.
Figure 5.3 is a plot of Eq. (5.18), from which we find that, in the quantum limit, it is possible to
extract an estimate of the spin gap using our proposed bilayer. We use the variable values proffered
in Refs. [3; 163] for the HKLM, taking as a reasonable estimate for the spin gap ∆s = 0.055J. In
the HKLM, the gap energy can be found by setting k = 0 and finding the minimal eigenvalue [165],
with the outcome ∆s =
√
λ2 − 12J2Q2. Therefore, rather than computing the values of λ and Q
variationally, we set λ = 0.695J and tune Q such that ∆s = 0.055J, resulting in Q = 0.2. Note that
Q quantifies antiferromagnetic correlations and is restricted to |Q| ≤ 1/√2, at which point nearest
neighbor spins form singlets and the model experiences a phase transition into an ordered phase.
Importantly, the HKLM models a highly frustrated antiferromagnetic material, and therefore
includes quantum fluctuations. At very low temperatures, quantum fluctuations are required in
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order to drive the interfacial equilibrium noise generated as a result of the mechanism we are
considering. Figure 5.3 shows that no noise enhancement is expected until probing frequencies
greater than the critical frequency ~Ωc = 2∆s, at which point production of a pair of spinons
can occur in the QSL and an enhancement in the noise begins to manifest. Therefore probing this
region of the frequency range for a given material that is adequately modeled by the HKLM should
allow for a direct estimate of the spin gap, ∆s, present in that material.
5.3.2 Spinon Fermi surface coupled to an emergent
U(1) gauge field
Some QSL candidate materials, e.g., organic salt compounds [141; 8; 142] and YbMgGaO4 [166;
167; 168], may be described as spinon Fermi seas, where the spin susceptibility is strongly renor-
malized by an emergent U(1) gauge field. In this subsection, we first compute (using the Keldysh
functional integral formalism) the thermal spin current fluctuations arising in the metal due to the
presence of fermions in the QSL material, and second how the gauge field renormalization affects
those thermal fluctuations in our proposed bilayer system at finite temperature. We then take the
T → 0 limit at the end and present the zero temperature ac frequency result.
Let us begin with the real-time action forN flavors of fermionic spinons coupled to a compact











where cσ(t, x) is a spinon Grassmann field, σ is the flavor index, ms is the spinon effective mass,
µ is the spinon chemical potential, and a(t, x) is the gauge field. The (real-frequency) retarded
RPA propagator for the gauge fluctuations in the Coulomb gauge can be obtained by analytically
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dRq (Ω) , (5.20)
where ξ, ξ′ label the Cartesian components, 3Fs = ~kFs/ms is the spinon Fermi velocity, kFs is
the spinon Fermi wavevector, EFs is the spinon Fermi energy, and χd = (24~ms)−1 is the Landau
diamagnetic susceptibility of the fermions.
Lastly, we define the interaction portion of the Keldysh action by placing Eq. (5.19) on the
Keldysh contour and extracting the term dependent on the gauge field to first order,


















where η = ± represents the Keldysh time-loop forward and backward branches, 3ks = ~k/ms, and
A is the total area of the QSL.
Noise correction due to bare susceptibility
The spin operators of the QSL are represented using Abrikosov fermions, i.e., Siσ = (1/2)c†iστσσ′ciσ′ ,
where the constraint of one fermion per site is enforced. Starting from the calculation of the bare
bubble, without gauge field renormalization, we can find the uncorrected noise enhancement gen-












dt eινt〈TK c̄i↓(t−)ci↑(t−)c̄i↑(0+)ci↓(0+)〉 , (5.22)
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where TK is the Keldysh time ordering operator. Equation (5.22) quantifies the portion of the
susceptibility that arises due simply to the presence of the fermions in the QSL material, without
the additional corrections from emergent gauge photons, and evaluates to







1 − e−β~ν , (5.23)
where N is the total number of lattice points and as is the area occupied by each QSL spin. By
inserting Eq. (5.23) into Eq. (5.8) and then moving to the zero temperature limit the zeroth order
ac noise correction is therefore found to be









Gauge field correction to the noise
The next non-zero correction to the susceptibility arises due to gauge field renormalization and is





dt eiνt〈TK c̄i↓↑(t−)ci↑↓(t−)c̄i↑↓(0+)ci↓↑(0+)S 2int〉 . (5.25)
Expanding this gives five possible diagrams, only three of which contribute and must therefore
be considered; these three are diagrammatically depicted in Fig. 5.4. It is important when calcu-
lating gauge invariant quantities to sum over all contributing diagrams, because only then do the
divergences cancel exactly.
When considering a single gauge propagator, there are three contributing diagrams. Fig-
ures 5.4a and 5.4b, where the gauge propagator does not cross the particle-hole bubble, are self-
energy corrections to a fermion line, and Fig. 5.4c, where the propagator does cross the bubble, is
a vertex correction. Maintaining the gauge invariance of the susceptibility requires that all three
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diagrams are included in the calculation [171; 172].
We begin calculating the susceptibility with the action given in Eq. (5.19), and place it explicitly
on the Keldysh contour in the Keldysh basis. We write the components of the action zeroth and











gRkσ(t − t′) gKkσ(t − t′)

































where 3ks = ~k/ms. We have split the gauge field into its classical and quantum components
denoted by the c and q superscripts, and split the fermion fields into their 1 and 2 components
in accordance with Ref. [87]. Here, S 1 is the RAK basis equivalent to what we have called S int
previously, in Eq. (5.21).
Expanding Eq. (5.25), and restricting ourselves to terms with a single gauge propagator, it is
possible to write three expressions of the form χ(2)n (p, ν) = χ+−(2)n (p, ν) + χ−+(2)n (p, ν), each corre-
sponding to one of the diagrams in Fig. 5.4:
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Here η1, η2 = ± represent Keldysh indices for the forward and backward contours, and bare ± su-
perscripts on the Green functions also represent the externally fixed forward and backward Keldysh
indices.
We now introduce the fermion self-energy in order to represent Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29) in terms
of the self-energy. Note at the outset that because the system we consider is in equilibrium, only
the retarded spinon self-energy need be explicitly constructed; the advanced self-energy can be
derived from the retarded term. The retarded one-loop self-energy can be calculated by considering













































−q(−ω) + gKk+qσ(Ω + ω)dR−q(−ω)
]
. (5.33)
In general we expect d−q(−ω) to be dominated by small q, due to the form of the propagator. By
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selecting the coordinates q = q‖ k̂ + ẑ × k̂q⊥ we can express the dispersion as
ζk+q ≈ εk − µ + ~
2q2⊥
2ms
+ ~3Fsq‖ , (5.34)
with εk = ~2k2/2ms. From this, we further expect to find momentum scaling as q‖ ∼ q2⊥  q⊥, i.e.,
where q is essentially normal to k, which allows us to replace the momentum dependence of the
gauge propagator with q⊥ and write |k × q̂|2 ≈ k2Fs for momentum near the spinon Fermi surface.



















− 3Fsq‖ + ιδ
− 2πιδ
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Note that from this expression for the self-energy we can see that the k dependence drops out
entirely.
Evaluating the sums over the Keldysh indices in the self-energy correction terms, Eqs. (5.28)
and (5.29), allows us to rewrite the expressions for diagrams a and b in terms of spinon Green’s
functions and the self energy:





























k+p(Ω + ν) − gAk+p(Ω + ν)ΣAk+p(Ω + ν)gAk+p(Ω + ν)
]
, (5.37)
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In the end we must sum together all three diagrams in order to maintain gauge invariance, which
we begin by combining these two terms into χ(2)ab (p, ν) = χ
(2)
a (p, ν) + χ(2)b (p, ν), and use the fact
that any integral over only retarded or advanced terms vanishes, to write χ(2)ab (p, ν) compactly. The
outcome is


















































where we have represented the k integral in polar coordinates, with θk the angle between k and p,
and performed a change of variables from k to ζk. Here it is important to point out two things: first,
the Fermi surface µ is the largest energy scale in the problem, and so we extend the lower bound
of the ζk integral to −∞. Second, note that ζk+p − ζk = εp + ~3Fs p cos θk ≈ ~3Fs p cos θk, where the
last step is due to the expectation that small p dominates, which means the ζk dependence drops
out of the denominator in both terms. Thus there is no ζk dependence in either the denominator
or the self-energies, and so we can complete the ζk integral by simply integrating over the spinon
Green functions; this is the reason terms that only have retarded or advanced Green functions in
them vanish. The result is























 ΣRk+p(Ω + ν) − ΣAk(Ω)(ν − 3Fs p cos θk + ιδ)2 −
ΣAk+p(Ω + ν) − ΣRk(Ω)
(ν − 3Fs p cos θk − ιδ)2
 . (5.40)
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We can now substitute in the self energies represented in Eq. (5.36) to present the final step in
combining these two diagrams,



































































(ν − 3Fs p cos θk − ιδ)2
 . (5.41)
The third diagram corresponds to a vertex correction. We expect that p  k dominates, and
recall that the form of the gauge propagator restricts us to small q as well. We express q in
components perpendicular and parallel to k as above, and note that, via the same approximation as






















 ≈ −432Fs . (5.42)
Above, the first approximation is from recalling that p  k and the second is a result of q‖ ∼ q2⊥ 
q⊥. Therefore, summing over ξ and ξ′ and expanding the Keldysh indices, Eq. (5.30) becomes
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Representing the k integral in polar coordinates, where again the angle is with respect to the mo-
mentum p, and then performing a change of variables from the modulus k to ζk, we can complete
the q‖ and ζk integrals. Note that the only quantities that contain these variables now are the spinon
















ν − 3Fs p cos θk + ιδ
) (

















ν − 3Fs p cos θk − ιδ
) (
ν − 3Fs p cos θk − ~ms q⊥p sin θk − ιδ
)
which we can use in χ(2)c (p, ν). The result is















































ν − 3Fs p cos θk + ιδ
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ν − 3Fs p cos θk − ιδ
) (
ν − 3Fs p cos θk − ~ms q⊥p sin θk − ιδ
)  ,
(5.44)
which we must combine with Eq. (5.41) in order to maintain gauge invariance.
In order to express the combined term more concisely, we perform the angular integral and
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where x = ν/(3Fs p) and we have substituted q⊥ → q for notational convenience. Therefore the
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− tanh
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I−(q) − I−(0)) − dAq (−ω) (I+(q) − I+(0))]} . (5.46)
Recall that we are attempting to obtain the momentum integrated susceptibility: χ(2)(ν) = (2π)−2
∫
d pχ(2)(p, ν).
Only the angular term I±(q) carries external momentum, however, so the momentum integral can













At this point note that the integrand in Eq. (5.46) is even in q, so it is possible to restrict the q
integral to half the domain. If we recall that there is an external sum over all lattice points,
∑
i = N,





































Figure 5.4: Three diagrams contributing to the O(1/N) correction to the spin susceptibility gener-


































These two equations are what we require to progress.
Accounting for the required diagrams, the total susceptibility at two-loop order χ(2)(ν) =∑
i[χ
+−(2)
ii (ν) + χ
−+(2)
ii (ν)] is given by Eq. (5.48). We can then express the second order ac volt-
age noise correction as





















1 − z−1 tan−1 z
)
. (5.50)
We now move into the zero temperature limit, which allows completion of each of the integrals.
We expand the q integral to lowest order in ω for ω  ΩFs, where ΩFs is the spinon Fermi
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frequency. Thus, the ac noise correction due to gauge fluctuations finally becomes







S (0)s (Ω, 0) . (5.51)
We can therefore see from the zeroth and second order calculations that the total ac voltage fluctu-
ations generated across the normal metal sample when interfaced with a QSL material possessing
an emergent U(1) gauge field will have a Ω3 lowest order frequency dependence modified by a
Ω4/3 subdominant component. The total ac noise correction generated is given by the sum of the
two terms, such that the power spectrum of the enhancement becomes






when considering the regime Ω  ΩFs.
That a noise enhancement accrues due to the presence of an emergent gauge field is physically
understandable as the collective fermionic spin excitations present, i.e., the spinons, acquiring a
higher scattering probability due to the added presence of gauge fluctuations. Additional scattering
must result in additional noise generation. This enhancement should be extricable in the quantum
limit using Eq. (5.1): first plotting δR(Ω)/Ω2 and then subtracting off the intercept reveals the bare
Ω4/3 correction term characteristic of the gauge field renormalization calculated in Eq. (5.52).
5.3.3 The Kitaev Honeycomb Model
The second example of a Z2 QSL is the Kitaev model on the honeycomb lattice (see Fig. 5.5),
where exchange frustration arising due to the inability to simultaneously satisfy all Kitaev interac-
tions along neighboring bonds can drive the system into a QSL phase. The Kitaev spin liquid is
exactly solvable, and we select this example for consideration in our proposed system for that rea-
son, in addition to the fact that there are potential material candidates available currently [123; 136].
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Furthermore, we restrict our investigation to the gapless phase, where the Kitaev exchange cou-
plings are equal. However, while fermionic excitations are gapless, the emergent Z2 gauge field is
not, and this has the peculiar effect of generating an apparent gap in the fermionic sector [4; 173].
The Kitaev model therefore provides something of a synthesis of the last two sections, as it is both
a Z2 and gapless theory. We give a short overview of the approach to solving the Kitaev model fol-
lowing Refs. [9; 174], and then apply the solution to extracting an observable out of our proposed
heterostructure.




−KγS γi S γj , (5.53)
where γ = {x, y, z} represents the different nearest neighbor bond directions (see Fig. 5.5) at each
lattice point with interaction strength Kγ. In understanding the gapless spin liquid phase of the Ki-
taev model, parton mean-field theories have been proposed [9; 175] that characterize the emergent
excitations as Dirac fermions [174] arising in tandem with an emergent gapped flux.
This can be seen by first representing the spin operators in terms of four Majorana fermions,
i.e., S γi = ι fiγci with { fiγ, fi′γ′} = 2δii′δγγ′ , {ci, ci′} = 2δii′ , and { fiγ, ci′} = 0, which then gives S γi S γj =
−ιûi jcic j, where ûi j = ι∑γ fiγ f jγ is the bond operator. Noting that the bond operators commute
with each other and with any bilinear operator containing ci, it is possible to replace them with
their eigenvalues ±1. One thus obtains S γi S γj = ±ιcic j, and HK becomes bilinear in the Majorana
fermions. Second, we note that the so-called flux operator on a plaquette Wp = f1x f2y f3z f4x f5y f6z,
where the subscript p labels the plaquette number, commutes with the Hamiltonian and is therefore
an integral of motion. When a plaquette has an even number of bonds, as Fig. 5.5 makes clear is the
case for the honeycomb lattice, its eigenvalues are ±1. Finally, we note that the spin representation
in terms of four Majorana fermions enlarges the Hilbert space from two to four, and must therefore
be constrained in order to recover the physical Hilbert space. This constraint is enforced via a




Figure 5.5: The Kitaev honeycomb lattice, where the two sub-lattices are shown by the purple
(sub-lattice A) and orange (sub-lattice B) dots. Representative x-, y-, and z-links are depicted. The
flux operator on plaquette p, Wp, is shown, n1 and n2 are the primitive lattice vectors, and a is the
lattice spacing. Also depicted is a representative unit cell enclosed in the dashed box.
projection operator Pi = (1/2)(1 + fix fiy fizci) for each site i, which requires that the initial spin
algebra be conserved. Effectively, what has been done is to reduce the initial Hamiltonian to a
noninteracting Dirac fermion hopping Hamiltonian in a static Z2 gauge field, where the choice
of values for ûi j amounts to fixing a gauge, and the gauge invariant quantities are the plaquette
operators Wp.
A theorem by Lieb [176] guarantees that if the number of sites per plaquette is 2 mod 4, then
the ground state is in the flux-free sector, i.e., where it is possible to set ûi j = 1. The ground state




cic j , (5.54)
where Kx = Ky = Kz ≡ K, and the subscripts i and j are now labeling A and B sites respectively.
Equation (5.54) can be expressed in terms of complex fermions using a standard procedure [4].
We take r as a unit cell coordinate, comprised of an A site and a B site as shown in Fig. 5.5, and
combine the two Majorana species into a single complex fermion species through br = (cAr +
ιcBr)/2. Putting the system on a torus with Nu unit cells, and changing to reciprocal space with















where εk = Re(sk), ∆k = Im(sk), sk = K(1 + eιkn1 + eιkn2), and the primitive vectors n1 and n2 are
defined in Fig. 5.5. Thus the ground state energy is E0 = −∑k |sk| [9; 4].
The isotropic Kitaev spin liquid offers a unique opportunity in that only on-site and nearest
neighbor spin correlations contribute [177]. Therefore we use Eq. (5.6) in calculating the noise
and include both on-site and nearest neighbor contributions under the assumption that the envelope
sinc2(kF |ri − r j|) does not noticeably vary over the lattice constant a. We then find that the total
susceptibility χ(ν) =
∑
i j[χ+−i j (ν) + χ
−+





〈S xA0(t)S xA0(0)〉 + 〈S xA0(t)S xB0(0)〉
)
eινt , (5.56)
where we invoke the translation invariance of the isotropic spin liquid to select the r = 0 unit cell.















= −ι〈eιHK t/~cA0e−ι(HK+Vx)t/~cB0〉K , (5.57)
where the subscript K for the expectation values indicates they are taken with respect to the ground
state of HK , and the bond potential reads Vx = −2ιKcic j with i and j, again, representing the A and
its adjacent x-bond connected B site, respectively [177; 4].
The form of the correlators in Eq. (5.57) can be understood by taking into consideration the
effect of operator S γi on an eigenstate. In addition to adding a single Majorana fermion ci at site
i, the spin operator also adds one π flux each to the two plaquettes sharing the γ-bond emanating
from i. The bond potential Vx represents the insertion of this flux pair, and Eq. (5.57) calculates
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the dynamic rearrangement of the Majorana fermions at time t following the sudden appearance of
the fluxes at t = 0. Incidentally, Baskaran et al. showed that this quench problem is equivalent to
an exactly solvable x-ray edge problem [177].
It was later shown by Knolle et al. [4] that due to a vanishing Majorana density of states in the
Kitaev model, slowly switching on the bond potential in the infinite past and then switching it off
in the infinite future — what may be called the adiabatic approximation — replicates the quench
dynamics in the low energy limit. Thus, as we desire a probe of the low energy density of states,
we perform the calculation under this approximation, meaning we re-write Eqs. (5.57) so that the
correlation functions are taken with respect to the Hamiltonian Hx = HK +Vx, i.e., the Hamiltonian









〉 ≈ −ιeιE0t/~〈cA0e−ιHxt/~cB0〉x , (5.58)
where the subscript x on the correlators explicitly indicates that they are now taken with respect
to the ground state of Hx. Time-evolving the Majorana operators in Eqs. (5.58) in the Heisenberg















= −ιe−ι∆F t/~〈cA0(t)cB0(0)〉x , (5.59)
where the two-flux gap energy ∆F ≈ 0.26K is the energy required to insert the fluxes [9].
Replacing the Majorana operators in the correlation functions with the complex fermions bk
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The last correlator can be obtained by solving a Dyson equation. We recall that the unperturbed
Hamiltonian for the b fermions is HK as given by Eq. (5.55) where the components written out
explicitly are εq = K(1 + cos q · n1 + cos q · n2), ∆q = −ιK(sin q · n1 + sin q · n2), and n1, n2 are the
real space lattice vectors as shown in Fig. 5.5. The local potential across the x-bond of the r = 0















where u = −4K and Nu is the number of unit cells in the lattice. Then the full Hamiltonian
including the local potential is, as mentioned above, Hx = HK + Vx, for which we want to find the
Green functions.
We take the equation of motion approach, so we require the commutation relations for bk,






We now examine the retarded matrix Green functions in the Nambu basis, which we express as
GRpq(t, 0) = θ(t)[G
>
pq(t, 0) −G<pq(t, 0)] (note that capitalized G Green functions will be reserved for
matrices, and lower-case g for components). The greater-than matrix Green function is





and the lesser-than Green function matrix can be found by anti-commuting the fermions in each
component. Using Eq. (5.62), we then find









GRpq(t, 0) , (5.64)
where H0(p) is the coefficient matrix of HK , and σz is the z-component Pauli matrix. Fourier
























∆∗p ω − 2~εp + ιδ
 , (5.66)
and Np(ω) = (ω + ιδ)2 − (2/~)2|sp|2. When summing over the momentum index, we can see that
the off diagonal elements of GR,0p (ω) vanish because ∆p is an odd function of p, and the Brillouin
zone is symmetric about the origin. This is the reason there are no anomalous Green functions
of the form 〈b†0(t)b†0(t′)〉— or the complex conjugate — as mentioned previously. Thus we have∑
p G
R,0




















GR,0q (ω) . (5.68)
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The correlation function we require is 〈b0(t)b†0(0)〉x = (1/Nu)
∑
pq〈bp(t)b†q(0)〉x, which in fre-
quency space is ιg>11(ω). In equilibrium at the quantum limit, G
>(ω) = θ(ω)[GR(ω) −GA(ω)], and
therefore we have
g>11(ω) = θ(ω)










Utilizing the result, we produce (at zero temperature)
χ(ν) =
16~θ(~ν − ∆F)[gR11(~ν − ∆F) − gA11(~ν − ∆F)][













(x + ι0+)2 − 4 |sk|2
= gA∗11 (x) . (5.71)
The ac noise correction generated in the metal by proximity to a gapless Kitaev spin liquid can
now be calculated by utilizing Eq. (5.70) in Eq. (5.8) in the quantum limit. We find






dε(~Ω − ε)θ(~Ω − ε)
× θ(ε − ∆F)[g
R
11(ε − ∆F) − gA11(ε − ∆F)][








which can be measured electrically as ac resistance via Eq. (5.1).
Figure 5.6 depicts our numerical evaluation of Eq. (5.72) in the main plot, with the critical
frequency Ωc = ∆F/~ marked. The figure displays our primary result for the gapless Kitaev spin
liquid compound, namely, that even in the ostensibly gapless case the ac noise correction generated
in the metal is suppressed until frequencies greater than the two-flux gap, ∆F . Equivalently, via the
FDT, measurement of the ac resistance enhancement in the metal near the critical frequency Ωc
should expose the two-flux gap when measured utilizing the proposed heterostructure.
That a completely suppressed region occurs seems odd given that the fermion spectrum sk is
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Figure 5.6: A numerical plot showing S s(Ω, 0) for the Kitaev model as a function of ac frequency
normalized by the isotropic interaction strength, K. The main plot shows the computed sum. The
graph is identically zero until a critical frequency equal to the gap energy is achieved, ~Ωc = ∆F ≈
0.26K, at which point it becomes possible to inject flux pairs into the QSL and noise enhancement
commences. Here, Nu = 4 × 104 has been used. The inset is the ac susceptibility χ(Ω, 0) in the
case of the Kitaev model, which can be extracted via numerical differentiation of Eq. (5.8), and is
in good agreement with previous works [4].
gapless, however while inserting a fermion into the lattice requires no extra energy input, it also
requires the addition of a flux in each of the adjacent plquettes. These fluxes are gapped, and so
an indirect gap appears even for the fermions. This outcome has been noted previously [4; 173],
however the proposed bilayer system offers a method for quantifying the flux gap experimentally.
5.4 Physical Estimates
In this section we estimate the expected signal strength of the voltage noise arising across the heavy
metal layer of our proposed bilayer system as a result of the proximity of a QSL state characterized
by each of the three models we examine, noting that Eq. (5.1) connects the voltage noise and the
ac resistance.
The variable Θ in Eq. (6.12) is a conversion parameter connecting the charge and spin sectors
via the ISHE. We estimate the strength of Θ by first assuming, given Pt with a spin diffusion length
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λ = 2 nm and thickness d = 7 nm, a spin current density profile of
js(x, t) = NIs(t)
sinh [(d − x)/λ]
sinh [d/λ]
, (5.73)
where N is the number of QSL spins per unit area on the interface and I(t) is the spin current
penetrating the interface. We model the spin to charge current conversion via the ISHE, so that
we have jc(x, t) = θS H (2e/~) js(x, t), where θS H is the spin Hall angle. Integrating over the cross-
sectional area of the metal and multiplying by the resistivity ρ reveals the total voltage generated
across the metal:











where l is the length of the metal layer. Then we can re-express Eq. (6.12) using voltage noise,
δS V = 〈Vc(t)Vc(0)〉, by writing













S s(Ω,T ) . (5.75)
In Pt θS H ≈ 0.1, ρ ≈ 10−8 Ωm, the lattice spacing a = 4 Å ∼ k−1F , and the electron effective mass
m = 13me [178]. The prefactor here characterizes Θ.
In each QSL case, we assume an exchange coupling strength of J/kB ∼ 1 K, set the unitless
integral component of S s ∼ 0.01, and work out N using the lattice spacing of the QSL spin sites. In
the case of herbertsmithite, sample sizes can have linear dimensions of 1 cm [179], and the lattice
spacing is on the order of 10 Å, so N ∼ 1020 spins/m2. Given that J/kB ∼ 200 K [133] and using
Eq. (5.18) in Eq. (5.75), our proposed bilayer system should find δS V ∼ 10−18 V2s when probing
herbertsmithite.
For the organic triangular lattice compounds, sample sizes can have linear dimensions of 1
mm [128], and nearest neighbor spin distances on the order of a ∼ 10 Å ∼ k−1Fs [128], so that
N ∼ 1020 spins/m2. We approximate the spinon velocity in the QSL using that of 1D spin chains,
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vFs ≈ πJa/2~, as in Ref. [128], resulting in a Fermi frequency of ΩFs ≈ 1014 Hz, and J/kB ∼
250 K [120] in these compounds. As a result, we find that δS (0)V ∼ 10−18 V2s, and the sub-leading
correction due to the gauge field δS (2)V ∼ 10−20 V2s.
Lastly, we represent Kitaev compounds using α-RuCl3, with a lattice constant of a ≈ 6 Å,
sample sizes of linear dimension 1 cm, and coupling strength K/kB ∼ 80 K [136]. Thus, N ∼ 1019
spins/m2. Using Eq. (5.72) in Eq. (5.75) results in δS V ∼ 10−18 V2s. Voltage fluctuations of these
magnitudes have been measured in, e.g., Ref. [63].
5.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Equation (5.8) is a general relationship that quantifies the noise enhancement present in a normal
metal adjacent to an insulating magnet lacking long range magnetic order as a result of the coupling
to that magnet, i.e., as a result of spin fluctuations across the interface. We assume that in the
quantum limit the base ac resistance of a particular strongly spin-orbit coupled metal layer is known
and constant, and as a result that background quantum noise can be accounted for and removed.
This exposes the portion of the voltage noise power spectrum that quantifies the presence of the
affixed quantum magnet, or more specifically the QSL candidate material. So, by measuring the ac
frequency dependence of the spin fluctuations in the metal layer, it should be possible to compare
the various QSL candidate materials in order to examine gapped and gapless models, and the low
energy spin excitations of these exotic phases of matter in general. Now we will connect the models
we have examined to real materials.
The compound herbertsmithite, ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2, evinces no long range magnetic order down
to temperatures of at least 50 mK, which is four orders of magnitude lower than its exchange
coupling J/kB ∼ 200 K [133], suggesting the presence of a QSL phase. Additionally, the Cu2+
ions form a perfect kagomé lattice, and therefore herbertsmithite is modeled, to a first approxima-
tion, by the HKLM. Experimental treatments of herbertsmithite include NMR [121; 122], neutron
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scattering [134; 135], and susceptibility [124] studies, most of which indicate that ground state
excitations should be gapless. However, while some numerical DMRG studies agree [140], others
show that the ground state of herbertsmithite should be a gapped spin liquid with Z2 topological
order [138], and the more recent NMR measurements indicate a gapped ground state as well [122].
Additional complications arise due to the fact that the low energy spectrum appears to be dom-
inated by impurity spins [180] that occur as a result of Cu2+ ions replacing some non-magnetic
Zn2+ in the transition metal sites between kagomé layers [181]. We have shown that our proposed
heterostructure can address some of these issues. For instance, the presence of a gap energy will
be indicated by a lack of frequency scaling in the voltage noise power spectrum measured in the
heavy metal layer in the quantum limit up to a critical frequency of ~Ωc = 2∆s. Technical issues
notwithstanding, herbertsmithite remains one of the most promising QSL candidate material on
offer, and our proposed technique adds a tool for further investigation.
The primary organic salt candidate QSL material that has been modeled as a spinon fermi sea
coupled to an emergent U(1) gauge field is κ-(BEDT-TTF)2-Cu2(CN)3, henceforth κ-ET [8; 141]. It
is an antiferromagnetic weak Mott insulator, where structural dimers possessing a single spin-1/2
degree of freedom arise and form an approximately triangular lattice that becomes geometrically
frustrated when cooled. The primary experimental evidence of QSL like behavior comes from
thermal and NMR measurements; in the specific heat versus temperature, for example, a large lin-
ear term is observed [127; 125; 126], and NMR measurements show a lack of long range magnetic
ordering down to temperatures of 32 mK, approximately 4 orders of magnitude lower than the
exchange coupling of J/kB ∼ 250 K [120]. The necessity of working at very low temperatures
when probing the low energy density of states of κ-ET and similar compounds has caused some
doubt as to the reliability of specific heat measurements, however, due to the difficulty of properly
accounting for nuclear contributions. Nevertheless, other triangular lattice compounds exist, and
the recent discoveries of possible QSL phases in YbMgGaO4 [182] and NaYbO2 [183], neither
of which order down to temperatures of at least 70 mK, provide new opportunities to study previ-
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ously unknown QSL candidate materials — opportunities the proposed heterostructure is intended
to capitalize upon by providing a clear prediction for the frequency scaling of the modification to
the ac resistance enhancement in the metal. We have shown that in its QSL state, a compound that
can be modeled as a spinon fermi sea coupled to a U(1) gauge field should evince a correction to
the ac resistance measured across a coupled heavy metal that goes as Ω4/3, which would therefore
shed light on the low energy density of states directly. The heterostructure proposed here would
avoid the issue of contamination by signals due to nuclear spins entirely, and provide a powerful
tool for probing the low energy excitations of more recently discovered candidate QSL materials
as well.
Finally, we mention the iridate honeycomb materials [184] and α-RuCl3 [185] in the context
of Kitaev compounds accessible to our bilayer technique. Initially, iridates like α-Na2IrO3 and
α-Li2IrO3 were realized to have Ir4+ ions, with effective j = 1/2, arranged in a honeycomb lattice.
While these particular compounds were found to order at low temperatures [186; 187; 188], this
class of materials does exhibit bond-directional Kitaev interactions [189]. Thus the discovery of a
variant that does not magnetically order, H3LiIr2O6, is interesting [123]; in particular, it would be
an excellent test of this material to see if the measured resistance enhancement in a coupled heavy
metal film in fact behaves as we predict should be the case for Kitaev spin liquid compounds.
A second material, α-RuCl3, is also known to evince similar structural properties to the iridates,
with magnetic Ru3+ ions forming a honeycomb lattice. As with most iridates, α-RuCl3 orders at
low temperatures [190], though interesting Kitaev spin liquid-like behavior occurs before order-
ing [191; 136]. However, while α-RuCl3 exhibits Kitaev-like physics prior to freezing, questions
have arisen as to whether or not Kitaev physics are actually responsible for that appearance, rather
than more conventional physics from the perspective of magnon-like excitations [192]. We have
shown that the proposed bilayer could perhaps address this controversy directly, as the presence of
Kitaev spin liquid physics in the α-RuCl3 layer should result in characteristic suppression of the ac
resistance enhancement in the coupled metal, particularly suppression below any flux gap present.
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We therefore believe that our proposed QSL-to-metal bilayer could be helpful to the search for a
material exhibiting a true Kitaev spin liquid state.
In conclusion, we have proposed a heterostructure composed of a QSL candidate material over-
laid with a strongly spin-orbit coupled heavy metal film as a viable probe of QSL ground states
that can perhaps alleviate some of the currently outstanding controversies. Our proposal marries
concepts from spintronics and quantum magnetism in order to use the well-understood physics
of equilibrium noise in a new context, namely the search for, and categorization of, QSL ground
states in various materials. The theory advanced here indicates that an equilibrium measurement,
i.e., a measurement taken within the linear response regime, of the ac resistance in the normal
metal layer will provide information about the low energy density of states of the QSL material
under observation due to a connection via the FDT and Eq. (5.1) to the noise power spectrum we
have calculated. In particular, determining the presence or absence of a gap, or probing a gapless
QSL as in the U(1) gauge fluctuations case will be readily accessible to this method. For quanti-
fying a gap energy beyond the reach of modern electronic spectral analyzers, quantum absorption
measurements utilizing the relaxation rate of a two level system coupled to the metal layer, as in
Ref. [193], may prove advantageous. Thus, the system we propose will have wide ranging applica-
bility to probing insulating quantum magnets in general, and should provide an interesting method
of examining and categorizing QSL candidate materials in particular. We show that the proposed
bilayer should be able to extract any gap energy present in the HKLM, that fermions coupled to an
emergent U(1) gauge field should see a sub-dominant frequency dependent correction arising in
the ac resistance that goes as Ω4/3, and that the bare Kitaev model in the gapless spin liquid phase
should nevertheless evince gapped behavior extricable through ac resistance measurements across
the coupled metal layer.
We have restricted our analysis in this chapter to bulk conversion effects in the metal layer, so
in future works it could be interesting to consider interfacial effects that may affect conversion;
in this vein examining different metal compounds like CuBi [194] with low intrinsic spin-orbit
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coupling could be illuminating. Additionally, it would be interesting to expand this analysis to
include extensions to the QSL models such as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions, or correction
to the Kitaev model [192], and especially to include disorder in the analysis, as disorder appears
to be highly influential when attempting to discriminate between QSL and non-QSL ground states.
A closer examination of the interface will be the work of the next chapter.
Chapter 6
Paramagneto conductance and bilayer
interfaces
In this chapter we examine a metal-to-quantum paramagnet bilayer system and develop a micro-
scopic theory of the interface in the low temperature regime. In order to focus exclusively on
interfacial physics, the metal is modeled as a 2d electron gas with spin-inert, short range disorder.
With low dimensional unconventional magnetic insulators, e.g., quantum spin liquids (QSL), in
mind, we model the spin system as a 2d array of fixed spins. Spin fluctuations therefore present
at the interface mediate electron-electron interactions with the result that the spin dynamics of
the paramagnet govern the types of corrections seen in the metallic conductivity. The presence
of an interface breaks inversion symmetry and causes interfacial Rashba spin-orbit coupling to
arise which we also include in the calculation. We perform a consistent perturbative calculation
to first non-zero order in the spin excitation-electron coupling strength, and extract corrections to
the conductance that arise with and without spin-orbit coupling. Ultimately, we find that — contra
the case of screened Coulomb interactions — no universal modification arises from the exchange
terms; rather, the conductivity modifications that arise depend on the type of paramagnet utilized
in the bilayer. We apply the theory developed to the case of a gapless QSL possessing a spinon
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Fermi surface and show that without spin-orbit coupling a metallic, i.e., enhancing, correction to
the conductivity occurs. Introducing spin-orbit coupling results in an insulating correction which
dominates the metallic correction when temperatures enter the millikelvin range.
6.1 Introduction
When a non-magnetic conductor (N) is interfaced with a magnetic insulator, spin transfer across
the interface can cause corrections to the resistance in the metal [195]. An important example is
spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR), in which exchange interaction at the interface between con-
duction electron spins and the magnetization in the insulator leads to a characteristic modulation
of the electrical conductivity as the magnetic orientation is varied [32; 31; 36]. SMR serves as
a powerful probe not only of the spin-sink and spin-mixing conductances, which govern the spin
opacity across N-to-magnet interfaces [32; 33; 34; 35; 39; 44; 45; 43], but also of the magnet’s
bulk properties [37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42]. Several recent experiments extended the SMR technique
to bilayer systems coupling metals to paramagnetic insulators (PIs) and reported SMR-like signals
under external magnetic fields [46; 47; 48]. However, even in the absence of the field, the PI acts
as a bath of spin fluctuations from the point of view of the metal, and these spin fluctuations can
have profound effects on the conductivity of the adjacent metal.
The effects of spin fluctuations on the adjacent metallic conductivity may become important in
the presence of metallic disorder and at low temperatures. Transport measurements in N-PI bilayers
performed below approximately 50K indeed show evidence for weak anti-localization [196; 197;
42; 48], which is signaling the inevitable presence of disorder in the metal. Altshuler and Aronov
showed that screened Coulomb interactions in a 2d disordered Fermi liquid can lead to strong
singularities near the Fermi surface — a ln T -correction to the metallic conductivity at low tem-
peratures now known as the Altshuler-Aronov (AA) corrections [198; 199]. Even in the absence
of Coulomb interactions, AA corrections can incite important modifications to metallic conductiv-
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ity. In a 2D disordered Fermi liquid near a ferromagnetic quantum critical point, where electron
interactions are mediated by critical spin fluctuations, an insulating AA correction to the metallic
conductivity has been predicted [200]. N-PI bilayers offer an ideal realm in which to study the
AA correction arising due to spin fluctuations: unlike the monolayer situation, a multilayer offers
tunability, where fluctuation strength can be modified via, e.g., the insertion of an insulating spacer
layer between the N and the PI. The array of available PIs also affords the possibility of utilizing
systems hosting many types of spin quasiparticles, from magnons to more exotic spin excitations,
e.g., spinons. Lastly, breaking inversion symmetry across the interface gives rise to Rashba-like
spin-orbit coupling and offers the opportunity to examine AA corrections arising due to spin-orbit
coupling in addition to spin fluctuations.
In this chapter, we examine theoretically a N-PI bilayer and perform a microscopic calculation
of the electrical conductivity across the metal film in the presence of the coupled spin system.
We consider a negligibly spin-orbit coupled metal thin film (e.g., Cu, Al) with spin inert, short
range impurities, and the cases both with and without Rashba-like spin-orbit coupling arising due
to structural inversion symmetry breaking at the interface [201]. The calculation proceeds in the
diffusive regime, where kBTτ
~
 1 with τ the elastic electron scattering time, and we develop a
general theory for PIs to first non-zero order in the electron-spin excitation coupling. We find
that the modifications to the dc conductivity depend on the spin structure of the affixed PI, and
apply the general model to the case of a gapless quantum spin liquid (QSL) with a spinon Fermi
surface. Without weak spin-orbit coupling, a metallic correction that goes as ln T arises due to
the presence of the affixed QSL; with the addition of interfacially generated spin-orbout coupling,
the correction becomes insulating and goes as T−1/2. The corrections therefore compete, and a
crossover temperature in the millikelvin range emerges. Our results for gapless QSLs indicate that
AA-type modifications to the metallic conductivity arising due to the presence of a coupled PI can
act as a probe of PI materials — in particular those hosting gapless QSL ground states.
The chapter proceeds as follows: we begin in Sec. 6.2 by introducing the model of the bilayer.








Figure 6.1: A cartoon of the proposed bilayer system. An insulating magnet, e.g., a quantum spin
liquid, is coupled to a weakly spin-orbit coupled metal thin film. The interface breaks inversion
symmetry causing Rashba spin orbit coupling in the metal layer. As a result, the current in the x
direction, jc, carries signatures from both the interfacial spin orbit coupling and proximity to the
insulating magnet.
In Sec. 6.3 we will introduce the linear response formalism used in what comes subsequently,
and link to the Kubo formalism through the retarded response function. Section 6.4 introduces
the diagrams that contribute to the conductivity in the presence of disorder and electron-electron
interactions mediated by spin fluctuations, and Sec. 6.5 explicates the disorder averaging procedure
and where AA-type disorder physics enters the calculation. In Sec. 6.6 we depict how cancelation
of the diamagnetic terms emerges, and present the final result for the ac conductivity in Sec. 6.7.
Finally, we discuss our findings and conclude in Sec. 6.8.
6.2 The Model
Let us consider coupling an insulating spin system — in particular a low dimensional quantum
magnet — to a weakly spin-orbit coupled, disordered metallic thin film, i.e., effectively 2d, as
depicted in Fig. 6.1. We orient the bilayer in the x-y plane, such that inversion symmetry is broken
in the z direction by the addition of the metallic thin film. Breaking inversion symmetry across
the system gives rise to interfacial Rashba spin-orbit coupling in the metallic layer, which acts
independently of the spin neutral random disorder present. Thus, we consider the metal as a
non-interacting 2d electron gas (2DEG) with random spin-neutral disorder and interfacial Rashba
spin-orbit coupling.
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The quantum magnet layer is modeled as a 2d array of fixed spins, where each spin interacts
with the electron density in the metal via exchange coupling. The exchange coupling is weak,
such that the magnetic layer remains essentially undisturbed, and we calculate corrections to the
metallic conductivity perturbatively utilizing the weak coupling as our perturbative quantity. With
the quantum magnet present, we will therefore calculate the first non-zero correction to the con-
ductivity across the metallic layer, i.e., we will compute the correction to the conductivity of a
non-interacting 2DEG with spin interactions, spin-neutral disorder, and in the presence of interfa-
cially driven Rashba spin-orbit coupling.
The Hamiltonian of the disordered metallic thin film layer is given by H = H0 + HI + HS O,
where the subscripts indicate the metallic Hamiltonian, the impurities, and the spin-orbit coupling
























dr ψ†σ(r) [∇ · (ẑ × τ)]σσ′ ψσ′(r) , (6.3)
where µ is the Fermi surface, ψ (ψ†) is the real space fermion annihilation (creation) operator in
the metal, u(r) = u
∑
i δ(r − ri) is a delta impurity potential for i = 1 . . .NI impurities, λ is the
spin-orbit coupling strength, m is the effective electron mass in the metal, and τ is the vector of




















[ẑ × τ]σσ′ ψ†σ(r)ψσ′(r) , (6.4)
where e < 0 is the electron charge.
We assume the metal is exchange coupled to a 2d QSL, and that the interface is held in the x-y
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s(ri) · Si , (6.5)
where J is the coupling strength, ν0 is the 2d volume of spin density in the metal that couples to





and Si is the spin operator of a spin at spin site i in the QSL. We utilize Hc as our perturbing




















where a, b = x, y, z, the superscripts η, η′ = ± indicate forward (+) and backward (-) branches of
the Keldysh contour, cK denotes the Keldysh contour, and TK is the Keldysh time ordering operator.
The retarded response function is therefore formed by calculating ΠR(t) = θ(t) [Π−+(t) − Π+−(t)],
with θ(t) the Heaviside step function.
6.3 Linear response and the Kubo formalism
We wish to determine the response of the metallic layer of this proposed bilayer system to a spa-
tially homogeneous, external electromagnetic field in the presence of an affixed QSL material. We
can account for the presence of the electromagnetic field in the metal by using the gauge covariant
gradient, i.e., ±∇→ ±∇− ie
~
A(t), where A(t) is the homogeneous, time dependent vector potential,
and we select the gauge where the scalar potential vanishes. To first order in the vector potential,
the coupling to the electromagnetic environment emerges from Eq. (6.1) and is given by
H′(t) = −
∫
dr jp(r) · A(t) . (6.7)
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Using the gauge covariant derivative in Eq. (6.4), we also find the gauge invariant, physical charge
current operator:











σ(r)ψσ(r) is the density.
Under the assumption that the electric field is applied exclusively in the x direction, we write
j(r, t) ≡ jx(r, t) and A(t) ≡ Ax(t). Direct application of the Kubo formula using Eqs. (6.6) and (6.8)
gives the expression for the expectation value of the current along the x direction:









′, t − t′)A(t′) . (6.9)
These thermal averages are taken with respect to Eqs. (6.1)-(6.3).
Impurity averaging restores translational invariance, and so we eventually use the momentum













where a (a†) is the Fourier transformed fermion annihilation (creation) operator. Additionally, the
presence of interface driven spin-orbit coupling in the metal gives rise to electron propagators with













+ ιδ ι~λm ke
−ιθ
−ι~λm keιθ ω − ξk~ + ιδ
 , (6.11)
where ξk = ~2k2/2m − µ, θ is the angle associated with the momentum k, vF = ~kF/m is the
Fermi velocity. Note that we have retained the full momentum dependency here, though we will
eventually approximate the spin-orbit derived off-diagonal terms at the Fermi surface. Finally, the






















Figure 6.2: The six possible diagrams, derived from Eq. (6.13). Solid lines depict fermion prop-
agators, and dashed lines spin propagators. Diagrams a) and b) are the self-energy corrections,
diagram c) is the vertex correction, d) is the barbell diagram, and e) and f) are the Hartree dia-
grams.





m 〈ρ(Ω = 0)〉
−ιΩ . (6.12)
6.4 Contributing diagrams
The first non-zero correction to the response function, Eq. (6.6), is the correction second order in
the interfacial coupling, J . This is due to the fact that the QSL layer lacks long range magnetic
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′, t) = − ι
~
〈


















TK jp(r, tη) jp(r′, 0η
′




i j (t1, t2)
(6.13)
≡ Πηη′(0)xx + δΠηη
′
xx







and α, β = x, y, z are spin orientations. The spin susceptibility is general, and this calculation
therefore applies to any quantum magnet lacking long range magnetic order. We can apply Wick’s
theorem to the fermion fields due to the fact that the Hamiltonian is Gaussian in fermion operators,
and we find six unique diagrams thereby, as depicted in Fig. 6.2. We will consider each of these
diagrams in what follows, starting with the exchange and vertex correction diagrams.
6.4.1 The self-energy terms
The self-energy diagrams with times and real-space coordinates listed are presented in Fig. 6.3.











η1, η2 = ± are Keldysh indices, become diagonal in momentum space. However, prior to disorder
averaging, they are not. So, we will present the intermediary steps in real space until disorder
averaging to regain translational symmetry at which point we transform to momentum space. Ad-
ditionally, we set the external momentum to zero throughout, as per Eq. (6.12). The first diagram
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Figure 6.3: The two self-energy correction diagrams with energy flow around the bubble depicted.
Solid lines are fermion propagators, and dashed lines are spin propagators. The real space coordi-
nates are listed, for ease of calculation. Numbers associated with each fermion line correspond to
those listed in the Green functions in the main text.






















rri (t−t1)τασ1σ2Gη1η2,σ2σ3ri r j (t1−t2)τβσ3σ4




r′r (−t)γrσ′′′σ′′ , (6.14)
where we have assumed sums over all internal Keldysh and spin indices. The γ variables represent
real-space current vertices that we leave general until the transformation back to momentum space
at which point we will furnish explicit expressions. The second diagram in Fig. 6.3 must be con-
sidered in concert with the first, and so we present it here as well. It has a similar form to the first



























×Gη1η2,σ2σ3ri r j (t1 − t2)τβσ3σ4Gη2η,σ4σ
′′′
r j r (t2 − t)γrσ′′′σ′′ , (6.15)
where again internal Keldysh and spin indices are summed over. Note that in both Eqs. (6.14)
and (6.15) the ordering of the elements is consequential due to the spin structure.
Combining the diagrams as shown pictorially in Fig. 6.3 produces the correction due to the self-
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energy. This requires expansion of the Keldysh indices and transformation to frequency space. In
order to calculate the correction to the conductivity we form the retarded response function for
each diagram. By performing these operations, we find that the retarded response function derived


























f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− b(ε) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
+ f (ε − ω) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− f (ε − ω) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GAω−ε(2)GRω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
+ b(ε) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− b(ε) f (ω)GAω(1)GAω−ε(2)GAω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
+ f (ε − ω) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− f (ε − ω) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1)GAω−ε(2)GRω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− b(ε) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)









+ f (ε − ω) f (ω)GAω(1)GAω−ε(2)GAω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
− f (ε − ω) f (ω)GAω(1)GRω−ε(2)GAω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
}
, (6.16)
where we have combined the spin and position indices into the numeric arguments within each
Green function to reduce notational clutter to the extent possible — the numbers coincide with
those depicted in Fig 6.3 for the (a) diagram. The functions f (ω) and b(ε) are Fermi-Dirac and
Bose-Einstein distributions respectively. Additionally, this result has been arranged with cancela-
tion of the diamagnetic terms in mind: terms with well behaved dc limits are grouped, and terms
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divergent in the Ω → 0 limit come after. This will be explored further in upcoming sections.
The second self-energy diagram is denoted the (b) diagram, where the self-energy appears on the
bottom leg of the fermion bubble. This has a similar form to Eq. (6.16) and is also grouped to


























f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1′)GAω−Ω(2′)GAω−ε−Ω(3′)GAω−Ω(4′)χαβRi j (ε)
− b(ε) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1′)GAω−Ω(2′)GAω−ε−Ω(3′)GAω−Ω(4′)χαβAi j (ε)
+ f (ε − ω + Ω) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1′)GAω−Ω(2′)GRω−ε−Ω(3′)GAω−Ω(4′)χαβAi j (ε)
− f (ε − ω −Ω) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1′)GAω−Ω(2′)GAω−ε−Ω(3′)GAω−Ω(4′)χαβAi j (ε)
+ b(ε) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1′)GRω−Ω(2′)GRω−ε−Ω(3′)GRω−Ω(4′)χαβRi j (ε)
− b(ε) f (ω)GAω(1′)GAω−Ω(2′)GAω−ε−Ω(3′)GAω−Ω(4′)χαβRi j (ε)
+ f (ε − ω + Ω) f (ε − ω)GRω(1′)GRω−Ω(2′)GRω−ε−Ω(3′)GRω−Ω(4′)χαβRi j (ε)
− f (ε − ω + Ω) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1′)GRω−Ω(2′)GAω−ε−Ω(3′)GRω−Ω(4′)χαβRi j (ε)
− b(ε) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1′)GRω−Ω(2′)GRω−ε−Ω(3′)GRω−Ω(4′)χαβAi j (ε)





+ f (ε − ω + Ω) f (ω)GAω(1′)GAω−Ω(2′)GAω−ε−Ω(3′)GAω−Ω(4′)χαβAi j (ε)
− f (ε − ω + Ω) f (ω)GAω(1′)GAω−Ω(2′)GRω−ε−Ω(3′)GAω−Ω(4′)χαβAi j (ε)
}
. (6.17)
Primed numerals represent spin and position indices around the (b) diagram, as depicted in right-
most diagram of Fig. 6.3. Green functions in both Eq. (6.16) and (6.17) are given in the same order
as in Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15). We additionally make use of the identity
f (ω) (b(ε) + f (ε − ω)) − b(ε) f (ω − ε) = 0 (6.18)









Figure 6.4: The diagram for the vertex correction with energy flow and real-space positions noted.
Solid lines are fermion propagators, and the dashed line represents a spin propagator. Numbers
associated with each fermion line correspond to those listed in the Green functions in the main
text.
in arriving at the final expressions for the self-energy diagrams.
6.4.2 The vertex correction terms
The next diagram we treat is the vertex correction, a depiction of which is presented in Fig. 6.4.




















1 − tη22 )Gηη1,σ
′′σ1








r j r (t2 − t)γrσ′′′σ′′ , (6.19)
where, again, we note the spin structure dictates the ordering of the elements. As in the case of
the self-energy, we proceed by first expanding the Keldysh contours and Fourier transforming the
result to frequency space, and then forming the retarded current response function. This gives the



























f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− f (ω −Ω) [ f (ε − ω + Ω) − f (ε − ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
+ f (ε − ω −Ω) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− f (ε − ω) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GAω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− b(ε) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
+ f (ω)
[
f (ε − ω + Ω) − f (ε − ω)]GAω(1)GRω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
− f (ε − ω + Ω) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
+ f (ε − ω + Ω) [ f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
+ b(ε) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω−ε−Ω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− b(ε) f (ω)GAω(1)GAω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
+ f (ω −Ω) f (ε − ω −Ω)GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω−ε−Ω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)
− f (ω −Ω) f (ε − ω)GRω(1)GAω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβRi j (ε)









− b(ε) f (ω −Ω)GRω(1)GRω−ε(2)GRω−ε−Ω(3)GRω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
+ f (ω) f (ε − ω)GAω(1)GAω−ε(2)GAω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε)
− f (ω) f (ε − ω + Ω)GAω+Ω(1)GRω−ε+Ω(2)GRω−ε−Ω(3)GAω−Ω(4)χαβAi j (ε) , (6.20)
where the spatial and spin indices have been wrapped into the numerical Green function arguments
as in the self-energy case, which align with those found in Fig. 6.4. Deriving these expressions
requires use of the identity presented in Eq. (6.18), as in the previous subsection. This expression












Figure 6.5: The barbell diagram with energy flow and real space positions noted. Solid lines are
fermion propagators, and the dashed line represents a spin propagator. Numbers associated with
each fermion line correspond to those listed in the Green function arguments in the main text.
has been arranged mirroring the self-energy terms so that the first eight terms have a well-defined
dc limit and the last eight do not. We will show that the combination of Eqs. (6.16), (6.17),
and (6.20), together with the exchange diamagnetic term, conspire to produce a well-behaved dc
limit.
6.4.3 The barbell terms
The barbell diagram is notably simpler than the previous two. We have depicted it visually here in




























r′r j (−t2)τβσ3σ4 . (6.21)
Notice here that compared to Eqs (6.14) and (6.19) an extra negative sign arises due to the presence
of a second fermion bubble. After expanding the Keldysh contours and transforming to frequency
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+ f (ω + Ω) f (ε)GAε+Ω(1)
[





+ f (ω) f (ε)GRε+Ω(1)
[







Once more, all spin and position indices are subsumed into the numerical argument of the Green
functions, and the numbers correspond to those in Fig. 6.5.
6.4.4 The Hartree diagrams
The remaining two diagrams in Fig. 6.2 are the Hartree corrections, shown as (e) and ( f ). We
again have two fermion bubbles, as in the barbell correction, only now instead of breaking the
bubble apart a tadpole emits from either the top or the bottom fermion line. Figure 6.6 depicts the






























































Figure 6.6: The Hartree diagrams with energy flow and real space positions noted. Solid lines are
fermion propagators, and the dashed line represents a spin propagator. Numbers associated with
each fermion line correspond to those listed in the Green function arguments in the main text.
where here note that the closed fermion loop brings in twice the lesser-than Green function. The




























×Gη1η,σ2σ′′ri r (t1 − t)γrσ′′σ′′′
(





By expanding the Keldysh contours in Eqs. (6.23) and (6.24), transforming to frequency space,























f (ω) − f (ω −Ω)]GRω(1)GRω(2)GAω−Ω(3)G<ε (4)χαβRi j (0)
+ f (ω −Ω)GRω(1)GRω(2)GRω−Ω(3)G<ε (4)χαβRi j (0)
− f (ω)GAω(1)GAω(2)GAω−Ω(3)G<ε (4)χαβRi j (0)
}
, (6.25)
for the Hartree diagram with the tadpole on the top branch of the fermion bubble. The second
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diagram, with the tadpole emerging from the bottom gives




























− f (ω + Ω)GAω+Ω(1′)GAω(2′)GAω(3′)G<ε (4′)χαβRi j (0)
}
. (6.26)
These two diagrams have been written so as to highlight the terms that do not have a well-behaved
dc limit, mirroring the self-energy and vertex correction terms displayed above. We will find that
Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26) combine with the Hartree correction to the diamagnetic term to produce a
well-behaved dc limit.
6.5 Disorder averaging
The disorder we consider consists of delta potential impurities in the metallic layer, u(r) = u
∑
i δ(r−
ri), at locations ri. We remain within the first Born approximation, and consider only non-crossing
disorder lines. We treat the metallic Green functions, the current vertices, and quantum interfer-
ence effects between Green function lines by the insertion of impurity ladders connecting them. In
this section, we will present each of the required expressions used to disorder average our result.
Disorder averaging begins by the replacement of bare Green functions with disorder averaged
Green functions. The disorder averaged Green functions are given by solving the standard Dyson









where, due to the spin structure of the Green functions, the superscript −1 indicates a matrix
inversion, G for the retarded version is given in Eq. (6.11), and Σp(ω) is the self-energy comprised
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Figure 6.7: A pictorial depiction of the current vertex correction. The filled in dot is the corrected
current vertex, and the empty dot is the uncorrected vertex. Impurity scattering events are denoted
by stars and dashed lines. An impurity ladder is inserted in the top line, and then resummed into
the Dyson equation as shown in the second line.
of irreducible diagrams and solved within the first Born approximation. Then the self-energy gives


















−ιλvFeιθ ω − ξp~ + ι2τ
 , (6.27)
where (2τ)−1 = πnu2N0/~ is the scattering lifetime, n is the impurity density, N0 = m/2π~2 is the
2d density of states of the metal, and we have approximated the spin-orbit coupling terms at the
Fermi surface. This is the disorder averaged retarded Green function for a 2d metal with Rashba
spin-orbit coupling and spin-inert delta impurities. An important thing to notice at this point is that
after disorder averaging translational invariance is restored and a disorder averaged Green function
depends only on a single momentum.
It is necessary to use corrected current vertices wherever possible in order to remain within
the conserving approximation and therefore maintain current conservation in the calculation. The
corrected current vertices are depicted in Fig. 6.7, where after an impurity ladder insertion the
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Dyson equation for the corrected vertex is formed. Setting the external momentum to zero, as
required by Eq. (6.12), the uncorrected vertex can be found by differentiating the inverse retarded










 p −ιλιλ p
 , (6.28)
where p is the momentum flowing through the vertex. Using the representation in Fig. 6.5 to









where the single impurity event on the second line in Fig. 6.7 results in a factor of nu2, and G is the
disorder averaged Green function given above, each of which can be either retarded or advanced.
Immediately it is clear that the kernel of the integral equation vanishes when the Green functions
are not of opposite causality, due to the necessity to have poles on either side of the real axis. We
also note that the external momentum p falls out of the summation. Solving Eq. (6.29) results in







This is the corrected current vertex we use in calculating the conductivity.
We account for quantum interference effects between Green function lines via the insertion of
impurity ladders connecting them, following past works in disordered electron systems [204; 205].
An impurity ladder is constructed pictorially in Fig. 6.8. The ladder function is a four-tensor in the
spin-sector due to the spin structure of the Green functions. The Feynman rule for a single impurity
scattering event is L(0)σ1σ2σ4σ3 = (2π~N0τ)
−1δσ1σ2δσ3σ4 , and so we construct the Dyson equation for L
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Figure 6.8: A pictorial rendition of the impurity ladder, where scattering occurs between two Green
function lines. Impurities are inserted sequentially, and the resummed equation can be found in
Eq. 6.31 of the main text.
as










Gσ1σap′′−q(ω − ε)Gσ4σbp′′ (ω)Lσaσ2σbσ3(q, ε) , (6.31)
where in the presentation here we have assumed an outcome — namely that in the present calcu-
lation, only momentum q and frequency ε flow in the ladder. Note that the sum vanishes when
the Green functions are not opposite causality — in that case, the poles all fall on the same side
of the real axis. We will therefore specify the calculation for the case where the advanced Green
function carries the momentum q; in the converse case, where the retarded Green function instead
carries q, the ladder is given by the hermitian conjugate of L. In general, the ladders depend on
three momenta and two frequencies, however the simplification in this case is the result of the fact
that we have presumed the presence of short-range impurities for our present purposes. We can see
the fact that the other momenta fall out of the calculation by examining the kernel of the integral
equation





GAσ1σ2p−q (ω − ε)GRσ3σ4p (ω) . (6.32)
The q momentum in the advanced Green function results in ξp−q = ξp − ~2 p · q/m + ~2q2/2m.
We confine ourselves to the regime pFl  1 where l ≡ vFτ is the mean free path due to elastic
scattering, and note that the integral is dominated by the contribution coming from the Green
function poles. Thus we set p · q ≈ pFq cos θ and drop the ~2q2/2m term. Finally, we remain in the
diffusive regime where |ετ| ≡ y  1, vFqτ ≡ Q  1, and vFλτ ≡ Z  1, so we expand for small
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frequency and momentum to perform the angular integration.
The net result for K is
Kσ1σ2σ4σ3 (q, ε) =

1 − g −ιbQ ιbQ c1Z2Q2
ιbQ 1 − g 2Z2h ιbQ
−ιbQ 2Z2h 1 − g −ιbQ
c1Z2Q2 −ιbQ ιbQ 1 − g

. (6.33)
In this expression we have so-far kept the dimensionless spin-orbit coupling, Z, to all orders and
introduced the functions
g = 1 − a0 + a12 Q
2 − ιa2y, h = c0 − c1Q2 + ιc2y .





1 + 24Z4 + 32Z6(
1 + 4Z2





3 + 6Z2 + 8Z4(
1 + 4Z2
)3 , c2 = 3 + 4Z2(1 + 4Z2)2 .
In the converse situation, where the retarded Green function carries q, the kernel is given by the
hermitian conjugate of Eq. (6.33). In Eq. (6.33), σ1 and σ2 break the matrix into quadrants — σ1
vertically and σ2 horizontally — and σ3 and σ4 break each quadrant into its own 2 × 2 matrix.
Then the ladder is given by
Lσ1σ2σ4σ3(q, ε) = L
(0) [1 − 2π~N0τ K]−1 = F2π~N0τ

G1 −ιbQ ιbQ G2
ιbQ H1 H2 ιbQ
−ιbQ H2 H1 −ιbQ
G2 −ιbQ ιbQ G1

, (6.34)
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Figure 6.9: The spin vertex, τα, where α = x, y, z is the spin polarization, dressed by the presence
of a ladder. The corrected vertex is Γ.
































g − 2Z2h .
The diffusion ladder for the case where the retarded Green function carries momentum q in place
of the advanced Green function is found by L = L†.
The last piece of the puzzle required to disorder average is to derive the corrected spin vertices.
We correct the spin vertices by the insertion of an impurity ladder across the spin interaction as
shown for one of the possible cases in Fig. 6.9. There are four possible configurations, centering
around which Green function carries the momentum q and whether or not the vertex in question
is an absorption (Γ) or emission (Γ̃) vertex. We use Fig. 6.9 in the situation where the advanced
Green function carries q, again noting that Green functions in the sums must be opposite causality
to remain non-zero, to write




















GAσ1σ2p−q (ω − ε)τβσ2σ3GRσ3σ4p (ω)Lσσ1σ′σ4(q, ε) . (6.36)
Both of these expressions have three potential outcomes, one each for α, β = x, y, z, the spin
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orientations. We compute the vertices to quadratic order in Z, in the diffusive limit, and to first
non-zero order in Q and y. The end results are









τxσσ′ − 2ιQZF20τzσσ′ (6.37)
Γ
y
σσ′(q, ε) ≈ F0
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σσ′(q, ε) ≈ F0
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τzσσ′ − 2ιQZF20τxσσ′ , (6.42)






2 − ιy . (6.43)
In the case where the retarded Green function instead carries q, we find that the corrected vertices
are related to Eqs. (6.37)-(6.42) via hermitian conjugation. That is, the absorption (Λ) and emission
(Λ̃) vertices are related to Γ and Γ̃ by the relations Λ = Γ̃† and Λ̃ = Γ† respectively.
6.6 Diamagnetic cancelation and a well behaved dc limit
In this section we demonstrate cancelation of the zero frequency terms. We first derive expressions
for the diamagnetic components and then show how they combine with the paramagnetic terms to
produce a well-behaved dc limit.
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6.6.1 Diamagnetic diagrams
At first blush, one might note that the coupling Hamiltonian Eq. (6.5) and the density commute.
This indicates that in fact there is no correction to the total density due to a perturbation by the
coupling Hamiltonian. However, while the total density remains unchanged, the states themselves
shift in energy. Thus it is necessary to cancel off the diamagnetic contribution order by order in
J . As we are calculating the paramagnetic contribution to quadratic order inJ , we must calculate
the diamagnetic terms to that same order. From Eq. (6.8) it is clear that in order to calculate the


















where a (a†) is the Fourier transformed fermion annihilation (creation) operator and the super-
scripts on t indicate forward (+) and backward (−) branches of the Keldysh contour. Expanding
Eq. 6.44 to quadratic order in the coupling and Wick decomposing the result allows us to express
the density as



















G+η1,σσ1k (t − t1)Gη1η2,σ2σ3k−q (t1 − t2)Gη2−,σ4σk (t2 − t)χαβ,η1η2q (t1 − t2)
− G+η1,σσ1k (t − t1)Gη1−k (t1 − t)Gη2η2,σ4σ3q (0)χαβ,η1η20 (t1 − t2)
]
, (6.45)
where we have utilized the disorder averaged Green functions in order to write this expression in
momentum space, and assumed all spin indices are traced over. The first term is the usual closed
fermion loop; the second and third terms are the exchange and Hartree type diagrams respectively,
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6.10.



















Figure 6.10: Diagrammatic representation of the J2 corrections to the diamagnetic current. Dia-
gram a) is the exchange component and diagram b) the Hartree component.
Diamagnetic exchange terms
Extracting the second term out of Eq. (6.45), expanding the Keldysh contours, and transforming to





















q (ε) − χαβAq (ε)
]




q (ε) − χαβAq (ε)
]
+ f (ω) f (ε − ω)GR,σσ1k (ω)GR,σ2σ3k−q (ω − ε)GR,σ4σk (ω)χαβRq (ε)
+ f (ω) f (ε − ω)GA,σσ1k (ω)GA,σ2σ3k−q (ω − ε)GA,σ4σk (ω)χαβAq (ε)
− f (ω) f (ε − ω)GR,σσ1k (ω)GA,σ2σ3k−q (ω − ε)GR,σ4σk (ω)χαβRq (ε)
− f (ω) f (ε − ω)GA,σσ1k (ω)GR,σ2σ3k−q (ω − ε)GA,σ4σk (ω)χαβAq (ε)
}
. (6.46)
These are the diamagnetic exchange terms, each of which must cancel against a paramagnetic term
in the calculation in order to maintain a finite dc limit.
We can extract the necessary offsetting diagrams from Eq. (6.16) — in particular, the terms that
diverge in the dc limit conspire to exactly cancel 〈ρex〉. We can see this cancelation by examining
one type of term. The fifth, seventh, and ninth terms in Eq. (6.16) written in momentum space by
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using the disorder averaged Green functions are schematically given by
GRταGRτβGRγ0GRγ0 .






= 0 =⇒ Gk ddk [Gk]
−1Gk = − ddkGk (6.47)
to extract the diamagnetic term out of the facially divergent portions of Eqs. (6.16), (6.17), and (6.20)
in the dc limit. The result is
GRταGRτβGRγ0GRγ0 + GRταGRγGRτβGRγ0 + GRγ0GRταGRτβGRγ0 = − ~
m
GRταGRτβGR , (6.48)
where we have used integration by parts and the fact that these terms are invariant under cyclic
permutations. The factor of ~m arises from performing the derivative of the current vertex. This
shows that the self-energy and vertex correction terms conspire to exactly cancel diamagnetic
exchange terms in the dc limit. That is, lines five, seven, and nine in Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17)
combine with lines nine, eleven, and fourteen in Eq. (6.20) to cancel the exchange diagrams in
the dc limit. The same approach can be applied to all the divergent terms in Eq. (6.16), which
ultimately produces a finite dc limit when combining the diamagnetic exchange, self-energy, and
vertex correction diagrams.
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Diamagnetic Hartree terms





















f (ω)GR,σσ1k (ω)GR,σ2σk (ω)G<,σ4σ3q (ε) − f (ω)GA,σσ1k (ω)GA,σ2σk (ω)G<,σ4σ3q (ε)
}
. (6.49)
These terms, too, must meet associated paramagnetic terms that exactly cancel them in order to
maintain a finite dc limit. Equations (6.25) and (6.26) contain two terms each that a priori do not
display a well-behaved dc limit — these are the terms we must examine to extract diamagnetic
cancelation. Approaching the question schematically as in the case of the diamagnetic exchange
















Thus, expanding the second line of Eq. (6.25) using the identity provided in Eq. (6.47) shows that
schematically similar terms in Eq. (6.25) and (6.26) conspire to remove the diamagnetic contribu-
tion in the dc limit. The same approach can be used for the third line of Eq. (6.25), all of which
conspires to produce a finite dc limit for the Hartree terms as well, mirroring the result of the
previous subsection for the exchange terms.
6.7 The Conductivity
In this section we will produce our result for the conductivity to second order in the spin-orbit cou-
pling parameter. We begin with a close examination of the self-energy terms in order to demon-
strate our method of disorder averaging and calculating the full array of contributing diagrams. We
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will show that the diagrams admitting maximal ladder insertions are dominant, and therefore focus
on those terms in our presentation of the final results.
When disorder averaging we first account for disorder along a single electron line by the re-
placement of bare Green functions, G, with their disorder averaged counterparts, G. This restores
translational invariance and therefore allows us to transform to momentum space. We then admit
the maximal number of impurity ladders allowed within a diagram without crossing impurity lines,
recalling that it is only possible to insert a ladder between Green functions of opposite causality.
This accounts for interference effects between electron lines.
Finally, we discuss the approximations used in computing the integrals. We perform the mo-





















where N0 = m2π~2 is the 2d density of states of the metal. The Fermi surface, µ, is the highest energy
scale in the system, and so we extend the lower bound of the ξk integral to negative infinity. This
allows us to shift the frequency ω out of our Green functions, and so we set ω → 0 in all Green
functions. The maximum value of ε is set by the bandwidth of the quantum magnet, while the
maximum value of Ω is set by instrumental limitations. The scattering time in the typical metal is
on the order of τ ∼ 10−14 s, so that ετ  1 and Ωτ  1, and therefore we also set ε → 0 and
Ω → 0 in the Green functions. As a result, Green functions carry no frequency arguments in our
calculation, and the ω integrals become straightforward. A general result we will utilize in this
vein is ∫










≡ F(ε) , (6.51)
where T is the temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant. We approximate the current vertices
at the Fermi surface such that γσσ
′
k ≈ vF cos θδσσ′ , and, since Green functions become simply
functions of ξk due to the presence of the diffusive pole, all the Green functions have the same
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frequency and momentum arguments. Thus, momentum integrals over Green functions may be
calculated using contour methods.
6.7.1 Self-Energy and Vertex Contributions
At this point we will depict the simplified results for the diagrams given the approximations dis-
cussed above and the cancelation arising from combining paramagnetic and diamagnetic terms.
The first outcome is to realize that, since Green functions now contain no frequency arguments
and identical momentum arguments, momentum sums over multiple Green functions of the same
causality, either retarded or advanced, vanish due to the presence of poles on only one side of
the real axis. Thus, we drop all GRGRGRGR and GAGAGAGA type terms. We also account for the
diamagnetic cancelation arising between the self-energy and vertex correction by combining bare
dc terms of Eq. (6.16) and Eq. (6.17) with diamagnetic terms to produce expressions that make it
clear that the dc limit is well behaved. That is to say, the twelfth term of Eq. (6.16) can now be
rewritten using Eq. (6.47) such that
GAταGRτβGAγ0GAγ0 = − ~
m
GRταGAτβGR − GAταGRγGRτβGAγ0 − GAγ0GAταGRτβGAγ0 ,
meaning this term produces diamagnetic cancelation, and additionally terms that balance the twelfth
line of Eq. (6.17) and the sixteenth line of Eq. (6.20). Similarly, we can use Eq. (6.47) to rewrite
the eighth line of Eq. (6.17) such that
GRγ0GRταGAτβGRγ0 = − ~
m
GAταGRτβGA − GRταGAγGAτβGRγ0 − GRταGAτβGRγ0GRγ0 ,
which results in cancelation of the GAGRGA diamagnetic term, in addition to producing terms that
balance the eighth line of Eq. (6.16) and the twelfth line of Eq. (6.20) to explicitly display a finite
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dc limit. The net results for the self-energy diagrams is















































for the configuration with the self-energy bubble on the top branch, and















































for the configuration with the self-energy bubble on the bottom. Note that we have solved the ω
integrals in producing each of these expressions. The vertex correction given by Eq. (6.20) also
acquires dc terms from this approach. The result, which again conspires to balance the facially
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divergent terms, is:




























































































We move now to inserting ladders. First note that the corrected spin vertices, given by Eqs. (6.37)
- (6.42), account for the bare vertex, as can be seen by Eqs. (6.35) and (6.36). By contrast, the lad-
der functions do not. Therefore, when inserting ladders, in order to consider all possible terms,
it is necessary to evaluate those permitting cross-bubble ladders both with and without the ladder
separately. The first set of terms to consider are those permitting only a single cross-bubble ladder.
Those are the first, second, and third lines of Eqs. (6.52) and (6.53), and the first, second, fourth,
and seventh lines of Eq. (6.54) — Fig. 6.11 provides a visual of what it means to insert a ladder into
a diagram. Green functions in the expressions conform to the diagram in order, from left to right,
beginning at the left-most current vertex and wrapping around the diagram against the depicted


























Figure 6.11: The terms emerging from Eq. eqrefse and Eq. (6.54), for χR, that admit only the inser-
tion of a single cross-bubble ladder. The ladder is highlighted in grey, and energy and momentum
flow around the bubble are depicted. Note that inserting the ladder breaks the bubble into two sep-
arate momentum sums, one for k and the other for k′, by accounting for elastic scattering against
impurities.
flow from top to bottom, i.e., clockwise. Extracting the terms in question, we have






























where the overline indicates disorder averaging, and we have adopted the shorthand of listing the
Green functions in order around the bubble clockwise as a notational convenience. In this case,
each term is associated with both χR and χA. These three terms can accommodate the insertion
of a single cross-bubble ladder, but as mentioned previously we must additionally calculate the
situation in which no ladders are inserted. In what follows, we will explicitly calculate the χR
terms, noting that the χA case proceeds identically.
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Zero ladders














































where in this case, without ladder insertions, the disorder average is accomplished by utilizing
disorder averaged Green functions and integrating out the momentum. Performing the sums allows
us to arrive at the expressions
RRRA
(0)
a = − 2πN0v2Fτ3~
[ (
χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR




3χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR




b = − 2πN0v2Fτ3~
[ (
χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR




3χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR









χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR




3χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR
q (ε) + 4χzzRq (ε)
) ]
,
and recall that the unitless spin-orbit coupling parameter Z = vFλτ. The χR portion of the zero-
ladder contribution is then proportional to the sum of these two results. We thus find, after solving
the case proportional to the advanced susceptibility as well, that the total zero-ladder term arising
due to the self-energy and vertex corrections becomes










[F(ε) − F(ε −Ω)]
[ (
χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR




3χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR
q (ε) + 4χzzRq (ε)
) ]
− [F(ε + Ω) − F(ε)]
[ (
χxxAq (ε) + χ
yyA




3χxxAq (ε) + χ
yyA
q (ε) + 4χzzAq (ε)
) ]}
. (6.55)
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One cross-bubble ladder
The one-ladder terms are given by the same diagrams as the zero-ladder case, only now we in-
clude the presence of a single cross-bubble ladder, as depicted in Fig. 6.11. A complication arises
because there are two independent ways to insert cross-bubble ladders in the RRAAc diagram —
either across the bubble from top right to bottom left, as shown in Fig. 6.11, or top left to bottom





















































































We see here how the insertion of ladders proceeds. A cross-bubble ladder insertion disassociates
the two halves of the bubble, causing the two current vertices to decohere; then sums over each
momentum arise — namely the momenta flowing around each subdivided section. Solving these
























2 − ι(y + Ωτ)
RRAA
(1a)
c = − 4πN0v2FZ2τ3~





2 − ι(y + Ωτ)
RRAA
(1b)
c = − 4πN0v2FZ2τ3~





2 + ι(y −Ωτ) ,
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k   q k   q
k   q
✏q ✏q
Figure 6.12: Diagrams in which it is possible to insert a corrected spin vertex in addition to a cross-
bubble ladder. The ladder is depicted in grey, and triangles over spin vertices indicate a corrected
vertex.
where (1a) has the ladder crossing left to right, and (1b) the reverse. Also recall that Q = vFqτ and
y = |ετ|. The diffuson pole enters through the ladder and diverges as q, ε → 0, indicating that most
of the contribution arises for q and ε near zero.
One corrected spin vertex
A second way to insert a single ladder is when it is possible to correct a single spin vertex in
the absence of a cross-bubble ladder. Figure 6.12 depicts the arrangements where this may be
accomplished, and we recall that one must account for the diagrams both with and without a cross-
bubble ladder inserted. From Eq. (6.54) we extract the third, fifth, sixth, and eighth lines. That is,
we must calculate












































averaged with one corrected spin vertex and no cross-bubble ladder. The first two terms above
are those attached to the retarded susceptibility, while the last two are attached to the advanced
susceptibility. In keeping with the general approach taken in this section, we calculate the first two
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explicitly.
As with cross-bubble ladders, emplacing corrected vertices is only possible when connecting



































and we note a key difference: the first line admits an emission vertex, and the second an absorption
vertex. Additionally, it is important to understand that inserting corrected current vertices also
requires connecting Green functions of opposite causality. However, the off-diagonal elements of
the uncorrected current vertices result in terms suppressed in the diffuse limit, i.e., suppressed by
kFl  1, and so we neglect the anomalous portions of the current vertices and utilize corrected
current vertices throughout. We solve these two diagrams to second order in the unitless spin-orbit
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)3 [ (3Q2 + 2ιy) χxxRq (ε) − (Q2 − 2ιy) χyyRq (ε) + (2Q2 + 4ιy) χzzRq (ε)] ,
and so we see both terms evaluate to the same quantity.
The total one-ladder expression to second order in the unitless spin-orbit coupling term Z is
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the result of combining both the single cross-bubble ladder terms and the single vertex correction
terms. The result is









[F(ε) − F(ε −Ω)]
[
χxxRq (ε) + χ
yyR


































− [F(ε + Ω) − F(ε)]
[
χxxAq (ε) + χ
yyA



































)3 ]} , (6.56)
where we have included the portion dependent on the advanced spin susceptibility as well.
One corrected spin vertex and a cross-bubble ladder
As depicted, the diagrams presented in Fig. 6.12 can also accommodate the insertion of a cross-
bubble ladder in addition to a single corrected spin vertex. Emplacing both a cross-bubble ladder











































For these diagrams, there is only one way to emplace a ladder — bottom right to top left, connecting
an advanced and a retarded Green function. As a result, the same energy is flowing in the ladder in



















2 − (ιy + Ωτ)
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Figure 6.13: Diagrams that can sustain the insertion of two corrected spin vertices in addition to
a cross-bubble ladder. The cross-bubble ladder is depicted in grey, and the corrected spin vertices
appear as triangles around spin interactions. Cross-bubble ladders break the bubble up into two
halves, each with its own momentum, effectively decohering the charge vertices.
Two corrected spin vertices
Diagrams that can accommodate the insertion of two corrected spin vertices and a cross-bubble
ladder are depicted in Fig. 6.13. We note for a final time that each of these types of diagrams must
be examined with and without the cross-bubble ladder insertion by virtue of Eq. (6.31) and how
the cross-bubble ladder is defined. The terms we must consider at this point are the fourth, and
fifth lines of Eqs. (6.52) and (6.53), and the ninth and tenth terms in Eq. (6.54):




























































where the first three terms are associated with the retarded susceptibility, and the remaining three
are associated with the advanced susceptibility. Note here that two self-energy RARA terms arise,
one of which corresponds to the (a) diagram and the other of which corresponds to the (b) diagram.
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Following the same outline as what has come before, we will calculate the terms associated with the
retarded susceptibility explicitly, while reminding that the other set of terms proceed identically.
We first perform the case with no cross-bubble ladder. This requires the insertion of two cor-
rected spin vertices. Additionally, a wrinkle arises in the case of the RARA terms, namely the
existence of two related diagrams that contribute at the Z2 order. From Eq. (6.31) we can see that,
while the sum over two retarded or advanced Green functions vanishes, a single impurity can con-
nect two Green functions of the same causality. Thus, we must consider two additional diagrams
derived from the term in question and illustrated in Fig. 6.14. These diagrams arise in this case and
not any others due to the positioning of the Green functions around the bubble — as we have seen,
an impurity scattering event breaks the bubble into two momentum sums, both of which require
poles on either side of the real axis to remain non-zero. Only the RARA self-energy type diagrams
can fulfill this requirement.



















































































The single scattering event is characterized by the bare L(0)σaσbσcσd which is diagonal in both sets of
spin indices. After the summations, and including the signs of these terms in Eqs. (6.52) and (6.54),
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these diagrams combine to give the result








)2 [7χxxRq (ε) + 4χyyRq (ε) + 11χzzRq (ε)] .
Note the emergence of two orders of the diffusive pole here, arising as a result of insertion of the
corrected spin vertices. Producing the entire two-ladder term — either a cross-bubble ladder with
a single corrected spin vertex, or two corrected spin vertices — then requires the addition of this




c diagrams. The net outcome, including the portion dependent
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)2 ] . (6.57)
Three ladder diagrams
The diagrams that can accommodate two corrected spin vertices and a cross-bubble ladder are
RARRa, RAARc, ARAAb, and ARRAc. The first two are associated with the retarded susceptibility,
and the latter two are associated with the advanced susceptibility. We will demonstrate the calcu-
lation for the retarded susceptibility and then present both in the end. The diagrams to calculate,



































Figure 6.14: Two additional diagrams arise out of the RARAa, and similarly RARAb, term due to
the ability to connect the two retarded and two advanced Green functions with a single impurity
scattering event, denoted by the star connected to a dotted line. These situations are possible in
this diagram and not the others due to the fact that this particular arrangement of Green functions
maintains two separate non-zero sums after a scattering event.








































































Note here the two potential cross-bubble ladder insertions associated with the RAARc terms: either
right to left across the bubble (3a) or left to right (3b). Additionally, each term can take two
corrected spin vertices as depicted in Fig. 6.13. We calculate this expression to second order in Z
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2 − ι (y + Ωτ)
) .
Then, the full three-ladder term, including both the sections dependent on the retarded and ad-
vanced QSL susceptibilities is
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−
[F(ε + Ω) − F(ε)]
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2 + ι (y −Ωτ)
) } . (6.58)
Comparing Eqs. (6.55), (6.56), (6.57), and (6.58), we can see that δΠR,(3)xx (Ω) is the dominant
term. The unitless spin-orbit coupling Z  1 and the unitless momentum Q compete in each term.
Ladders diverge as 1/Q2, so we examine powers of Z2 and 1/Q2. The zero-ladder term goes as
δΠR,(0)xx (Ω) ∼ 1, while the most divergent one-ladder terms go as δΠR,(1)xx (Ω) ∼ Z2/Q4. Likewise,
the two-ladder terms also diverge as δΠR,(2)xx (Ω) ∼ Z2/Q4. The three-ladder terms, by contrast,
diverge as δΠR,(3)xx (Ω) ∼ Z2/Q6. Thus, we focus on terms with the most ladders possible in our
examination of the case without spin-orbit coupling, i.e., Z → 0, and eventually our presentation
of the conductivity, as maximal ladder terms are dominant.
6.7.2 The Z→0 Limit
In this section we examine the Z → 0 limit, where spin-orbit coupling drops out of the calculation.
In this limit, the ladders become diagonal:
Lσ1σ2σ3σ4(q, ε) = (2πN0τ~)
−1 (Dq2τ − ιετ)−1 δσ1σ2δσ3σ4 , (6.59)
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for both absorption and emission vertices, and the partner vertices with the retarded and advanced
Green functions reversed remain Λ = Γ†. We know from the above that diagrams that can accom-
modate three ladders are the most contributive due to the presence of three powers of the diffusive
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Note that Q effectively takes the place of Z in the numerator, and χyy now arises in the calculation.
With spin-orbit coupling the χyy component of the susceptibility drops out of the calculation be-
cause the measurement axis is the x axis, and the spin fluctuations are polarized along the z axis.
Setting Z → 0 recovers the symmetry in the spin sector.
The Hartree and Barbell diagrams vanish identically in the absence of spin-orbit coupling. This
is easily seen because the spin vertices are now traceless, which results in vanishing sums over all
spin indices in a fermion bubble that only contains a single spin vertex. The Hartree and Barbell
diagrams each have two fermion bubbles with only a single spin vertex in each of them, both of
which therefore vanish. Thus, these diagrams play no role in the conductivity calculation in the
absence of spin-orbit coupling. The total retarded response function in the absence of spin-orbit
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6.7.3 The conductivity
The zeroth order calculation
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where note that we have one corrected (γ) and one uncorrected (γ0) charge vertex so as not to



























Figure 6.15: The two zeroth order terms. Diagram a) is the bare current-current bubble, and
diagram b) is the diamagnetic term associated with the bare bubble.
This is the expression for the (a) diagram depicted in Fig. 6.15, where the first term is the paramag-
netic component, and the second is the divergent dc component that balances off the diamagnetic
term.
The (b) diagram in Fig. 6.15 is the diamagnetic component. From Eq. (6.45) we can see that
the diamagnetic component of the unperturbed fermion loop is given by







G<,σσk (ω) . (6.65)
From this expression, one can see immediately from Eq. (6.12) that the diamagnetic portion cancels
against the second term in Eq. (6.64). Computing the remaining term in Eq. (6.64) and utilizing
Eq. (6.12) we find
σ(0)(Ω) =
σD
1 − ιΩτ , (6.66)
where we have introduced the Drude conductivity σD = 2e2N0D, and D = v2Fτ/2 is the 2d diffusion
constant.
The correction
Armed with Eq. (6.12), Eq. (6.58), and Eq. (6.61) we are now able to produce the final result for the
modification to the ac conductivity given by the exchange diagrams. The diamagnetic contributions
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have been accounted for and removed, so that Eq. (6.12) simplifies to
δσ(Ω) = − 1
ιΩ
(





Combining the terms, we present the modification to the conductance considering the presence
of interfacial Rashba spin-orbit coupling in a disordered metallic thin film affixed to a quantum
paramagnet lacking long-range magnetic order. A general statement we can make that aids us in
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 , (6.67)
where we have transitioned to unitless integrals, written Ωτ ≡ w, and presented with respect to
the quantum of conductanct σ0 = 2e
2
h . We have focused on the diagrams for which corrections
exist both with and without spin-orbit coupling in order to compare similar terms. The total ac
conductivity to Z2 order given by exchange diagrams with maximal ladders is therefore given by
σ(w) = σ(0)(w) + δσ(w).
The dc limit
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≡ H(y, s) , (6.68)
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where s = kBTτ
~
is the unitless temperature, and recall that we calculate in the diffusive regime such
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This is the main result we will analyze in the next section.
6.8 Discussion and conclusions
Equation (6.69) is a general result that characterizes the temperature dependent dc modification
to the metallic conductivity that arises due to the presence of an affixed PI. The temperature de-
pendence is completely contained in the function H(y, s), where temperature smearing serves to







results from three orders of the diffuson pole and is strongly peaked for Q, y ≈ 0. This envelope
governs the conversion of spin-to-charge fluctuations across the interface — a process which oc-
curs even in the absence of spin-orbit coupling due to electron scattering against interfacial spin
fluctuations causing energy and momentum relaxation, and characterizes an effective spin-Hall
angle-type quantity for noise conversion in the N-PI bilayer system we have examined. The spin
dynamics of the affixed PI are contained in the spin-susceptibility, χ, and in what comes we will
assume that the PI is SU(2) symmetric such that χRQ(y) = χ
xxR
Q (y) = χ
yyR
Q (y) = χ
zzR
Q (y), and simi-
larly for the advanced component. We first make some structural comments about this result, and
subsequently apply our general theory to two types of spin systems. In the first case, the PI spin
susceptibility is smooth and effectively constant near Q, y ≈ 0, and in the second we examine a
gapless QSL possessing a spinon Fermi surface.
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In the absence of spin-orbit coupling the spin-fermion interactions — Eq. (6.60) — are trace-
less. This has immediate implications, namely that the Hartree contributions to the conductivity
and quasiparticle scattering rates vanish. The symmetry of the spin-fermion interaction vertex re-
quires that any particle-hole bubbles containing only a single interaction — see Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 —
vanish identically due to the trace over spin indices. This finding is in line with past results [206],
and we therefore focus on the exchange contributions in the cases with and without spin-orbit
coupling. However, including spin-orbit interactions opens the Hartree channels which may result
in additional corrections to the contributions we present here at very low temperatures. Our re-
sults therefore represent a minimum contribution to the conductivity corrections in the spin-orbit
coupling cases in general.
Additionally, we mention a peculiar feature of the result in Eq. (6.69) prior to the assumption
of SU(2) symmetry. That is, the χyy portion of the spin susceptibility does not enter the spin-
orbit coupling term. Spin-rotational symmetry remains unbroken in the term without spin-orbit
coupling, and thus the spin susceptibility enters symmetrically in that term. However, the interface
breaks inversion symmetry along the ẑ direction, and we measure conductivity in the x̂ direction;
thus, Rashba spin-orbit coupling gives rise to an effective magnetic field that causes electron spins
to precess about the ŷ axis. As a result, no contribution from χyy enters the term proportional to Z2.
As mentioned above, corrections to the conductivity depends expressly upon the spin sus-
ceptibility of the PI layer, and thus act as a probe of the PI magnetization dynamics. The re-
tarded susceptibility can be written in terms of explicit real and imaginary components, such that
χRQ(y) = RQ(y) + ιIQ(y), and we recall that the real component is even with respect to y while the
imaginary component is odd. Because we assume SU(2) symmetry, we can therefore write the
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Let us now assume that the susceptibility is smooth near Q, y ≈ 0 with no strong weights away
from the origin, such that RQ(y) ≈ R0 and Iq(y) ≈ I1y. Under this assumption, we can solve the Q
























ln (s) , (6.72)
and we recall that s  1. Thus, the contributions both from the term lacking spin-orbit coupling
and the term arising due to spin-orbit coupling give logarithmic corrections. Here, each component
may be either metallic or insulating depending on the spin structure, and in particular the signs of
R0 and I1. However, the contribution emerging due to spin-orbit coupling is suppressed by a factor
of Z2, with Z  1. In the case of corrections to the conductivity arising due to screened electron
interactions originally studied by Aronov and Altshuler a universal insulating correction that goes
as ln(s) arises due to the exchange diagrams [198; 199]; we see here that non-universal corrections
arise at the same order when electron interactions are instead mediated by spin fluctuations if the
affixed PI possesses a smooth susceptibility near Q, y ≈ 0.
We may instead interface a PI with more complicated spin structure in the bilayer. Consider,
for instance, the case of a QSL characterized by a parton description with gapless fermions and a
spinon Fermi surface in the large N mean-field limit as addressed in Chapter 5. In that case, the
susceptibility is simply a polarization bubble resulting in a Lindhard equation:
















where the Green functions depicted are those of the fermionic spinons hosted by the QSL. Solving
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A+ − A− − 2(κQ)2
]
, (6.74)
where Ñ0 is the spinon density of states at its Fermi level, k̃F , and
A± = θ(|z±| − κQ) sgn (z±)
√
z2± − (κQ)2 , (6.75)




. Note that as expected the real component is even as a
function of y. The imaginary component gives
IQ(y) = − Ñ0~4(κQ)2 (B+ − B−) , (6.76)
where
B± = θ(κQ − |z±|)
√
(κQ)2 − z2± . (6.77)
Thus we see that the imaginary component is an odd function of y. A point that requires explicit
mentioning is that the solution to Eq. (6.73) is calculated at zero temperature. At low temperatures
— i.e., where the QSL state survives — temperature enters above the 0T result in powers of TT̃F ,
where T̃F is the spinon Fermi temperature, however, and thus the finite T terms are subleading to
the 0T term.
The envelope function restricts most of the contribution to the region Q, y  1. We then note
that y  Q2, such that the real and imaginary components of the susceptibility can be expressed as
RQ(y) ≈ Ñ0~2
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where because s  1 we can see that the ln(s) term that arises in the absence of spin-orbit coupling
results in a metallic contribution while the term proportional to Z2 is insulating. However, unlike
the previous case, here each component contributes at a different order in s. We may therefore pre-
dict the crossover temperature T ∗ at which the spin-orbit coupling term begins to dominate and the
correction becomes insulating. In bilayer systems interfacing metals with insulators, e.g., LaAlO3
affixed to SrTiO3 [207], Rashba spin-orbit coupling parameters have been found to be on the order
~2λ
m ∼ 10−3eVnm. If we assume a similar coupling strength in a bilayer of the type we consider
here, then the crossover temperature T ∗ ≈ 25mK, which is within reach of modern experimental
techniques. At low temperatures spin fluctuations have been shown to incite an enhancing correc-
tion to metallic conductivity in a metal near a ferromagnetic quantum critical point that goes as
ln(s) until the critical point and (ln(s))2 at the critical point [200]. Here, we show that spin fluctua-
tions from a coupled QSL can also drive an enhancement to the electrical conductivity of a weakly
spin-orbit coupled metallic thin film that goes as ln(s). The condition s  1 is equivalent to the
temperature region T  760K (for τ ∼ 10−14s, a reasonable assumption for most metals), which
may be beyond the stable temperature region of a QSL phase. The upper bound on temperature
therefore comes from the QSL itself, not the s  1 condition, and a metal affixed to a gapless QSL
material should therefore see a metallic correction to its conductivity throughout the temperature
range of a stable QSL phase down to T ∗ ≈ 25mK, at which point the insulating correction driven
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by interfacial spin-orbit coupling dominates and the Fermi liquid description of the metal layer
may fail.
In conclusion, we have presented a microscopic calculation of the electrical conductivity at
the interface between a weakly spin-orbit coupled metallic thin film and a PI. The metal contains
spin-inert disorder, and Rashba spin-orbit coupling arises due to inversion symmetry breaking at
the interface. The interplay between disorder, interfacial spin-orbit coupling, and spin fluctua-
tions resulting from the presence of the PI result in corrections to the dc electrical conductivity in
the metal. Energy and momentum relaxation due to metallic disorder give rise to diffuson poles
strongly peaked near zero, resulting in a probe of the low energy PI spin dynamics. For instance,
if the PI susceptibility is smooth and well-behaved near the origin, then we predict a logarithmic
correction to the conductivity — that may be either metallic or insulating depending on the spin
structure of the PI — resulting from electron-electron interactions mediated by spin fluctuations.
If the PI is instead a gapless QSL material with a spinon Fermi surface, an initial logarithmic
metallic correction dominates until a critical temperature T ∗ ≈ 25mK at which point an insulating
correction arising due to the presence of interfacial Rashba spin-orbit coupling and diverging as
T−1/2 dominates. Corrections to the conductivity in this type of setup therefore contain informa-
tion about the magnetization dynamics of the insulating layer, and can be utilized as a probe of the
affixed PI.
In the future it would be interesting to expand this analysis to the case of gapped QSL models.
Gapless QSLs have appreciable weight in their susceptibilities near the origin. A gapped QSL, by
contrast, is characterized by exponentially suppressed spin dynamics near zero energy, and thus
should not generate AA corrections of the type discussed here. A theoretical approach capable of
probing energy and momentum away from the origin would therefore be required; perhaps an ac
probe could accommodate this requirement, similar to that proposed in, e.g, Ref. [51]. Extending
the calculation to the case of magnetic disorder in the metal may also prove enlightening, where
it would be possible to compare the strength of corrections arising due to Rashba and Dresselhaus
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effects. Finally, the calculation here has assumed weak interfacial spin-orbit interactions such that




The work in this thesis is focused on utilizing techniques from spintronics to study unconventional
quantum magnets hosting quantum spin liquid ground states in both 1d and 2d. Spin transport
phenomena have figured prominently throughout, and in particular we have seen that spin fluctu-
ations are a viable tool with which to probe unconventional quantum magnets. In Chapter 3 we
develop a theory supporting the spin Fano factor as a differentiating quantity between spin shot
noise generated at a coupling between 1d spin chains and 3d conventional magnets. We show
that in the gapless phase, coupled 1d spin chains are subject to Pauli blocking not seen in magnon
hosting systems coupled in the same geometry. We then propose an experimental technique for
measuring spin shot noise directly that does not rely upon destructive mechanisms to convert spin
signals to charge signals in Chapter 4. This experimental technique utilizes a resonator cavity
coupled to a transmission line, and we show that simple photon counting at low temperatures can
access the dc spin current shot noise. In Chapter 5, we shift focus from quantum magnets in 1d to
2d quantum spin liquids and develop a theory utilizing equilibrium spin fluctuations as a probe of
the low energy density of states of various spin liquid models. We demonstrate that quantities of
interest such as gap energies and renormalizations due to the presence of gauge fluctuations can be
extracted in an equilibrium, table-top experiment utilizing techniques already common in spintron-
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ics. Lastly, in Chapter 6 we demonstrate that spin fluctuations across interfaces between metals
and unconventional paramagnets result in characteristic magnetoresistive corrections to the metal-
lic conductivity, expanding upon prior work examining Coulomb interactions and electron-electron
interactions mediated by spin fluctuations in a monolayer.
Outlook
One major outstanding issue in the search for an uncontroversial instantiation of a quantum spin
liquid in 2d is the unambiguous detection of mobile spinons. In Chapter 3 we noted the fact that
the system of coupled 1d spin chains we proposed is formally identical to a fractional quantum
Hall system wherein two coupled edge modes exchange electrons. The exchange coupling is
through vacuum and passes spin ~, in the same way the edge to edge coupling passes an electron
in the equivalent fractional quantum Hall case. Fractional quantum Hall experiments have been
performed in which edge modes instead couple through the bulk and thus couplings can occur in
which fractions of electron charges tunnel between the edges. Developing a spin version of this
second case, wherein spin tunneling occurs through the bulk of a quantum spin liquid, would be of
extreme interest. In the charge scenario, shot noise measurements have revealed the fractionalized
nature of the bulk quasiparticles — in the same vein, it would be interesting to discover if spin shot
noise would do the same in the spin case and thus uncover a sign of mobile spinons.
A second avenue for future research is including Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions
and impurities in the spin liquid models utilized in Chapter 5. In the HKLM introduced in Chapter
5, for example, we estimated the gap energy at ∆ ≈ 0.05J following numerical studies on the
compound herbertsmithite [163]. However, the DM coupling has been estimated at ∼ 0.1J in
copper oxides, so that the DM coupling may exceed the spinon gap energy. DM interactions break
spin rotational symmetry, and so they may serve to reduce quantum fluctuations and favor phases
other than the spin liquid ground state. As a result, their effects on the voltage noise spectrum may
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be of interest when attempting to detect the spin liquid ground state of materials thought to be well
characterized by the HKLM. In the same vein, impurities may play an important role in the low
energy behavior of the compound herbertsmithite. As we have seen, herbertsmithite is thought to
host a quantum spin liquid ground state; however, random substitution of magnetic Cu2+ ions at
transition metal sites in the lattice may contribute significantly to the spin Hall noise in the low
temperature regime. It would therefore be interesting to examine how the spin Hall noise studied
in Chapter 5 is renormalized in the presence of magnetic impurity spins in the case of the HKLM.
A final potential avenue for future research worth mentioning here is expanding the temperature
range of the Kitaev spin liquid state in the system that we have examined. The Kitaev model has
two cross-over temperatures proportional to the bond interaction strength K, TL ∼ K/100, and
TH ∼ K. We performed our calculation in the zero temperature limit in order to examine the flux-
free sector, T < TL. However, in the temperature range TL < T < TH mobile Majorana spinons
are thought to exist atop a thermally disordered flux background [157]. These flux excitations may
act as a momentum sink for mobile spinons and thus enhance the spin Hall noise generated in the
configuration we have proposed.
Future research directions are naturally unlimited. We have posed here some of the immediate
next steps with respect to the work done in this thesis one might take. This thesis has attempted to
demonstrate that spin fluctuations can provide a useful probe of unconventional quantum magnets,
and in particular those hosting quantum spin liquid ground states. It is our hope that some of the
work contained herein will obtain experimental notice, and we believe we have contributed to a
stronger understanding of exotic quantum magnets.
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